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Abstract 

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate whether there exists a return differential 

among stocks with low and high news and Twitter publication on S&P 500 and OSEAX. 

Based on the findings, this paper aims to build a simple investment strategy with the 

objective of challenging the return provided by the market. 

The media effect among stocks is analyzed using statistical tests for cross-sectional data 

and time series regression. The investment strategy tests for different holding periods. 

We find that stocks with little exposure to news and Twitter publications earn 

considerably higher returns than those with a high level. The effect is prominent among 

American value stocks and Norwegian growth stocks as well as small stocks. After a 

month of weak stock performance in OSEAX, the highly covered stocks continue the 

negative path, while stocks with low coverage tend to reverse the next month.  The return 

difference holds even after controlling for risk factors, however with little statistical 

evidence.  

A zero-investment portfolio of Norwegian stocks sorted by media coverage adjusted for 

firm size earns a substantially greater return than its benchmark index, holding positions 

for one month at a time. Over our sample period, the monthly-rebalanced zero-investment 

portfolio outperforms the OSEAX by 4,424 basis points, even after adjusting for 

transaction costs. 

Our results imply that it should be possible for both institutional and retail investors to 

allocate stocks in their portfolio based on media exposure, to obtain risk-adjusted returns. 

Moreover, asset managers should be aware of stocks with abnormal amounts of media 

coverage. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  

1.1 THE MEDIA COVERAGE ENVIRONMENT 
“Four hostile newspapers are more to be feared than a thousand bayonets.” This quote 

reveals that even Napoleon Bonaparte (1769-1821) was aware of the potential 

consequences of news exposure. In the 2016 US presidential election, Donald Trump 

popularized the phrase “fake news” through his Twitter account (Ft.com, 2018). Why are 

powerful people concerned about what is published? Much of the answer probably relates 

to the media’s influence on individuals and the society. 

The media today plays a crucial role when it comes to providing financial news to 

individual investors, and only in the US, the top ten most prominent newspapers 

distribute more than 4.5 billion copies daily (Statista, 2018). If online subscriptions and 

multiple readers per copy are also taken into account the number is even higher (Fang 

and Peress, 2009). Due to the evolution of technology, people today are actively exposed 

to news via digital platforms, such as online newspapers and via social media. People 

access news on a constant basis and individual investors can adapt their media exposure 

accordingly. Regarding social media, the number of social network users worldwide was 

about 2.5 billion as of 2017, and it is estimated that by 2021 the number will increase to 

as many as three billion users (Statista, 2018). Moreover, for the last couple of years, we 

have been witnessing influential humans being able to move asset prices by simply 

posting a tweet. Not to mention Donald Trump and his Twitter activity and his publication 

about Toyota Motor Corporation that triggered a plunge in its share price (Ft.com, 2018).  

In certain occasions the link between publication and stocks returns is explainable.  If a 

publication brings new information that directly affects the operations and financials of a 

company, a reaction in the share price is expected. In the Toyota example, Trump lowered 

the market expectations of the firm’s future earnings with a threat of increased taxes. 

However, this fast-paced changing media environment questions some of the core 

theories within the field of finance. Information arises from new sources and reaches the 

markets faster than before. How does this affect financial markets? Do only new 

publications affect stock prices? Is media exposure affecting investors’ stock picking? 
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These are some of the questions that arise when the media’s effect on stock returns is 

analyzed. We will come back to this later in the thesis. 

 

1.2 RESEARCH QUESTION 
In a Norwegian news article, Chief Investment Officer of Nordea Markets Norway Robert 

Næss said he observed a negative relationship between media coverage and stock returns 

(www.dn.no, 2018). He believes that a high number of publications reflect a less 

established business model and therefore weaker stock performance.  

Regarding the relationship between media coverage and financial markets, there are 

several studies undertaken, with different approaches are applied. Fang and Peress 

(2009) examined the cross-sectional relationship between stocks listed on New York 

Stock Exchange and NASDAQ. They investigated whether there existed a no-media 

coverage premium among the stock sample, by using certain newspapers as a proxy for a 

firm's overall media exposure. We believe the link between media exposure and stock 

returns are highly interesting. To find out more we want to conduct thorough research on 

the topic, which leads us to the following research question:   

 

Is there a return difference between stocks with high and low media exposure in the Oslo 

Stock Exchange All Share Index and the S&P 500 index?  

Is it possible to form a simple strategy based on media coverage to outperform the market? 

 

This thesis studies the potential media effect on two different indices; S&P 500 and Oslo 

Stock Exchange All-share Index. Investigating two indices offers some advantages. Firstly, 

we can see the effect on both the American and the Norwegian market. Findings in one 

market are not necessarily transferable to the other market. Secondly, comparing the two 

indices will make it easier to interpret our results.  

The primary objective of this research is to detect whether or not the media effect has 

been present for the past three years and whether a long-short strategy based on the 
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results is feasible and valuable. The findings of this thesis should be of interest for both 

retail and institutional investors.  

 

1.3 DELIMITATIONS 
The correlation between media coverage and stock prices could be analysed in many 

different ways, including how good vs. bad news affect the market and portfolios of stocks. 

Our thesis will focus on media coverage as a whole and regardless of positive and negative 

publications, measured by the amount of news and twitter. Moreover, our thesis focuses 

on the American as well as the Norwegian stock market in terms of the empirical analyses 

undertaken. 

In regards to the first and more theoretical-based analysis of this thesis, we acknowledge 

that it may be valuable to investigate different holding periods. We have limited our 

research to monthly observations of both media coverage and stock returns, which is in 

line with previous research, such as Fang and Peress (2009). However, our practical 

approach investigates various holding periods. This part is limited to OSEAX. 

Both private, as well as institutional investors, should be able to consider our findings and 

implement the investment strategies. However, our paper will primarily be discussed 

from an individual investor’s point of view. Potential differences would be evident mostly 

in terms of transaction costs and trading restrictions.  

As for general simplifying assumptions, we will come back to this subsequently in the 

thesis. 

 

1.4 RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
To illustrate our research and to help explain the thought process we will use the 

“research onion” as an aid. The onion illustrates the different layers one must go through 

when deciding on a research strategy.  
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Figure 1.1: Research Onion 

Sources: (Smith, 2018) 

 

The first layer of the onion is the philosophical stance. We apply an epistemological or 

more specifically a critical realism stance in our research. This is because we search for 

facts and information about the relationship between stock returns and APC that can be 

proven, rather than opinions and changeable situations. Our research is not considered a 

perfect observation of reality, and our findings must be revised continually to be a reliable 

outcome.  

As for the next layer, we start with a research question that we would like to answer 

through this paper. This approach is called deductive reasoning. Moving a step further, 

our strategy aims to answer the research question through an experiment of the cause 

and effect of media coverage, by analyzing archived data. We have chosen to use both 

qualitative and quantitative data to answer our problem statement. However, our answer 

relies more on the quantitative part. This choice of method is called multi-method. As of 

the fifth layer, our sample period goes over three years, covers multiple entities and refers 

to longitudinal data. However, the theoretical-based analysis focus on the cross-section of 

stock returns (Onion.derby.ac.uk, 2018).  
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The analysis conducted in this thesis could be divided into two main parts, one 

theoretical-based and one practical-based. The methodology of our theoretical-based 

analysis is inspired by the article “Media Coverage and the Cross-Section of Stock Returns” 

by Lily Fang and Joel Peress (2009). The motivation of our practical-based approach 

comes from the Norwegian Asset Manager Robert Næss (Nordea Asset Management).  

We have chosen to only provide a brief description of the methodology in this section, as 

chapter 6 will go into the very detail in how all our analyses are conducted. 
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1.5 STRUCTURE OF THESIS 
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Figure 2.2: Overview of Master Thesis 

Source: Compiled by authors 
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The thesis can be divided into four main segments. Chapter 2-4 focus on the foundation 

that needs to be explained in order to conduct later analyses. We begin with investment 

implications in a practical perspective, hereunder explaining how tax and transaction 

costs affect capital gains. Moreover, a detailed description of short sale and the 

opportunities for shorting securities in Norway and the US will be addressed. In chapter 

3, we will look at relevant financial theory focusing on the Efficient Market Hypothesis, 

asset pricing models, and behavioral finance. The theoretical background will then 

proceed into previous literature within the topic of this thesis. 

Chapter 5 and 6 aim to present data collection and methodology used in the analyses. Our 

data forms the basis of the analyses presented later. The methodology is outlined 

thoroughly with tabulated examples to provide a clear picture of how our analyses are 

built. This part will focus on the process of the analysis, rather than the results. The 

implications of the statistical work in this paper are addressed in chapter 7.  

The purpose of chapter 8 and 9 is to deliver a presentation and a broad interpretation of 

the results obtained from our analyses. Furthermore, the theoretical-based analysis aims 

to answer the first research question, while the practical-based analysis aims to answer 

the second half of the research question. 

The final part of our thesis, chapter 10 and 11 will present a discussion of the results 

obtained from chapter 8 and 9, summarize the findings, and try to answer the problem 

statement, respectively. 
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2 PRACTICAL INVESTMENT IMPLICATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS 

2.1 SHORT SALE 
A short sale also referred to as “shorting” is the sale of a share of stock that the investor 

does not own. The investor borrows the stocks, then sells it directly in the market and 

return the stocks to the original owner after he or she has repurchased the shares. 

However, one would need to pay daily interest on the stocks that are borrowed. At a price 

drop of the underlying stock, the investor can buy the shares at a lower price than he or 

she sold them for, and hence cash in the profit.  

As a result, a short sale is a strategy based on a decline in the share price. The position 

may work as a hedge towards a long position in the market as the investor is protected on 

the downside if a decrease in the price occurs. When the investor has undertaken a short 

sale of a stock, his or her position is simply called a “short position” (Crainer, 2015). 

Alternatively, the investor may undertake a “naked short.” As regular shorting refers to 

the situation where the investor has borrowed (or clarified an agreement to borrow) the 

stocks before they are sold in the market, a naked short refers to the situation where the 

investor does not have the stocks at the time of the sale, but plan to obtain these before 

the return of the shares. This is possible in specific markets where the return of the stocks 

does not happen until after the time of the sale. In the stock market, it is common with 

three days of delivery, meaning that shares will be handed over to new owner three days 

after the trade was executed (Lecce et al., 2012). 

Brokerage firms, banks or large investors are typically the players borrowing stocks for 

shorting. When the lender lends the shares, all rights to the shares will accrue to the 

investor who owns the stocks (the investor who lend the shares, or potentially a 

counterpart the investor has sold to), including voting rights and entitlement to 

dividends. The short sale investor is required to return the shares whenever the lender 

request, and regardless of whether it has resulted in a gain or loss on the investor's trade. 

Ordinary equity investments can lose their entire invested capital, namely 100%. On the 

other hand, engaging in short selling has an unlimited potential for loss as in theory the 
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share price can go to infinity before the investor is able to repurchase. (Engelberg, Reed 

and Ringgenberg, 2018). 

In the US, there is a vast number of brokers offering the opportunity to short all the stocks 

listed on the S&P500. Regarding short-selling opportunities in Norway, there are several 

restrictions. Both the online-broker Nordnet and the Norwegian investment bank Pareto 

Securities report that the majority of the most liquid stocks on the Oslo Stock Exchange 

are available for shorting. The list of stocks available for short sale changes continuously, 

and it is possible for the investor to contact the respective brokerage firm if he or she 

wants to undertake a short position in a stock that is not on the list. However, it is not 

guaranteed that it is possible to short a stock that is not in their loan pool. Furthermore, 

Pareto Securities report that if the investor covers his or her short position intraday, no 

additional costs will accrue. If the short position is held overnight, a stock loan will be 

established, and the administration fee and interest will accrue automatically until the 

investor closes the position again (Pareto, 2018). 

Both Nordnet and Pareto require a percentage margin above 100 percent, i.e., the broker 

keeps the money from the short sale and requires additional capital as collateral 

(Nordnet.no, 2018). Hence, in practical terms, the investor is subject to a capital 

expenditure when undertaking a short position.  

 

2.2 ZERO-INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO 
We will examine a strategy throughout this paper called “zero-investment portfolio,” also 

referred to as “ZIP” in this thesis. Such a strategy refers to a portfolio formed by equally 

long and short positions, which will make the net value equal to zero (Alexander, 2000). 

However, as a short position in practice requires capital expenditure, the proceeds from 

the short sale will not necessarily cover the long position. 

The abovementioned factors may create implications in practical terms. It is not certain 

that all the small-cap stocks at OSEAX are available for shorting when the strategy is 

undertaken, and it is always a possibility that the lending investor will call back the stocks 

at any time. This could make it difficult for the long and short positions in terms of holding 
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time, which in our analysis is monthly for the first part and differs for the second. 

Moreover, positions held over time will enable costs in terms of administration fee and 

interest costs. 

 

2.3 TAX AND TRANSACTION COSTS 
Transaction costs are the costs associated with making a transaction. We can split 

transaction costs into two categories, direct and indirect. Direct transaction costs refer to 

costs associated with brokerage fees, commission, and taxes. Indirect costs refer to how 

the trade affects the price of the underlying asset, i.e., bid-ask spread. Costs regarding the 

commission are given as a percentage of the investment and are relatively simple to 

measure and estimate thoroughly. The bid-ask spread, on the other hand, is more 

complicated to estimate and is calculated by the difference between the highest price a 

buyer is willing to pay (bid) and the lowest price a seller is willing to sell at (ask). While 

the commission is chosen by the individual trading platform and is the same for (most) 

stocks in an index, the bid-ask spread is based on the activity in the market and will vary 

more(Domowitz, Glen, and Madhavan, 2001).  

Total transaction costs are difficult to measure when it comes to performing an empirical 

analysis, mainly because it relies on factors that are difficult to quantify (Domowitz, Glen, 

and Madhavan, 2001). Moreover, transaction costs will also vary among individual 

investors. As a result, it has been quite common to assume no transaction costs when 

calculating the profitability of potential investment strategies. 

In this paper, we investigate the S&P 500 and the Oslo Stock Exchange All-Share index 

(OSEAX) where the latter index consists of a majority of the stocks traded being small and 

traded on a relatively low volume. Furthermore, those stocks have larger “spread” than 

for example the stocks on the S&P 500, which are more liquid. This situation will affect 

the results, and the strategy may be seen as more profitable than it is. Moreover, short 

selling is relatively more expensive than long positions in terms of transaction costs. For 

short sales, one has to include administration fees and interest costs for borrowing the 

stock, as mentioned in the “short sale part.” Lastly, all these costs should be considered 

when evaluating the “true” profitability of investment strategies.  
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2.4 ASSUMPTIONS 
In order to conduct our analysis in the most appropriate and unbiased manner, we have 

to make assumptions. Some of the assumptions we make will simplify the reality, and thus 

weaken the reliability of our findings. However, for us to carry the analysis the way we 

have planned some of the assumptions are necessary. It is worth noticing that not all 

assumptions reduce the quality of our analysis.  

We have to assume that all stocks can be shorted and that no stocks are demanded back 

from the lender. In reality, an investor who lends his or hers stocks out for short positions 

can demand the stocks back at any point in time. To see the effect of the short positions, 

it has to be held throughout the planned period. Further, we assume no time value of 

money, so there will be no interest on borrowing for the short portfolio, and one dollar 

today equals one dollar, e.g. three months ago. The zero-investment portfolio requires the 

size of the two portfolios to be equal. Hence, we have to assume that the proceeds from 

the short position will cover the long position. The underlying assumptions for this to be 

true is that short positions accrue no additional administration fees relative to the long 

positions.  

Small stocks could be highly illiquid making a transaction between buyer and seller 

difficult to execute. The transaction may require a longer time or a significant premium 

on the price. The effect of this would be difficult to know for certain, without actually 

making the transaction. When purchasing a large number of stocks, relative to the market 

capitalization of that company, the amount could exceed the amount that the market 

maker is willing to sell for the quoted bid and ask prices. We will in our analysis use 

equally weighted portfolios, meaning we will have an equal amount in each stock, 

regardless of firms’ size. To overcome these challenges, we will assume that we can buy 

an unlimited amount of stocks in each of the companies. 

In the theoretical-based analysis, our main purpose is to analyze if we can find any return 

differences between stocks with high and low media coverage. To obtain a sample size 

sufficient enough to separate the stocks that are much and little covered from each index, 

the analysis includes multiple transactions in every period. Using monthly rebalancing 

requires frequent buying and selling of shares, which in turn will generate substantial 

transaction costs. Including transaction costs could bias the results of the analysis, as it 
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would devour the profits, and camouflage the real return differences between our 

portfolios. We consider these aspects to go beyond the scope of our thesis, as the 

implications are too complex to take into account. Additionally, as our theoretical-based 

analysis focuses primarily on cross-sectional return differences, we consider transaction 

costs irrelevant, and  hence we will ignore it. Our practical-based analysis, on the other 

hand, will include transaction costs in one of the strategies presented.  
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3 FINANCIAL THEORY AND LITERATURE 

If we consider the economic evolution the last 60 years or so, we can (a bit simplified) 

point at two distinctive financial revolutions. The first one was the neoclassical revolution, 

with the introduction of the Capital Asset Pricing Model and the Efficient Markets 

Hypothesis around the 1960’s. The second one was the behavioral finance revolution of 

the 1980’s. The magnitude of the theories is why they are considered revolutionary. 

However, it is worth noticing that even though the two theories are considered opposites 

by most, they give insight and help us understand one and another (Shiller (2006)).   

 

3.1 EFFICIENT MARKET HYPOTHESIS 
The efficient market hypothesis (EMH) is a result of the work of Eugene Fama. The 

hypothesis says that asset prices reflect all available information in the market. A typical 

assumption for EMH is that all individuals/investors are rational (Moosa & Ramiah 

(2017)). The rationality assumption of EMH means two things. First, when investors 

receive new information, they correctly update their beliefs. Second, given their new 

information and corresponding beliefs, they make the best choices based on this 

information (Barberis & Thaler (2002)). That is, a rational investor is unaffected by 

feelings, personal preferences and information constraints (Chen (2017)).  

The efficient markets hypothesis implies several implications: 

- The equity investment of any stock is a zero net present value transaction  

- Buy-and-hold strategies are as good as active trading 

- The attempt to time the market is useless, and it is impossible to “beat the market” 

- Strategic asset allocation is worthless 

(Dobbins and Witt, 1979) 

 

An efficient market means that the market value of a security is correctly priced. That is, 

the current price of which a stock is traded at, (𝑃𝑖) is the same as the fundamental or 

intrinsic value (𝐹𝑖) of the stock. Given this assumption, it is impossible to gain excess risk-
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adjusted average returns. That is, one cannot use an investment strategy to obtain higher 

returns than what is warranted for in the risk (Barberis & Thaler (2002)). This 

Neoclassical view of the investor is challenged by the theory of behavioral finance. 

It requires extensive empirical research to judge whether a market is efficient or not. The 

hypothesis still has its theoretical weaknesses, such as the paradox introduced by 

Grossman and Stigliz (1980). They pointed out that the market cannot be efficient unless 

there exist a sufficient number of investors that consider the market to be inefficient – 

there must be incentives for market participants to disclose price sensitive information. 

This, in turn, means that the level of efficiency (or inefficiency) is critical. 

Fama (1970) distinguishes between three conditions of market efficiency that are based 

on the degree of available information, namely weak form, semi-weak form and strong 

form efficiency.  

 

3.1.1 Weak-form efficiency 
Within the weak-form market efficiency segment, the market price reflects all information 

regarding historical data of price and volume. This version implicates that trend, and 

technical analysis is not valuable to predict stock price development. Because historical 

data on prices are publicly available, all investors are subject to the same information 

relevant for estimating future stock price patterns. Hence it should not be possible to 

consistently outperform the market by analyzing past returns, as it is already 

incorporated into the price (Saad, Prokhorov and Wunsch, 1998). 

 

3.1.2 Semi-strong-form efficiency  
A market is considered semi-strong efficient when the market price reflects all 

information of historical prices and volume as well as all publicly available information. 

All public information refers to fundamental data such as the firm’s products and services, 

management, patents and licenses, assets, future earnings predictions, capital structure 

and relevant accounting rules. If all investors have access to this information and can 

process the information correctly, one would expect this to be already reflected in today’s 
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price. Moreover, the investor should not be able to beat the market over time based on 

fundamental analysis including analyst reports (Fama. 1970) 

 

3.1.3 Strong-form efficiency 
Under the most extreme form of market efficiency, the market price will at any time reflect 

information of historical prices and data, all available information that are relevant for the 

company, as well as private information that only insiders have access to. Hence, it is not 

possible to obtain extraordinary information in such a market, not even for insiders 

(Campbell et al., 1997). We may observe investors that make profits and losses in a 

strong-form efficient market. However, no trader or investor would consistently 

outperform the market (Brealey et al., 2011, p. 346).  

 

Markets are typically said to be neither perfectly efficient nor perfectly inefficient in 

reality. All markets are said to be efficient to a certain degree, however some more than 

others. Market efficiency is more a matter of shades of grey rather than an issue of black 

or white. Markets with substantial impairments of efficiency may have investors that 

strive to outperform less knowledgeable ones (Shiller, 2003). 

 

3.2 THE PREDICTABILITY OF ASSET RETURNS 
The theory about stock price behavior in efficient markets is often connected to the 

random walk hypothesis and the martingale model. In short, these are statistical models 

aimed to explain stock price development. In the next section, we will go through the 

theory behind the two models before we examine asset pricing models used to predict 

stocks returns. 

3.2.1 Random Walk 
When the evolution of computers got so far that investors were able to examine time 

series, Kendall (1953) investigated whether stock price volatility in one day had any 

impact on the next. Kendall expected to find a pattern or a trend, but the results ended up 
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showing that the stock prices followed what he called a “random walk.” It simply means 

that the share price evolves regardless of what has happened earlier.  

In a random walk, the correlation between the price evolution at time t and the evolution 

at time t +1 equals zero. Furthermore, the model is based on the assumption that today’s 

price takes into account the information available as well as investors’ expectations to the 

firm. Practically speaking, this means that what drives the price movement is new 

information. Good and bad news has per definition the same probability of occurring, and 

hence it is equally likely that the stock price moves up or moves down. In short, random 

walk states that the investor cannot predict future stock price movements by analyzing 

past price data and volume. The easiest way to demonstrate the random walk hypothesis 

is the way the random shocks, i.e., error term, is independently and identically distributed 

(IID) increments.  

In mathematical terms, the random walk has the following dynamics: 

P𝑡 = 𝜇 + 𝑃𝑡−1 +  𝜀𝑡 

𝜀𝑡 ~ 𝐼𝐼𝐷(0, 𝜎2) 

The 𝜇 is a systematic component that represents a drift as it is claimed that movements 

are not completely random, as stock prices have a tendency to rise over time. 𝐼𝐼𝐷(0, 𝜎2) 

reflects that 𝜀𝑡 is independently and identically distributed with mean equal to zero and 

a variance equal to 𝜎2 (Campbell et al., 1997). The random shock at time t-1 does not have 

any impact on the outcome of the random shock at time t, and hence the random shocks 

are independent. They are identically distributed in the way that the probabilities for the 

different outcomes are fully random over time.  

 

3.2.2 Martingale 
Following the presentation of the random walk model, many critical professionals wanted 

to test the model thoroughly, and over time they concluded that the model was too 

restrictive. In 1965, Paul Samuelson came up with an answer to the many critics of the 

random walk, as he connected the martingale and efficient market hypothesis. Until then, 

martingales were most well known in regards to probability theory and was defined as a 
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random walk with the expected value equal to zero. A lot of Samuelson’s (1965) work in 

the field was based on Bachelier (1900), who distinguished between random walk and 

martingales. Furthermore, he considered prices in an efficient market to be a martingale 

as the mathematical expectations of buyer and seller is zero. According to Samuelson 

(1965), price changes will not be predictable given the price is formed concerning all 

market participants’ expectations and information. Campbell (1997) describes a 

martingale to represent a situation of a fair game, which is neither in your nor your 

opponent’s favor. A martingale is a stochastic process that has the following dynamics: 

E [Pt + 1 |Pt, Pt − 1, … ] = 𝑃𝑡 , 

E [Pt + 1 − Pt |Pt, Pt − 1, … ] = 𝑃𝑡 , 

Pt refers to the asset’s price at time t, and the martingale hypothesis states that given the 

asset’s entire history, the expected stock price for tomorrow is equal to the price today. 

When conditioned on the asset’s price history, the expected change in price is equal to 

zero. As a result, the price is equally likely to fall and rise. Regarding forecasting, this 

hypothesis states that the best estimate of tomorrow’s price is simply the price today 

(Campbell et al., 1997). 

The martingale can make random choices based on prior outcomes as long as the expected 

outcome is zero, and this is mainly what distinguishes it from the random walk. Moreover, 

the random walk is more restrictive in the way that it does not have any “history,” and the 

following increment is statistically independent.  

 

3.3 BEHAVIOR FINANCE 
In contrary to EMH, behavior finance takes human behavior and preferences into account 

in its modeling. Behavior finance believes that some agents are not entirely rational 

(Barberis and Tahler, 2002). By analyzing limits to arbitrage and psychology, behavior 

finance tries to illuminate a more realistic view of financial markets, and its agents.  

Limits to arbitrage debate that rational investors may struggle to “repair” the market 

movements caused by less rational traders. This application can be used to understand 
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market movements unexplained by traditional financial models (Barberis and Tahler, 

2002).  

By using terminology and concepts from psychology, behavior finance tries to understand 

irrational actions made by investors and anomalies in financial markets. An example of 

anomalies is seasonality or other time-determined effects. For instance is it supporting 

empirical evidence that stock prices increase in January, decrease over the weekend and 

increase in the change between months. These effects are not supported by EMH. Another 

type of irrationality is emotional biases. An example of an emotional bias is the 

endowment effect. The endowment effect is the concept of demanding more to give up an 

object one own than one would be willing to pay to acquire the same object. That is, the 

disutility of giving up an object is greater than the utility associated with acquiring it 

(Kahneman, Knetsch & Thaler (1991)). Academics in the field of psychology have 

repeatedly found that the pain of losing money from investments is three times as large 

as the utility obtained from investment gains (Khan and Ikram, 2010). 

Because of these anomalies, in behavior finance, the intrinsic value of a security is not 

necessarily the current market value of the security. That is, a stock can be over- or 

undervalued. A stock is considered overvalued if the market price is higher than the 

intrinsic value of the stock. That is if 𝑃𝑖 > 𝐹𝑖 . By the same argument, a stock is considered 

undervalued if the market price of a stock is lower than the intrinsic value of the stock. 

That is if 𝑃𝑖 < 𝐹𝑖  (Melecký & Sergyeyev (2007)).  

With the possibility of stocks being undervalued, investors can through investment 

strategies obtain higher returns than what is accounted for by the risk. This incentivizes 

investors to analyze and test different strategies, to find anomalies and thus opportunities 

for return. In chapter 4, we will look deeper into how investors’ knowledge of stocks can 

be considered an anomaly.  
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3.4 ASSET PRICING MODELS 

3.4.1 Capital Asset Pricing Model 
The Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) is a result of the work of multiple economists, 

including Sharpe (1964), Lintner (1965), Mossin (1966) and Black (1972). The model has 

been praised for decades for its usability and ability to separate the return difference 

between different assets. The model is highly incorporated and familiar among students 

from other economic areas than finance (E. F. Fama & French, 2004).  

However, in theory, the Capital Asset Pricing Model does only hold under the following 

simplifying assumptions: 

 All investors behave rational, are risk-averse, and they are price takers, which 

means that they are not able to influence prices 

 Every investor have the intention to maximize economic utilities   

 No arbitrage opportunities exist, and investors have homogeneous expectations 

 Every investor can trade with no tax or transaction costs 

 Investors are broadly diversified, and returns are normally distributed 

 A perfect capital market is assumed, and all information is available to every 

investor at any time 

 A risk-free interest rate exists, and investors have unlimited opportunities of 

borrowing and lending 

(Glen Arnold, 2005) 

Because the assumptions may not necessarily hold in the real world, many researchers 

argue that the Capital Asset Pricing Model is a rather weak model when it comes to 

predicting asset returns. Consequently, the model does not explain variations in asset 

returns sufficiently. Empirical evidence suggests that securities with low betas may 

provide lower returns than the model predicted, and high-beta securities may deliver too 

much return relative to its beta (E. F. Fama & French, 2004). 

The model says that the return of an asset can be estimated by the risk-free rate and the 

difference in an asset’s risk and the and the return of the market excess of the risk-free 

rate (E. F. Fama & French, 2004).  
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That is, 

 

 

 

E[R𝑎] = 𝑟𝑓 + 𝛽𝑎(E[R𝑚] − 𝑟𝑓) 

Where, 

E[R𝑎] : Expected return of asset a 

𝑟𝑓: Risk-free rate 

E[R𝑚]: The expected return of the market portfolio 

𝛽𝑎: Systematic risk (a measure of the additional risk of the asset compared to the market 

excess of the risk free rate) 

 

The market portfolio represents every asset from all markets, where each asset is 

weighted by its market capitalization. No preferences regarding assets or markets are 

required for the individual investor. Moreover, the investor only selects securities based 

on a function of his or her risk-return profile. It is also assumed that all assets are infinitely 

divisible as to the amount traded (Bodie et al., 2011, p. 316). The market portfolio has a 

beta equal to one, and portfolios with a beta greater than this suggest an aggressive 

portfolio which is above average sensitive to the overall market movements. On the other 

hand, a portfolio with a beta that is lower than one speaks in favor of a defensive portfolio 

as it is below average sensitivity to market fluctuations (Bodie et al., 2011, p. 316).  

The following chart illustrates the security market line (SML), which represents the 

expected risk-return relationship in the CAPM: 
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Figure 3.1: Security Market Line 

Source: Compiled by authors 

 

The security market line plots risk premiums of individual securities as a function of the 

security’s risk, but is also valid for efficient portfolios (Bodie et al., 2011, p. 317). As a 

result, securities priced “fairly” plots exactly on the SML, meaning their expected return 

is equivalent to their risk. An asset priced below the security market line represents an 

overvalued asset, while undervalued assets lie above the SML. The difference between the 

fair and actual expected return refers to the asset’s “alpha” (Bodie, Kane and Marcus, 

2014, p. 299).  

As we in practice observe realized returns rather than expected returns which CAPM 

considers, we must rearrange the model to make it practically applicable. As a result, we 

obtain the single index model (Bodie et al., 2014). The single index model takes the 

following regression equation: 

E[R𝑎] − 𝑟𝑓 = 𝑎𝑝 + 𝛽𝑎(E[R𝑚] − 𝑟𝑓) + 𝜀𝑝 

 

The intercept in the equation is alpha and represents the excess return of the portfolio, 

which is not explained by the single market factor. The media effect examined later in this 
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thesis is a part of the alpha value. A positive and significant alpha speaks in favor of a 

portfolio that has performed better than what was expected given the portfolios risk 

exposure, hereby beta. A negative alpha, on the other hand, indicates a portfolio that has 

provided a worse return than what was expected considering its value of beta.  

 

3.4.2 Fama-French Three-Factor Model 
Eugene Fama and Kenneth French found that on average a portfolio’s beta does a good 

job to explain asset returns. They found that beta alone was able to explain about 70 

percent of average portfolio return, hence not a perfect predictor. Fama and French 

thought they could do better than this and in further studies, they expanded the capital 

asset pricing model by including two new factors. These two new factors were size 

(measured by market capitalization) and value (measured by book-to-market). The 

intention behind this was that along with the market portfolio these three factors would 

be able to provide a much better explanation of average return than the market portfolio 

alone. The size factor represented the difference between the return on a portfolio with 

small stocks and the return on a portfolio of big stocks (SMB, small minus big). The value 

factor represented the difference between the return on a portfolio of high book-to-

market stocks and the return on a portfolio with low book-to-market stocks (HML, high 

minus low) (E. F. Fama & French, 1993).  

The new model, Fama-French three-factor model, looked like this: 

E[R𝑎] − 𝑟𝑓 = 𝑎𝑖 +  𝛽𝑖(E[R𝑚] − 𝑟𝑓) +  𝑠𝑖𝑆𝑀𝐵𝑡 + ℎ𝑖𝐻𝑀𝐿𝑡 + 𝜀𝑝 

Where: 

m: Denotes the market portfolio which is the same as in the capital asset pricing model. 

SMB and HML: as outlined above, but briefly summarized; SMB represents a zero-

investment portfolio which is long small cap stocks and short, large-cap stocks. Hence, 

SMB is a size factor which captures return differences between portfolios with high 

market capitalization relative to portfolios with low market value. The HML factor refers 

to a zero-investment portfolio, which is long firms with high book-to-market ratio (value 
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stocks), and short low B/M stocks (growth stocks). A zero-investment portfolio is a 

portfolio of assets having a net present value of zero. 

𝛽𝑖, 𝑠𝑖, ℎ𝑖: Factor sensitivities that represents the slopes of the time-series regression 

(E. F. Fama & French, 1993) 

 

3.4.3 The Carhart Four-Factor Model 
Jegadeesh (1990) documented a short-term momentum effect among stock returns. 

Stocks that showed a good/bad return during the past months kept performing well/bad 

the subsequent month. Research by Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) confirms these 

findings, and they report that the momentum effect lasts as long as for 3-12 months. They 

found a significant positive autocorrelation. This anomaly laid the foundation of the 

Carhart (1997) model. Carhart (1997) formed the 4-factor model by applying the 3-factor 

model of Fama and French (1993) and adding the momentum anomaly by Jegadeesh and 

Titman (1993). The momentum factor (UMD) was added to come up with a model that 

provided a better explanation of variations in stock returns. The Carhart 4-factor model 

is expressed in the following way: 

E[R𝑎] − 𝑟𝑓 = 𝑎𝑖 +  𝛽𝑖(E[R𝑚] − 𝑟𝑓) +  𝑠𝑖𝑆𝑀𝐵𝑡 + ℎ𝑖𝐻𝑀𝐿𝑡 + 𝑝𝑖𝑈𝑀𝐷𝑡 + 𝜀𝑝 

 

Where: 

UMD: Factor constructed by a strategy that longs assets that have performed well the 

previous year and sell off the assets that not performed well, namely a zero-investment 

portfolio.  

The underlying mechanisms that explain the momentum effect are still uncertain (Daniel 

and Moskowitz, 2012). Many supporting theories, however, are based on human 

behavior. Daniel et al. (1998, 2001) derived a model with an explanation of the 

momentum effect based on overconfidence among investors. Barberis et al. argue that 

representativeness affects both prices and return on an asset. Hong and Stein (1999) 

present theoretical models which try to explain the momentum effect as a result of 
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irrational behavior among investors. Grinblatt and Han (2005) argue that investors are 

affected by a disposition effect, which leads to an unwillingness among investors to realize 

capital losses and a tendency to realize capital gains too quickly. George and Hwang 

(2004) report that the “52-week high” price of a stock affects the decision to invest by an 

investor. In addition, they argue that there exists an anchoring effect among investors 

where too much emphasis is put on past prices.  

Lakonishok et al. (1991) and Lakonishok et al. (1992) looked at the investment strategy 

of pension funds and examined in this context the effect of “window dressing.” Simply put, 

this refers to a strategy where fund managers at the end of the quarter or year keep 

winners and sell off losers to improve the appearance before presenting it to 

stakeholders. Lakonishok et al. (1991) find evidence that pension funds each year, on a 

quarterly basis sell off stocks that have underperformed, to get rid of the “mistakes,” and 

appear stronger. Fund managers that recently performed well may receive more attention 

from stakeholders and be able to attract new clients and capital. Strategies such as 

“window dressing” contributes to the so-called momentum effect.   

Previous literature discovers that the momentum strategy works better on small stocks 

and stocks with low analyst coverage (Hong et al., 2000), growth stocks (Daniel and 

Titman, 1999), stocks with abnormally high level of trading volume (Lee and 

Swaminathan, 2000) and dispersion in analyst forecasts (Zhang, 2006). Furthermore, 

Zhang (2006) claims that these characteristics are used to proxy for information 

uncertainty and causes the profit obtained by a momentum strategy.  

 

3.4.4 The Fama-French Five-Factor Model 
The three-factor model by Fama and French (1993) was constructed to capture the 

relation between return and size, as well as return and price-to-book. At the time they 

launched the three-factor model many researchers within the field had already proved 

size and book-to-market to be essential risk factors. More recent studies by Fama and 

French (2014) states that additional factors should be considered in the model, since the 

three-factor model does not capture variations in average returns to the full extent. In 

their latest article “A Five-Factor Asset Pricing Model” they revise the three-factor model 
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and add profitability and investment level to the existing factors. The factor model is 

expressed by (Fama and French, 2014) x.x:  

E[R𝑎] − 𝑟𝑓 = 𝑎𝑖 +  𝛽𝑖(E[R𝑚] − 𝑟𝑓) +  𝑠𝑖𝑆𝑀𝐵𝑡 + ℎ𝑖𝐻𝑀𝐿𝑡 + 𝑟𝑖𝑅𝑀𝑊𝑡 + 𝑐𝑖𝐶𝑀𝐴𝑡 + 𝜀𝑝 

Where: 

i. RMW (robust minus weak profitability): Denotes the return differential 

between a portfolio of stocks with low profitability and a portfolio of stocks 

with high profitability. 

ii. CMA (conservative minus aggressive investments): Refers to the difference in 

return between a portfolio of stocks with firms that invest conservatively and 

the return of stocks that invests aggressively. 

iii. If the coefficients 𝛽𝑖(E[R𝑚] − 𝑟𝑓), 𝑠𝑖𝑆𝑀𝐵𝑡, ℎ𝑖𝐻𝑀𝐿𝑡, 𝑟𝑖𝑅𝑀𝑊𝑡, 𝑐𝑖𝐶𝑀𝐴𝑡  capture 

all variation in the return, we would expect 𝑎𝑖 to be zero for all securities and 

portfolios of i. 

Ignoring the terms listed above, the factors are the same as in the previous factor models 

addressed. It is worth noting that the HML factor is redundant as the two new factors are 

added. The other four factors completely explain the time series of the HML, with CMA, 

for instance, having a correlation of -0.7 with HML (Fama and French, 2015).   

All the models explained in this chapter will be applied in the analysis part of this thesis. 
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4 EMPIRICAL REVIEW 

In this chapter, we will discuss previous work within the same research area as we are 

focusing on. The objective of this part is to use earlier research to understand the effect of 

media attention on stock returns. First, we must define the research area we are looking 

at - Economics of information. We believe this is the economic category that best explains 

the research we are conducting. By economics of information, we refer to the possibility 

of imperfect information, which is different from the neoclassical theory (Gallego, 2018). 

Imperfect information means that not all the participants in the market are aware of all 

publicly available information. Economics of information includes many areas of usage. 

For instance is asymmetric information, where one party have more information than the 

other in a transaction, applied in game theoretical models.  For the sake of our research, 

we limit ourselves to look at papers where the efficiency of market information is 

questioned. That is papers where the market is imperfectly, or unequally informed about 

the existence and performance of securities.  

According to EMH, media should not affect stock prices beyond the additional new 

information they serve the market. That is, subjective opinions of, or re-posting of 

information already available to investors should not affect the stock price. Huberman 

and Regev (2001) point at an interesting observation of irrational market behavior. On 

the day of a New York Times article about a new cancer drug from EntreMed, the trading 

volume and stock price increased drastically. The stock price closed at 12 on Friday and 

opened at 85 and closed near 52 Monday. This would have been a normal market reaction 

if this was groundbreaking new information. However, the same article was published in 

Nature five months before this day. This means that all the information in the article 

already should be known to the market, and thus be incorporated in the stock price. 

According to EMH, the stock price should not react in this manner. However, the New York 

Times has about 9 million daily readers, and its information, therefore, reaches a more 

prominent crowd than for instance Nature (Statista, 2018). The situation is interesting as 

it is a violation of EMH, and points at an observation from behavior finance – investors’ 

limited attention, and inefficiency in information gathering. 
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If investors’ knowledge and stock information are considered imperfect, one could argue 

that information is an anomaly. That is the violation of the condition from the EMH that 

states that stock prices reflect all available information in the market. In that case, there 

must be a connection between stock return, volatility and investors’ recognition of stocks.  

Merton (1987) developed “a two-period model of capital market equilibrium in an 

environment where each investor only knows about a subset of the available securities.” 

That is since the investors only know about a given number of securities, the market is 

informationally imperfect – some stocks are more known in the market compared to 

others. Investors are informationally constrained, their investments will be limited to the 

securities they have sufficient information on. Which makes sense, as rational investors 

would not invest their money in companies they have little to no knowledge of. In his 

research, Merton (1987) uses a static mean-variance model to analyze the effect of 

investor recognition on stock returns. Merton concludes that investors neglect some 

stocks due to lower knowledge about the security. The investors who pick these neglected 

stocks must get an additional premium for the additional idiosyncratic risk they carry. 

The idiosyncratic risk is related to the fact that fewer investors will lead to lower 

diversification of investors, something that must be compensated for (Chen (2017)). This 

hypothesis is known as the “investor recognition hypothesis” (IRH). The IRH has been 

used as the background for further study, and we consider Merton’s hypothesis a 

foundation for further research within the economics of information.  

Measuring investor recognition can be a problematic affair. Asking a significant number 

of investors about their knowledge of different securities would be challenging to conduct 

in an unbiased manner. Measuring investor recognition thus requires some assumptions. 

In a search for a connection between investor attention and global stock returns, Tao Chen 

(2017) conducts empirical research on stock returns using google search volume. The 

search volume is in his research considered a proxy for investor recognition. By analyzing 

the returns of stocks against Google search volume, Chen demonstrates a negative and 

significant influence of investor attention on stock returns. I.e., Google search volume has 

a negative effect on the performance of stocks. Further, he argues that the negative effect 

of investor attention seems to be more predominant in markets with positive sentiments.  
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A number of research papers in the field economics of information, use the media’s 

coverage of firms as a proxy for investors’ knowledge of a given stock. While media 

exposure is not a perfect proxy of investor recognition, it serves as a good indication. 

Media plays an important role in investors’ information gathering, and the companies 

with much coverage should be more known to the market than the stocks with low 

coverage.  

Byun and Oh (2018) find a positive relationship between media coverage and shareholder 

value. By analyzing articles about firms’ corporate social responsibility (CSR), they find 

that publications on a firm’s CSR activities are related to shareholder value and improved 

future operating performance. 

Solomon (2012) examine how media coverage of good and bad corporate news affects 

stock prices. His studies are based on firms that use investor relations companies to 

handle their media communication. Solomon looks at firms’ usage of investor relations 

companies and how they affect the media attention of their clients in different scenarios. 

Solomon finds that investor relations firms manage to generate more media attention for 

their clients’ positive press releases than the negative ones. Further, he argues that more 

positive than negative news gives a higher return. The conclusion is that investor relations 

firms affect the returns of their clients, by their influence on the media’s coverage. Ozik 

and Sadka (2013) also look at the effect of positive and negative news. They separate 

media into three different categories, general newspapers, specialized/industry 

magazines and corporate communication (press releases). By using Harvard IV-4 

psychosocial dictionary, they conduct a textual analysis to identify positive and negative 

articles, collected from google news archive. The dictionary contains a list of different 

words categorized into positive and negative sentiments, and can, therefore, identify if 

the article is mostly positive or negative. The authors used this information to research if 

media sources differ in degree of optimism in firm coverage, and if media coverage 

contains information about the future performance of hedge funds. They found that 

general newspapers are more negative in their sentiment than industry magazines. This 

is assumed connected with the fact that the two media types are supposed to cover 

different areas of the business. General newspapers are more interested in writing about 

the misconduct of the firm, as this information is often of more interest to the society in 
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general. Specialized magazines, on the other hand, will also cover positive news, as this is 

of interest for investors. One of the reasons they do their research on hedge funds is the 

fact that they are subject to other regulations than mutual funds. These regulations hinder 

them from marketing themselves in the media. Thus, is the media’s interpretation of 

events decisive for the positivity of articles. Ozik and Sadka (2013) find that sentiment 

alone does not predict fund performance. This is an interesting observation as it opens up 

for more research on the number of news articles, instead of the level of positivity or 

negativity of a firm’s articles.   

Fang and Peress (2009) do empirical research on the effect of the quantity of news articles 

on stock returns. Their sample consists of all stocks on NYSE and 500 randomly selected 

companies on NASDAQ. They obtain their news article dataset from the LexisNexis 

database, which includes articles from New York Times, USA Today, Wall Street Journal 

and Washington Post. By using data for American stocks, Fang and Peress (2009) find a 

significantly higher return on stocks that are not covered by the newspapers. They refer 

to this extra return as a no-media premium. The premium is in line with the Merton’s 

investor recognition hypothesis and indicates that media coverage is a good 

approximation for investor recognition.  

Seaholes & Wu (2004) and Barber & Odean (2008) observe that investors tend to 

purchase attention-grabbing stocks. In other words, much news coverage for a given 

company will make investors net-buyers of the company’s share. The high buying 

pressure will create inflated stock prices and thus poor stock performance subsequently.  

Chan (2003) finds an interesting observation regarding stocks that performed poorly in 

the current month. Stocks that have news exposure in the same month will continue the 

negative drift into the next month. Companies that are not exposed to news tend to 

reverse the negative trend in the following month.  

The mass media has gone through a digital revolution the last decade or so. Printed 

newspapers are replaced with online newspapers, apps and alternative information 

sources. Hu et al. (2012) investigate the relationship between a firm’s visibility in blog 

spaces, with the cross-sectional stock returns. They find that firms with low blog exposure 

outperform firms with high blog exposure. These findings are also in line with the investor 
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recognition hypothesis. Investors’ available sources of information have changed and 

increased in line with digitalization, and Hu et al. (2012) argue that the blog exposure is 

fundamentally different from traditional media coverage. When examining non-

traditional media, like blogs or social media, we see two clear differences from traditional 

media. First, the number of publications is increasing, and second, barriers to publish 

decrease. Anyone with access to the internet can easily publish his or her opinion about a 

given topic. As a result, readers’ ability to identify reliable sources has become a current 

topic. 

Sul, Dennis, and Yuan (2016) analyze the sentiment in 2.5 million tweets about companies 

listed on S&P 500. Further, they compare the sentiment in the tweets with the 

performance of individual firms in the index. Their research shows that the sentiment in 

a tweet from a Twitter account with less than 171 followers affects the stock performance 

of a company the next trading day. Interestingly, the effect is not visible for Twitter 

accounts with more than 171 followers. 

The last decade’s rise of social media has given investors more information to process, at 

the same time as it challenges investors to a more critical assessment of sources. Investors 

need to separate facts from noise, and learn to identify unreliable publications or “fake-

news.” Nevertheless, social media, like Twitter, has become an essential channel for 

companies to make public announcements, and for investors to collect information. 
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5 DATA COLLECTION  

5.1 DATA PRESENTATION 
The samples we have chosen to examine in this thesis consists of all the firms listed on 

Standard&Poor 500 index (S&P 500), as well as all the firms listed on the Oslo Stock 

Exchange All-share Index (OSEAX). S&P 500 is composed of the top 500 largest companies 

in the US. OSEAX is a value-weighted index composed of all the listed companies in 

Norway (Bloomberg.com, 2018).  

We consider the US and Norway, or more specifically the S&P 500 and OSEAX to be well 

suited for this research. We observe a couple of similarities and differences between the 

two indices. While several research papers have investigated the relationship between 

American media and stock prices, the Norwegian market has hardly been analyzed. At the 

same time is the American and Norwegian stock markets connected through trade and 

business. Because of these factors, we believe a comparison of the media-effect across the 

two indices should obtain some interesting results.   

Norway had a total number of 3.2 million monthly active social media users on mobile as 

of January 2017, which constitutes more than 60% of the entire population at that time 

(Tradingeconomics.com, 2018). As of May 2016, the US had the most active Twitter users. 

The total number was 67.5 million which was well above India in second place. This 

information further supports our choice of markets for the samples.  

The time horizon chosen for our analysis is set to a three-year period, running from 

January 2015 to December 2017. We acknowledge that a sample period of three years 

may lead to a small number of observations and may not necessarily fully capture the 

developing business cycle. However, a sample period that lies between three and seven 

years are typically required when analyzing financial ratios to be able to analyze the trend 

in the data (Plenborg, 2012). Moreover, Bloomberg does only provide data for the “news 

publication count” and “twitter publication count” from the first day of January 2015 and 

throughout for both the S&P and the OSEAX. As a result, we consider the time horizon 

chosen in this thesis to be sufficient for the analyses to be undertaken.  
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5.2 BLOOMBERG 
Bloomberg is an American news and market data agency, specialized in servicing the 

financial world. Financial institutions and finance departments of larger corporations are 

typically equipped with a “Bloomberg Terminal” (via its Bloomberg Professional Service), 

which is linked directly to Bloomberg’s systems, where one has access to news, 

information, and communication. Micheal Bloomberg, who still owns 88 percent of the 

company, founded Bloomberg L.P in 1981. Bloomberg Media consists of Bloomberg TV, 

Radio, Magazine, Bloomberg.com and Bloomberg Press (Bloomberg.com). As of October 

2016, the company had about 325,000 terminal user clients worldwide (Bloomberg L.P., 

2018). The data in this thesis is collected from Bloomberg.  

The reason we have chosen to obtain our data from Bloomberg is to ensure consistency. 

Collecting data on news and twitter coverage for three years for each company on S&P 

500 and OSEAX manually could cause biases in terms of human errors. Collecting the 

amount of data with the same precision as Bloomberg would be difficult. Moreover, 

manually collection of media exposure could result in months with no registered news 

publications on companies, especially for firms listed on the OSEAX index, which includes 

firms that are less covered. Bloomberg provides us with a comprehensive range of 

publications globally, which potentially allow us to enable more firms in our sample than 

what would have been the case with manually data collection. We believe that by 

obtaining all relevant numbers, both media exposure and financial variables from one 

source (Bloomberg), this strengthens the validity of our dataset, as numbers across the 

entire dataset are fully comparable. 

Bloomberg is one of the most well known financial news providers in the world, and have 

won and been nominated for several awards for their media distribution. They currently 

have 19,000 employees in 176 locations around the world and more than 5,000 

technologists and software engineers. In addition, Bloomberg delivers 5,000 stories a day 

in more than 120 countries (Bloomberg L.P., 2018). Taking this information into account, 

we consider the data from the Bloomberg software to be utterly reliable.  
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5.3 TWITTER 
Twitter is an American social networking community and microblog service that is free 

to use. The users are allowed to send and read other users updates, called tweets, which 

is text-based messages consisting of a maximum of 280 letters (Blog.twitter.com, 2018). 

In November 2008, Twitter had 4-5 million user accounts registered (Web-strategist.com, 

2018). Twitter showed an increasing growth from its beginning in 2006 with an estimated 

user base of more than 100 million in 2012, generating 340 million daily tweets 

(Blog.twitter.com, 2018). Twitter has been described as “the SMS of the internet” and was 

one of the ten most visited websites in 2013 (D'Monte, 2018). The number of active 

monthly users increased to a total number of 319 million in 2016. Furthermore, Twitter 

proved to be the biggest provider of breaking news in 2016 on the day of the U.S. 

presidential election. 40 million tweets related to the election was registered by 10 PM 

that day (Ember, 2018). According to omnicoreagancy.com, Twitter had 330 million 

monthly active users as of 1st of January 2018, and a total number of Tweets sent per day 

of 500 million as of 24th of January 2017. Moreover, as of the 24th of January 2017, the 

percentage of Twitter users that are active on mobile is 80% (Omnicoreagency.com, 

2018). 

Many professional finance people, as well as politicians all over the world, use Twitter 

today as a platform to express their thoughts. These type of people tend to have a broad 

follower base, and hence their words are spread globally in a matter of seconds. Theories 

within behavior finance are built upon market inefficiency, meaning that investors do not 

always act rationally and hence market movements are not random. Carl Icahn of Icahn 

Capital Management announced on Twitter in 2013 his investment in Apple, with a 

message indicating that their stock was considerably undervalued. In a couple of seconds 

later, the Apple stock plummeted and minutes later the market value increased by 17 

billion dollars (Finance Magnates | Financial and business news, 2018). This is just one 

example of how Twitter is used as a tool by investors to inform their trading decisions, 

which also may indicate that market movements are not random but caused by outside 

forces. 
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5.4 BLOOMBERG’S NEWS AND TWITTER PUBLICATION COUNT 
 

To estimate media coverage for each company in our samples, we use fields in Bloomberg. 

By the end of each month, we look at the number of tweets and the number of news 

articles about companies in our indices. This is done with the fields “news publication 

count” (NPC) and “twitter publication count” (TPC) and can be found for each stock. 

According to a conversation with Bloomberg helpdesk, the “News Publication Count” field 

refers to the number of news articles published about a company on a single day. It takes 

into account stories in all languages and across multiple sources. Bloomberg’s “Twitter 

Publication Count” considers the total amount of tweets about a single company on the 

given day. We aggregate these into a variable we call Aggregate Publication Count (APC). 

According to Fang and Peress (2009) (and other empirical research), media coverage 

should have an adverse effect on stock return. That is, the more publication a company 

gets the lower return it gains.  

 

To conduct our analysis part, we also had to collect some other variables about the firms 

in our indices. How these variables were utilized in the analysis will be further explained 

in the Methodology chapter. 

Financial variables collected from Bloomberg Terminal: 

 Market Capitalization: refers to the share price stated on the last trading day of the 

month multiplied by the number of shares in issue, representing market value for 

a company. 

 Price-to-book ratio: refers to the end of month stock price divided by book value 

of equity for the given point in time, according to Bloomberg.  

 Current (Past) Month Return: refers to end of the month, end of day return of each 

company. That is, the last available end of the month return. 

 Price: refers to the quoted price per share at the end of the day, on the last trading 

day of the month 

 Net Income: refers to the trailing twelve-month (TTM) net earnings for a 12-month 

period from the given date, which is the last trading day of each month 
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 Volatility Last 30 Days: refers to the average standard deviation over the past 30 

days stated on the last day in the given month 

 Trading Volume Last 30 Days: refers to the average trading volume over the past 

30 days stated on the end of the last day in the month 

(Bloomberg) 

Firms that do not have a valid number for a variable used in the analysis are excluded 

from the sample to avoid biases. All numbers are measured in local currency, but this will 

not cause any problems, as we will not compare data across regions. Bloomberg only gives 

us daily values of NPC and TPC, while all other variables are static and given for a specific 

point of time. Since we want to analyze on a monthly basis, we need our APC variable to 

be in this format. We therefore transform the APC sample from daily observations to a 

monthly variable. This is done by summarizing the firms’ NPC and TPC in each month. 

Next, we summarize the total number of news stories and tweets about each company 

into APC1.  

  

                                                           
1 (NPC+TPC=APC) 
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6 METHODOLOGY 

This chapter is dedicated to explaining how we have conducted our analyses. This part 

will not discuss the findings, but rather give the reader an insight of how the analyses 

were made. Our analyses can be separated into four sub-groups, and each part will be 

introduced in this chapter. In the first part, we will see what causes APC for firms. The 

next part is a univariate analysis, where we create portfolios depending on firms’ APC. 

The third part is the multivariate analysis. Here we will control the portfolio results for 

widely accepted risk factors. In the last part of the analysis, we will use a more practical 

approach. All parts will be further explained subsequently in this chapter. 

 

6.1 WHAT CAUSES AGGREGATE PUBLICATION COUNT 
In the first part of our analysis, we want to figure out why some firms obtain more media 

attention than others, and what characterize the firms that are highly covered. Our goal 

with this analysis is to understand if there are one or more variables that are central in 

explaining APC. The observations in this part will be helpful for later analyses and taken 

into consideration for further portfolio creation. 

To analyze different variables’ effect on APC, we create a multiple regression model, using 

Ordinary Least Squares (OLS). The OLS refers to the regression line that is as close to the 

observed data as possible. The interpretation, assumption, and implications of OLS will 

be further explained in the next chapter. 

This model will have APC as the dependent, left-hand side variable, and the regressors 

will be multiple variables we believe can help explain the differences in APC among firms. 

The variables we want to analyze are market capitalization, return last month, volatility 

last month, price-to-book ratio, trailing 12 months net income and the average trading 

volume last month. All the relevant variables are collected from Bloomberg’s database.  

 

The regressions of APC for the two indices are given by: 

𝐴𝑃𝐶𝑂𝑆𝐸𝐴𝑋 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝑀𝑐𝑎𝑝 + 𝛽2𝑁𝐼𝑇12𝑀 + 𝛽3

𝑃

𝐵
+ 𝛽4𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡 + 𝛽5𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑀−1 + 𝛽6𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 + 𝜀𝑖 
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𝐴𝑃𝐶𝑆&𝑃500 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝑀𝑐𝑎𝑝 + 𝛽2𝑁𝐼𝑇12𝑀 + 𝛽3

𝑃

𝐵
+ 𝛽4𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡 + 𝛽5𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑀−1 + 𝜀𝑖 

 

To do the multiple regression we set up a list for each of the indices. The list includes all 

of the companies in each index, and their APC organized together with the other variables 

mentioned above. The data from each company is organized month for month in 

descending order in a spreadsheet. This way we can find the correlation between APC and 

the other variables for the whole sample period. Our observations refer to multiple 

entities, over multiple periods of time. This type of data type is called panel data or 

longitudinal data (Stock & Watson, 2007). We have chosen to do our analysis in this 

manner, as it should give us the most reliable results. Alternatively, we could have created 

a time series where we looked at the evolution of the variables over time. However, panel 

data is easier to work with compared to time series data. For instance will we not 

experience trouble with autocorrelation. That is, we will not have troubles with the 

correlation between a variable and a lagged version of itself. In addition, the purpose of 

this analysis is to see what generates APC, so development over time is not needed. Panel 

data is, therefore, the preferred method.  

When interpreting the regression results, there are some potential biases we must take 

into consideration. First, we must consider the possibility of reverse causality bias. It is 

possible that a variable seems to explain the amount of APC of a firm, but in reality, it is 

the other way around. Instead of a given variable causing a certain amount of APC, it is 

possible that it is APC causing the given variable (Statistics How To, 2018). Another bias 

is the lack of explanatory variables. Even though the regression contains multiple 

variables, we will most likely be subject to omitted variable bias. The reason for this is 

that we are not able to identify and collect every possible explanatory variable. By 

omitting a variable that is a determinant source of the dependent variable, we will not get 

perfect explanatory power in our model. Therefore, our model will carry some limitations. 

However, by including significant variables, our model will help us understand what 

affects APC.  

Perfect mulitcollinearity is a problem that occurs when one of the variables is a perfect 

linear combination of the other regressors. Perfect multicolliniearity will create biases in 
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a regression, and results will therefore be invalid. Imperfect multicollinearity is a less 

severe case. It means that one or more of the regressors are highly correlated. This does 

not automatically cause a logical problem in estimating the model, but it implies that one 

or more of the regression coefficients are imprecisely estimated. Results are large 

standard errors for one or more OLS coefficient. Hence, we need to be careful in our 

interpretation of the regression results. We will conduct a variance inflation factor test of 

the model to identify any biases caused by multicollinearity. 

 

6.2 UNIVARIATE ANALYSIS 
According to empirical research (i.e., Fang and Peress (2009)), it is possible to observe 

differences in stock performance based on the amount of publications about a firm, with 

number of news publication contributing negatively to stock return. In this part of the 

analysis, we will conduct a univariate analysis of our sample. The purpose of a univariate 

analysis is to describe data and to find patterns (Statistics How To, 2018). For the sake of 

our research, we will look at the return of companies with different levels of Aggregate 

Publication Count. We will not try to see how variables explain the return. Instead, 

variables in this analysis can be viewed as categories of which data is sorted into.  

The first thing we must do when conducting the univariate analysis is collecting the 

relevant variables for each month. In the univariate analysis, we will use one month 

lagged values of APC and look at the return the following month. Our sample period for 

APC collection is from January 2015 to November 2017; we will, therefore, construct 

portfolios and look at the return from February 2015 to December 2017. Our analysis 

starts January 31st with the APC and returns of each company in January, in addition to 

share price, market capitalization, and P/B at that given date. The univariate analysis 

includes two parts. One, where we only look at the level of APC, and a second where we 

include sorting variables.  

The first analysis is done by sorting all the stocks in an index by its APC. This portfolio is 

referred to as the “all-stocks” zero-investment portfolio. We enter a short position in the 

stocks with APC higher than the median level and enter a long position in the stocks with 

APC lower than the median level.  
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In the second part of the univariate analysis, we separate the sample based on the 

magnitude of the different variables besides APC. That is, before we start looking at 

companies’ level of APC, we split our sample into thirds based on firm characteristics. In 

line with Fang and Peress (2009) we have chosen to use companies’ market capitalization, 

price, return the last month and the price-to-book ratio (P/B) as categorizing univariate 

variables. Thirds or terciles are useful for giving adequate sample size and diversification 

(Fang & Peress, 2009). Next, each tercile is sorted based on the APC from the least to the 

most publications. Additionally, by sorting our sample into terciles we can better compare 

the different companies. The idea is that the companies within a tercile should be 

comparable, and also have about the same amount of APC. Separating into terciles is also 

advantageous for understanding how firms with different characteristics react to a given 

level of APC.  

We use market capitalization and share price as a proxy for firm size. We do this to 

observe the difference of the media effect between small, medium and large firms. To see 

if there could be a momentum effect in the dataset, in line with Chan (2003) we also look 

at the return last month. This can help us understand next month’s effect of having a stock 

performance combined with a given level of APC the month before. The last variable we 

will separate by is the price-to-book ratio (P/B). Growth stocks are usually priced higher 

in the market than value stocks, and will have a higher P/B value. Sorting by P/B help us 

observe return differences of firms with high APC and low APC, for both value stocks and 

growth stocks. 

The returns of the zero-investment portfolios are calculated by the return difference 

between the low and high portfolios. A zero-investment means that the sum of the short 

and long investment is zero, so both sides “pulls” the portfolio return with the same force. 

The fact that both the long and short portfolio is equally weighted means that we invest 

an equal amount in each stock in the respective portfolios.  

The table below shows a hypothetical example using market capitalization as the sorting 

variable. We sort the sample from smallest to largest values for the given variable (market 

cap). We then divide the sample into three terciles and sort each tercile from smallest to 

largest APC. We go short and long in the stocks in the tercile according to their APC level 
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based to the median. The monthly profit of the investment is calculated by subtracting the 

average return of the short portfolio from the average return of the long portfolio.  

 

 

Tercile 1: Small Cap    Tercile 1: Small Cap  

Ticker Mcap APC Total Ret: M+1   Ticker Mcap APC Total Ret: M+1 

A 100 182 6.76   B 200 98 1.20 

B 200 98 1.20 → A 100 182 6.76 

C 300 408 -6.82   D 400 188 -36.96 

D 400 188 -36.96   C 300 408 -6.82 

                  

Tercile 2: Medium Cap    Tercile 2: Medium Cap  

Ticker Mcap APC Total Ret: M+1   Ticker Mcap APC Total Ret: M+1 

E 500 155 1.76   E 500 155 1.76 

F 600 414 1.20 → G 700 381 6.82 

G 700 381 6.82   F 600 414 1.20 

H 800 537 3.96   H 800 537 3.96 

                  

Tercile 3: Large Cap    Tercile 3: Large Cap  

Ticker Mcap APC Total Ret: M+1   Ticker Mcap APC Total Ret: M+1 

I 900 660 1.76   K 1100 229 -2.82 

J 1000 910 -1.20 → L 1200 543 3.96 

K 1100 229 -2.82   I 900 660 1.76 

L 1200 543 3.96   J 1000 910 -1.20 

                  

                  

Positions   Portfolio Return 

Tercile  
Median 

APC Long Short   Tercile  Long Short ZIP (L-S) 

1 185 B&A D&C   1 3.98 21.89 25.87 

2 397.5 E&G F&H   2 4.29 2.58 1.72 

3 601.5 K&L I&J   3 0.57 0.28 0.28 

Table 6.1 Example of univariate Zero Investment Portfolio 

Source: Compiled by authors 
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For a given month we will have a total of 26 portfolios per index. A long and short for the 

all-stocks zero-investment portfolio, in addition to a long and a short for the four sorting 

variables per tercile. As we are analyzing two indices, the total number of portfolios per 

month is 52. All stocks in the indices are included in either a long or a short portfolio 

each month. Every month the portfolios are rebalanced, and the procedure is repeated 

for both OSEAX and S&P 500.  

 

6.3 MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS 
We have 13 long and 13 short portfolios for each of the indices per month. For the sake of 

this analysis, we will focus on the difference between the long and short portfolios. This 

gives us 26 monthly zero-investment portfolio returns from February 2015 to December 

2017 for the two indices combined. As other factors could explain the return difference 

between the stocks with high and low APC, we will control the portfolios for widely 

accepted risk factors. In other words, we will in the multivariate analysis adjust the 

portfolio returns in the univariate analysis for risk factors besides media coverage.   

Returns of the S&P sample are regressed on factor models including the market model 

(CAPM), the Fama-French (1993) three-factor model and the Fama-French (2014) Five-

Factor model. The return of our portfolios for OSEAX are each month regressed against 

the market model (CAPM), the Fama-French (1993) three-factor model, the Carhart 

(1997) four-factor model, and a five-factor model that includes the Pastor-Stambaugh 

(2003) liquidity factor.  

All the models include the return of the market in excess of the risk-free rate. The three-

factor model adds the variables the variables SMB and HML, the Fama-French (2014) five-

factor model adds RMW and CMA. The Carhart four-factor model adds the variable UMD 

to the mentioned three-factor model, while the five-factor model used for OSEAX adds LIQ 

to the Carhart model. The factors SMB, HML, UMD, RMW, and CMA, are acronyms for Small 

(cap) Minus Big (cap), High (book/price) Minus Low (book/price), Up Minus Low 

(momentum), Robust Minus Weak and Conservative Minus Aggressive, respectively.  
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The widely accepted risk factors chosen have unique attributes to explain portfolio 

returns, based on earlier empirical research. The values of these variables are given by 

the return of their “strategies.” By regressing the returns of our portfolios against these 

factors we can observe what is explained by other factors, and what part of the return is 

unexplained by the risk factors.  

 

The factors used in our regressions: 

 EXR: is the monthly return of our portfolio, in excess of the risk-free monthly rate. 

This is used as the left-hand side variable in our regression. 

 Mkt-rf: The excess return of the market portfolio. 

 SMB: Long on small-cap stocks and short on big cap stocks. The SMB says that 

stocks with lower market capitalization obtain a higher return than stocks with 

higher market capitalization. 

 HML: Long on high book-to-market (price) stocks and short on low book-to-

market (price) stocks. HML says that value stocks with high B/M outperform 

growth stocks with low B/M. 

 UMD: A momentum factor. UMD is used to see the effect of momentum. Supporting 

evidence shows that stocks with high return in last period will do better in the next 

period than stocks with lower past month return. The factor is calculated by 

subtracting a low prior return portfolio, from a high prior return portfolio. Prior 

return is measured from month -12 to -2.  

 LIQ: Premium for liquidity. Construction is done by sorting the stocks at year-end 

based on the relevant liquidity/holding period measure. The return of the portfolio 

is calculated by the difference in returns between the top 30% and bottom 30% 

stocks. 

 RMW: Often referred to as a profitability factor. Four portfolios are created, a big 

and small robust portfolio and a big and small weak portfolio. The return is 

calculated by the average of the robust portfolios, minus the average of the weak 

portfolios. That is a portfolio of stocks with high profitability and a portfolio of 

stocks with low profitability. 
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 CMA: Constructed in a similar manner as RMW. The return is given by the average 

of two conservative portfolios minus the average of two aggressive portfolios. The 

factor refers to conservative and aggressive in terms of investments.    

The variables are index specific or country specific, so we cannot use the same factors for 

OSEAX and S&P 500. For OSEAX we have collected the variables from the homepage of 

Bernt Ødegård (Finance.bi.no, 2018). He has registered all the risk factors from Oslo Stock 

Exchange from the 1980’s. For the S&P 500, the factors are collected from the homepage 

of Kenneth French. The monthly return from these factors will be regressed against the 

return of our 26 portfolios. For each of the 26 portfolios, we have 35 observations 

(months). Given the number of regressors, this is a rather low number of observations. 

Consequently, we must be careful in our interpretation of results. This is a weakness of 

analyzing on a monthly basis. 

  

6.4 PRACTICAL APPROACH 
This part is similar to the univariate analysis in the sense that both seek to find return 

differences based on media exposure. In the univariate analysis we try to observe return 

differences between companies with high and low media exposure, while in this part we 

will seek to generate profit.  

In the first part of the analysis chapter, we want to figure out what is causing APC for 

firms. If we observe that a given variable has high explanatory power of APC, we will use 

it in this part of the analysis. If two firms have the same (similar) value of the given 

variable, then they should also obtain an equal (similar) amount of APC. If instead one of 

the two firms has more APC than the other, that firm has more exposure to media even 

after adjusting for the main explanatory variable.  

By identifying characteristics of the firms who get more attention in newspapers and on 

social media, we can categorize and find the firms who obtain abnormally much 

publication count. Given that there is a negative link between media coverage and stock 

performance, this should be valuable information concerning creating profitable 

portfolios. In the practical approach, we will simply adjust firms’ APC for their value of the 
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main explanatory variable. Next, we will analyze the possibility of using this information 

to position and benefit in the financial market. We will also briefly look at the individual 

effect of the two underlying variables in APC.   
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7 STATISTICAL IMPLICATIONS 

We include statistical models in parts of our analysis, and therefore we would like to 

introduce the methodology behind the model used as well as how to interpret the 

statistical results. The following section will outline what type of regression model that 

will be applied and how to interpret the results. The next part will outline whether or not 

the assumptions of the chosen regression method hold.  

 

7.1 REGRESSION METHODOLOGY 
We will apply the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) method to estimate our parameters in 

the regression analyses as the OLS is the standard method to analyze data (MacKinlay, 

1997). Moreover, Studenmund (2004) states three main reasons for using OLS to 

estimate regression models and takes the following:  

- The OLS method is relatively easy to apply 

- The goal of minimizing the squared errors is quite appropriate from a theoretical 

point of view 

- Ordinary least squares have a number of useful characteristics 

To observe the explanatory power of variables on a dependent variable, or to observe the 

correlation between variables, one can create an ordinary least squares (OLS) model. OLS 

is the estimators of the regression intercept and slope that minimizes the sum of squared 

residuals. That is the regression line that is as close to the observed data as possible.  

The OLS regression model takes the following equation: 

Yt = α + β1X1 + … βiXi + ε 

Where: 

- Yt represents the dependent variable 

- α is the alpha and denotes the intercept of the regression line 

- β is the betas and refers to the coefficient estimates and indicates the expected 

change in Yt given a one unit change in X, ceteris paribus (all else equal) 

- X represents the independent variable or regressor 
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- ε is the regression error (residual) and denotes all factors that explain variations 

in Yt but are not explicitly taken into account 

(Stock and Watson, 2007) 

7.2 INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 
The interpretation of a coefficient (Beta) value in a multiple regression model is the 

change in the dependent variable given a one unit change in the corresponding variable 

of that regressor, keeping the other variables unchanged. That is, the change in APC given 

a change in an explanatory variable, ceteris paribus (Stock and Watson, 2007).  

The p-value, also called the marginal significance probability, shows the smallest 

significance value at which the null hypothesis, that a given β is equal to zero, can be 

rejected. A p-value of 0.05 means that we with 5% significance can reject the hypothesis 

that the corresponding coefficient is equal to zero. In other words, there is a 5% 

probability that we mistakenly reject a hypothesis that is true. The smaller the p-value, 

the more significant is our estimate of a coefficient (Stock and Watson, 2007). 

The standard error is an estimate of the standard deviation of the estimated value of a 

coefficient. The standard error measures how precise our estimate of the coefficient is. 

The smaller the standard error, the more precisely our model estimates the coefficient’s 

unknown value (Stock and Watson, 2007).  

The t-statistic is the standardized sample average. The t-statistic is found by the 

formula
𝛽

𝑆𝐸
. T-statistic values of 1.64, 1.96 and 2.58 will make the β estimate different from 

0 at the 10%, 5% and 1% level respectively in a two-sided test using the student t 

distribution (Stock and Watson, 2007). 

The 𝑅2  shows the fraction of the sample variance of the dependent variable that is 

explained by the regressors. This number is an indication of the explanatory power of the 

model. However, we must be careful in our interpretation of the 𝑅2. The 𝑅2 will increase 

with the number of explanatory variables, as long as the coefficient of the added variable 

is not exactly zero (Stock and Watson, 2007).  

The 𝑅2 is given by 
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𝑅2 =
𝐸𝑆𝑆

𝑇𝑆𝑆
= 1 −

𝑆𝑆𝑅

𝑇𝑆𝑆
 

Where ESS is the explained sum of squares. ESS is the deviations of the estimated 

dependent variable from its average. The SSR is the sum of squared residuals or the sum 

of the squared OLS residuals. TSS is the total sum of squares (Stock and Watson, 2007).   

That is TSS = ESS + SSR 

 

The adjusted 𝑅2 on the other hand, will not necessarily increase by adding more variables 

to the model.  

The adjusted 𝑅2 is given by 

𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑗
2 = 1 −

𝑛 − 1

𝑛 − 𝑘 − 1

𝑆𝑆𝑅

𝑇𝑆𝑆
  

 

n is the number of observations while k is the number of coefficients in the model. The 

part 
𝑛−1

𝑛−𝑘−1
 is always greater than 1, but decreases with additional coefficients. Therefore, 

the adjusted 𝑅2 is always less than the 𝑅2. Adding additional coefficients will decrease the 

SSR part, so the aggregate effect on 𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑗
2  depends on which of the two effects is strongest. 

The increasing effect of more explanation or the decreasing effect of more coefficients 

(Stock and Watson, 2007). 

 

7.3 OLS ASSUMPTIONS 
According to Brooks (2005), the classical linear regression model builds upon five basic 

assumptions when it comes to the residual. If the first four assumptions listed below are 

fulfilled, then the OLS estimator has the smallest variance, conditional on X1,---,Xn, among 

all estimators in the class of conditionally unbiased estimators. Hence, the OLS estimator 

is the Best Linear conditionally Unbiased Estimator, i.e., it is BLUE. Brooks (2005) states 

the following assumptions: 
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1. The model parameters are linear: E(ut ) = 0 

2. Multicollinearity: Var(μt) = σ2 < ∞ 

3. Heteroscedasticity: var(ut) = σ2 <∞ 

4. Autocorrelation: cov(u , uj ) = 0 for i ≠ j 

5. Normally distributed errors: Ut ∼ N(0, σ2) 

 

These assumptions will be evaluated both numerically and in some cases graphically to 

get a clear understanding of the results. We will use the all-stocks zero-investment 

portfolio of S&P 500 and OSEAX and test the assumptions against the factor models used 

for the respective indices. We believe that using these portfolios from each index will 

present results that are representative for the other portfolios sorted according to firm 

characteristics. Moreover, we use Stata to test all assumptions against the factor models. 

Regression outputs are listed in appendix I. 

 

7.3.1 Linearity of the model parameters 
In terms of checking whether the relationship between an independent and dependent 

variable is linear in nature, there exist several methods to use. However, Osborne & 

Waters (2002) suggest creating a scatter plot where the dependent variable is plotted 

against the independent variable and then visually examine the scatterplot to detect for 

linearity.  
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Figure 7.1 Scatterplot: CAPM – Zero-Investment Portfolio against S&P500 

Source: Compiled by authors 
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In our case, we plot our zero-investment portfolio against the CAPM for both our S&P 500 

and our OSEAX sample. The dependent variable displayed on the y-axis refers to the zero-

investment portfolio and the independent variable displayed on the x-axis indicates the 

market excess return of the separate indices. 

Studying the CAPM graphically does not disclose any non-linearity, and as a result, we 

anticipate that a linear specification would be reasonable. Factor models are widely used 

within empirical finance, and they assume a linear relationship between the dependent 

and the independent variables. Hence, we do not look any deeper into the assumption of 

linearity of the model parameters in regards to the other factors.  

 

7.3.2 Multicollinearity 
As described in the methodology, if we observe a perfect correlation between two or more 

independent variable we would suspect the issue of multicollinearity. As a result, the 

findings in our regression will be biased and not valid. To quantify the severity of 

multicollinearity in our OLS regression model, we will calculate the variance inflation 

factor (VIF). As a rule of thumb, a VIF level of 10 or more speaks in favor of a severe 

problem of multicollinearity (Gujarati & Porter, 2010). The following table displays the 

VIF of our variables used for the S&P500 sample and the OSEAX sample: 

Figure 7.2 Scatterplot: CAPM - Zero-Investment Portfolio against OSEAX 

Source: Compiled by authors 
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Variable 
Variance 
Inflation   Variable 

Variance 
Inflation 

S&P500 1.14   OSEAX 1.81 

SMB 1.51   SMB 1.22 

HML 1.85   HML 1.03 

RMW 1.22   UMD 1.25 

CMA 1.92   LIQ 1.57 

Mean VIF 1.53   Mean VIF 1.38 
Table 7.1: Variance Inflation 

Source: Compiled by authors 

By investigating the results above, we conclude that we are not subject to any problems 

regarding multicollinearity. 

 

7.3.3 Heteroscedasticity 
One of the assumptions of the OLS method is that the error terms have constant variance 

conditional on different values of the independent variables, commonly known as 

homoscedasticity (Gujarati & Porter, 2010). On the other hand, if the residuals do not 

experience constant variance, we are subject to heteroscedasticity. What will happen if 

heteroscedasticity is present and ignored, is that the estimate of the coefficients standard 

error is not valid and provides invalid t-statistic. One way to detect whether 

heteroscedasticity is present or not is to plot the residuals from the regression model 

against one of the independent variables (Brooks, 2005). We plot all the factor models of 

both indices against the market variable. 

Figure 7.3 Residuals: CAPM, FF3 and FF5 respectively – zero-investment against S&P500 

Source: Compiled by authors  
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By investigating 

the graphs, we observe the residuals to be spread out. Nevertheless, we do observe some 

outliers. As a result, we would like to inspect the potential issue of non-constant variance 

in the error terms further. To test for heteroscedasticity, one may examine the graphs 

above or perform a White’s General Heteroscedasticity Test, which is said to be a better 

method to use when heteroscedasticity is of concern (Brooks, 2005).  

We set up the following hypothesis to test for heteroscedasticity: 

 

H0 = No heteroscedasticity (i.e., homoscedasticity) 

HA = Heteroscedasticity 
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Figure 7.3 Residuals: CAPM, FF3 and FF5 respectively – zero-investment against OSEAX 

Source: Compiled by authors 
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S&P500 chi^2 p-value   OSEAX chi^2 p-value 

CAPM 0.79 0.68   CAPM 8.95 0.11 

FF3 12.93 0.17   FF3 13.12 0.16 

FF5 20.84 0.41   C4F 15.43 0.35 

        PS5 26.18 0.24 
Table 7.2 White's General Heteroscedasticity Test results 

Source: Compiled by authors 

 

We obtain p-values from the White’s General test for Heteroscedasticity in Stata, and we 

observe from the figures above that all p-values for both indices and all factor models are 

above the standard significance level at 5%. As a result, we cannot reject H0, and we do 

not have any statistical evidence that the error terms are not homoscedastic, i.e., error 

terms seem to be homoscedastic. 

 

7.3.4 Autocorrelation 
As mentioned in the methodology part, autocorrelation exists when a variable correlates 

with a lagged version of itself. If autocorrelation is present the standard OLS estimators, 

even though linear, unbiased, are not the minimum variance among all linear unbiased 

estimators anymore. As a result, they are not necessarily best linear unbiased estimators 

(BLUE) and the standard t-test and F-test may be invalid (Gujarati & Porter, 2010). 

To detect whether we are subject to the issue of autocorrelation or not we will perform a 

numerical test, namely one of the most applied, the Durbin Watson test where: 

Ho: Cov(εj, εj) = 0, for i ≠ j (no autocorrelation) 

HA: Cov(εj, εj) not equal to 0 , for i ≠ j (autocorrelation) 

Our total number of observations equals 35, and the number of independent variables 

including the intercepts in our models for the respective indices is: 

- S&P500: two, four and six (CAPM, FF3, FF5) 

- OSEAX: two, four, five and six (CAPM, FF3, CF4, PS5) 
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The Durbin-Watson d statistic and the respective critical values at a 5 percent significant 

level are the following:  

  

S&P500 Critical values DW d-statistic 4-d 

  d_L d_U     

CAPM 1.40 1.52 1.95 2.05 

FF3 1.28 1.65 1.53 2.47 

FF5 1.16 1.80 1.35 2.65 

          

OSEAX Critical values DW d-statistic 4-d 

  d_L d_U     

CAPM 1.40 1.52 1.90 2.10 

FF3 1.28 1.65 2.24 1.76 

C4F 1.22 1.73 2.23 1.77 

PS5 1.16 1.80 2.25 1.75 
Table 7.3: Durbin-Watson d-Statistics 

Source: Compiled by authors / (web.stanford.edu, 2018) 

 

S&P500: 

As d > dU and (4-d) > dU for the CAPM, we do not have any statistical evidence that the 

error terms are positively nor negatively related. Regarding the FF3 and FF5 model dL < 

d < dU, hence there is no statistical evidence to say that there is negative autocorrelation. 

However, in terms of positive autocorrelation and given the d-statistic the test is 

inconclusive when it comes to interpreting the result.  

OSEAX: 

As d > dU and (4-d) > dU for all the factor models applied, we do not have any statistical 

evidence to say that there exists a positive nor a negative autocorrelation. 

It is worth noting that Field (2009) states that a DW test statistic in the range of 1.5 to 2.5 

is relatively normal and values that are below one and above three should be an absolute 

cause for concern. As we are not witnessing any Durbin-Watson d-statistic values outside 

the interval [1,3], we conclude that we do not face any problem regarding autocorrelation. 
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7.3.5 Normally Distributed Errors 
To check whether the residuals from our regression models are normally distributed or 

not we will perform a Jarque-Bera normality test, which takes the following hypotheses: 

H0: Residuals are normally distributed 

Ha: Residuals are not normally distributed 

 

S&P500       OSEAX     
Residuals JB test p-value   Residuals JB test p-value 
CAPM 2.59 0.27   CAPM 1.93 0.38 
FF3 0.45 0.80   FF3 1.73 0.42 
FF5 0.22 0.89   C4F 2.29 0.32 
        PS5 1.73 0.42 

Tabell 7.4: Jarque-Bera test 

Source: Compiled by authors 

The Jarque-Bera test looks at properties of the skewness and kurtosis of the residuals and 

it takes a function of the sample skewness and kurtosis that is approximately chi-squared 

with two degrees of freedom. We reject the null hypothesis of normality if we obtain a 

Jarque-Bera test statistic that is above 5.99 (5 percent significance level) or if the p-value 

is below 0.05 (5 percent significance level) (Gujarati & Porter, 2010).  

We obtain JB test statistics below 5.99 and p-values which is clearly above the standard 

significantly threshold of 0.05. Hence we cannot reject the null hypothesis of normality. 

We may conclude that at this time we do not have enough evidence to view these residuals 

from this regression model as being something other than normally distributed.  
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8 ANALYSIS 

This chapter will present our theoretical-based analysis, which is based on Fang and 

Peress (2009). Firstly, we will outline detailed information and statistics about the media 

coverage data we have used. Next section will examine which variables affect firms’ 

amount of news and Twitter publications. Then a univariate analysis will be presented 

where portfolios of low and high media stocks are compared. Lastly, a multivariate 

analysis is outlined where zero-investment portfolios of low and high coverage stocks are 

regressed on factor models. 

 

8.1 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 
Figure 8.1 and 8.2 represents summary statistics of media coverage for the sample period 

of S&P 500 and OSEAX respectively. The tables provide conditional statistics, namely the 

number of articles written on and tweeted about the company conditioned on the 

following: 

 Mean: the tables illustrate the average of the mean news, twitter and aggregated 

publication count for all firms every month for each year in the sample period 

2015-2017 

 Median: in terms of median, our tables exhibits the average of the median news, 

twitter and aggregated publication count for all companies every month for each 

year in the time horizon chosen. 

 Max: the tables represents summary statistics of the average maximum value each 

month for all the three years for news, twitter and aggregate publication count. 

 Min: the tables represents summary statistics of the average minimum value each 

month for all the three years for news, twitter and aggregate publication count. 

 Total: the last column in the table displays an average of the total amount of news, 

twitter and aggregate publication count for each month. The average numbers are 

calculated for all the years in our sample period. 
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  News Publication Count Twitter Publication Count Aggregate Publication Count 

  2015 2016 2017 2015 2016 2017 2015 2016 2017 

Mean 2,468 2,368 2,689 2,917 4,170 4,765 4,594 5,981 7,209 
Median 1,185 1,310 1,470 549 635 755 1,507 1,829 2,204 
Max 71,683 72,370 66,242 216,894 283,344 247,094 288,155 349,332 283,358 
Min 225 268 273 46 66 40 363 427 374 
Total 1,055,365 1,090,987 1,312,985 1,251,748 1,923,386 2,327,518 2,307,113 3,014,373 3,640,503 

Table 8.1: Summary Statistics S&P500 

Source: Compiled by authors 

 

 

Figure 8.1: Summary Statistics of News, Twitter, and Aggregate Publication count: S&P500 

Source: Compiled by authors 

 

In terms of media coverage patterns, a number of interesting observations are present. 

The amount of twitter publications of stocks listed on the S&P500 is remarkably high and 

shows a yearly average that is almost twice as high in 2017 compared to news 

publications. Moreover, as illustrated in the graph above, the total amount of tweets has 

increased much more rapidly throughout the entire sample period, with an increase of 

54% from 2015-2016 and 21% from 2016-2017, as opposed to news publication count 

which increased by 3% and 20% in the same time intervals. Growth figures are listed in 

appendix II for both S&P and OSEAX. 

The mean is above the level of the median for both news publications and twitter 

publications; the difference is mainly substantial for the twitter count. The observation 

speaks in favor of the fact that media coverage is highly skewed, with a couple of firms 

having extreme numbers of monthly media coverage compared to the rest. The average 
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number of news and twitter publications about a stock over the entire sample period was 

5,928, while the median was 1,847 and the maximum was 306,949.  

Considering the aggregate publication count, it would be likely to believe that there exists 

seasonality in terms of a lower total amount during the summer months, especially for 

news publications. However, our data do not show significantly lower numbers during 

these months. On the other hand, what is worth noticing is that for all the years the months 

with the lowest and highest amount of total aggregate publication count is the same. The 

month that turns out to show the smallest amount of total APC is February and applies to 

all years in the sample. In terms of which months that has the highest level of total APC, 

October turns out to be the month in all years that have the most news and twitter 

publications.  

Apple is the biggest company listed on S&P500 when it comes to market capitalization. In 

2015 and 2016 it dominated the lists in terms of highest monthly number of both news 

and twitter publications. Except for Twitter publications in November, Apple rank first in 

terms of most news and tweets every month in 2015. In general, the FAANG-stocks 

(Facebook, Apple, Amazon, Netflix, and Google) represent the stocks with most news and 

twitter exposure on a monthly basis over the years. Facebook, Amazon, and Google show 

an increased level of coverage in 2017 and Amazon ranks first in terms of most news and 

tweets in four out of twelve months that year.  

 

  News Publication Count Twitter Publication Count Aggregate Publication Count 

  2015 2016 2017 2015 2016 2017 2015 2016 2017 

Mean 202 221 235 117 106 89 260 306 307 
Median 125 136 151 35 29 30 143 171 183 
Max 2,993 3,317 2,791 2,081 2,734 3,859 4,738 5,998 5,917 
Min 29 33 31 10 13 10 31 38 34 
Total 29,057 32,771 34,996 8,346 12,517 13,310 37,403 45,288 48,306 
Table 8.2: Summary Statistics OSEAX 

Source: Compiled by authors 
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Figure 8.2 Summary Statistics of News, Twitter, and Aggregate Publication count: OSEAX 

Source: Compiled by authors 

 

 

Interesting patterns for news and twitter publications are also to be found for the 

companies listed on the Oslo Stock Exchange All-Share Index. The average total amount 

of news publications is remarkably higher than the average total amount of tweets 

performed about OSEAX firms. The amount of news is almost three times as large as the 

twitter column, if looking at the total average. This pattern reveals an opposite trend of 

what was observed for the S&P sample. Regarding media coverage over time, it is evident 

from the figure above that the percentage change in tweets has risen more rapidly from 

2015-2016 than for news (see appendix II for % growth in media coverage). From 2016-

2017 average total news publication have increased more than the evolution of twitter 

publication. From the graph, we observe that news publication fluctuates a lot from month 

to month. On the other hand, twitter publication tends to have a more stable trajectory, 

however with a slightly upward trend throughout the sample period.  

When it comes to twitter usage, Norway ranked outside top 20 amongst the number of 

monthly active mobile social media users in Europe as of January 2017, by country 

(Statista, 2018). As of November 2017, 1.2 million Norwegian people above 18 years had 

a twitter account, with an estimate of 400,000 daily users (Tore, 2018).  
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From the figure, we can see that the mean is above the median and reveals that media 

coverage is highly skewed, which is also the case with S&P 500. The average number of 

news and twitter publications of a stock during the sample period was 291, whereas the 

median was 166 and the maximum was 5,551.  

As opposed to S&P 500 that showed a clear trend in terms of which months had min and 

max APC throughout the years, the coverage of OSEAX stocks does not show a particular 

pattern. June turns out to be the month with the lowest news and twitter publication 

count in 2017, which is something that is likely to believe due to the fact that it is a 

summer month. However, there is no indication of any form of seasonality in media 

coverage as the other years’ month with minimum count are different.  

From the OSEAX sample, Statoil and SeaDrill turn out to be the companies with the most 

media coverage in our sample period. As Statoil has the highest market capitalization on 

the exchange, it is not surprising as which is the same case with the S&P500, that it has 

the most news and tweets. SeaDrill was the most tweeted company in our sample period, 

with an aggregate of 90,307 tweets about it, more than 10,000 above Statoil. Furthermore, 

SeaDrill experienced as many as 45,304 tweets during 2017, and the same year their share 

price fell by 93%. 

It is difficult to compare the media coverage data of S&P 500 to that of OSEAX, as the 

countries and financial markets are incredibly different in terms of size. As of 2016, the 

market capitalization of listed domestic companies in the US was more than USD 27 

trillion as compared to Norway’s market value of USD 231 billion (World Federation of 

Exchanges database). Moreover, the amount of stocks in the two indices differs which 

together with the population size, lead to the massive difference in news and twitter 

publications between the two countries. 
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8.2 WHAT CAUSES APC 
To get a better understanding of the differences between the companies with high and 

low media coverage we conduct a regression on APC against different variables we believe 

have explanatory power. That is: 

 

𝐴𝑃𝐶𝑂𝑆𝐸𝐴𝑋 = 𝛼 + 𝛽
1
𝑀𝑐𝑎𝑝 + 𝛽

2
𝑁𝐼𝑇12𝑀 + 𝛽

3

𝑃

𝐵
+ 𝛽

4
𝑉𝑜𝑙 + 𝛽

5
𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑀−1 + 𝛽

6
𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 + 𝜀𝑖 

𝐴𝑃𝐶𝑆&𝑃500 = 𝛼 + 𝛽
1
𝑀𝑐𝑎𝑝 + 𝛽

2
𝑁𝐼𝑇12𝑀 + 𝛽

3

𝑃

𝐵
+ 𝛽

4
𝑉𝑜𝑙 + 𝛽

5
𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑀−1 + 𝜀𝑖 

 

We chose all the regressors for specific reasons. Market capitalization is selected as a 

proxy for size to see if size matters when it comes to the number of publications about a 

firm. The trailing net income is used to see if the effect of profitability on APC. The 

methodology explained the execution process of the analysis; we will in this part focus on 

the findings.  

As multicollinearity could bias the results from this regression, we conducted a variance 

inflation factor (VIF) test. Some degree of multicollinearity is expected in the model. For 

example, it does seem intuitive that there is a certain degree of correlation between the 

net income of trailing 12 months and the return past month. The test is undertaken for 

both indices to measure the severity of multicollinearity. The results from the VIF tests 

are summarized in the table below.  
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S&P 500   OSEAX 

Variable VIF 1/VIF   Variable VIF 1/VIF 

Net income 2.89 0.346313   Market cap 1.19 0.842784 

Market cap 2.86 0.35022   Net income 1.18 0.850909 

Volatility 1.05 0.952694   Volatility 1.14 0.87466 

Return Last Month 1.02 0.983713   Return Last Month 1.05 0.949364 

P/B 1.00 0.996929   Return 1.05 0.949956 

Mean VIF 1.76 
 

  P/B 1.05 0.956259 

        Mean VIF 1.11 
 

Tabel 8.3: Variance Inflation Factor 

Source: Compiled by authors 

  

The VIF test is performed in Stata. The variables on the left are Net Income Trailing 12 

Months, market capitalization, volatility the last 30 days, return the past month, price-to-

book ratio, in addition to the trading volume the last 30 days for OSEAX. The perhaps most 

common interpretation of the VIF test is that values beyond ten are regarded a sign of 

severe multicollinearity. Some literature considers VIF values above four as signs of 

multicollinearity. These are referred to as the rule of 4 and rule of 10 (O’brien, 2007). The 

VIF factors from our test show relatively low values. We conclude that multicollinearity 

does not bias our results.  

The goal of this analysis is to figure out if one or more of the regressors are central in 

explaining the APC differences. From our regression, we find that one of the variables are 

more important in explaining APC than the others. The main findings are summarized in 

the table below.  
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Regression: What Causes Aggregate Publication Count 

The table shows each variable’s coefficient and corresponding t-statistic. The symbols *, **, and *** display 
statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. The number of observations is given by 
the total number of companies multiplied by the number of monthly observations over the sample period. 
All the observations that were missing one of the explanatory variables were excluded from the sample. 
Unfortunately, this reduced the number of observations on both indices. We still believe that the sample 
size is substantial enough to observe interesting findings. The R-squared gives the explanatory power of the 
model. 

Dependent Variable: APC OSEAX  S&P 500 

         

Market Cap   0.010  0.277 

      (71.63)***  (84.46)*** 

Net Income Trailing 12m -0.056  -0.194 

      (-20.02)***  (-3.36)*** 

Price-Book-Value   -11.235  5.411 

      (-4.56)***  (1.24) 

Volatility Last 30 Days 0.821  271.214 

      (5.77)***  (21.53)*** 

Return Last Month   0.161  13.486 

      (0.53)  (0.67) 

Trading Volume Last 30 Days 0.008   
      (5.18)***   
Constant     181.781  -11427.963 

      (15.71)**  (-31)*** 

Observations   4932  13212 
 

  
 

       

      0.52  0.59 

 

To adjust for the size difference, some variables are reduced to be more similar to APC in 

size. Market Cap, Net Income Trailing 12 Months and Trading Volume the last 30 days are 

divided by 1 million, to make the numbers easier to work with. The coefficients can 

therefore be interpreted as the increase in the number of APC given an increase of 1 

million of the given variable, all else equal. The regressor for Net Income Trailing 12 

Months on S&P 500 tells us that an increase of $1 million in that variable will on average 

decrease the number of APC per month by about 0.2 articles/tweets. The coefficient is 

Table 8.4 Regression on Aggregate Publication Count 

Source: Compiled by authors 

𝑅2 
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also negative for OSEAX. This indicates that the media is more likely to cover companies 

with lower Net income the past 12 months.  

The second thing we would like to pinpoint is the significance of the market capitalization 

variable. This is an essential observation for understanding APC. As expected is the 

aggregated number of news stories and tweets highly dependent on the size of a firm. The 

high t-statistic for Market Cap on both indices tells us that the market capitalization is the 

main explanatory variable. This makes intuitive sense, as there will be a bigger audience 

to read about larger firms than small. The coefficient of 0.010 for the OSEAX tells us that 

if market capitalization increases by one million NOK, APC per month on average 

increases by 0.010. All the variables show higher coefficients on S&P 500 than on OSEAX. 

This makes the comparison across indices a bit challenging. The coefficient on S&P 500 is 

0.277 but shows the effect of an increase of one million USD. An explanation for higher 

coefficients on S&P could be that the American stocks, in general, are more covered than 

the Norwegian listed shares, in addition to currency. As one USD is more than one NOK, a 

market cap increase of one million USD should have a more substantial impact than an 

increase of one million NOK. 

If we run the same regression, only without market capitalization, we observe a decline 

in the explanatory power of the model. For S&P 500 the R-squared falls to 36%, while for 

OSEAX it falls all the way to 2%. This indicates that the market capitalization is highly 

influential, especially for the Norwegian market.  

Larger size of a firm can justify higher media exposure for some firms than others since 

market capitalization shows great explanatory power. Firms with large market cap should 

therefore be less impacted by each publication, as an individual publication will account 

for a smaller fraction of the firm’s APC. In other words, due to different sizes of firms, it is 

possible that in a case where two firms have an equal amount of APC, one firm is 

considered highly covered, while the other firm is deemed to be little covered. If for 

instance, the largest and smallest company of an index have the same APC, this indicates 

that the smaller firm is highly covered relative to the larger firm. The effect of APC relative 

to market capitalization will be further investigated in chapter 9.  
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An interesting observation is the coefficient of the price-to-book ratio. The effect seems 

to be opposite for the two indices. While higher P/B ratio increases APC on OSEAX, it 

decreases on S&P 500. This observation tells us that while growth stocks from S&P 500 

will be more covered, value stocks will be more covered from OSEAX. The difference 

between the coefficient of the two indices is also noticeable. However, the t-statistic is not 

satisfyingly significant. Hence, we should be careful in the interpretation of this difference. 

It is nevertheless an interesting observation. The difference between value and growth 

stocks will be further investigated in the univariate analysis.  

Reversed causality bias is something we must take into consideration when interpreting 

the regression results. This is a reason to include the past month return variable. We 

include this variable to see if it is likely that it is the other way around. That return affects 

APC, and not APC who affects returns. The coefficient for S&P 500 is larger than for OSEAX 

and both are positive. The returns are given in percent. Hence one unit equals 1%. That 

is, 20 refers to 20%. The interpretation is that a 1% increase in return increases APC with 

the coefficient number of publications. On average 0.16 for OSEAX and 13.5 for S&P 500. 

However, the t-statistics are not significant for any of the indices. The statistical 

insignificance indicates that we do not observe reverse causality bias. 

The t-statistic for volatility is significant for both indices, and the coefficient for S&P 500 

is much bigger than it is for OSEAX. A part of this effect can be attributed to the fact that 

the American stocks, in general, are more covered than the Norwegian shares. 

Nevertheless, volatility has a considerably larger impact on APC in S&P 500 than in 

OSEAX. It seems conclusive that media coverage increases with volatility, and that the 

effect is stronger at S&P 500. Volatility is caused by changes in stock price, and it is 

therefore interesting to observe how stocks with a given return in the past month, 

perform in the next month, given a certain level of APC. We will come back to this in the 

univariate analysis.  
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8.3 NPC, TPC AND THE CROSS-SECTION OF STOCK RETURNS 
This section examines the cross-sectional relationship between media coverage (Twitter 

and news publication) and stock returns. Cross-sectional analysis refers to multiple 

entities that are observed at a single point in time (Stock & Watson, 2007). This analysis 

presents the results from the univariate analysis statically, as findings show average 

values for the sample period.  

We will investigate raw returns in the univariate analysis first, and then examine 

abnormal returns in the multivariate analysis. Raw returns mean return unadjusted for 

risk factors, while abnormal return refers to the difference between the actual return and 

the expected return. Abnormal returns are found by benchmarking the portfolios against 

risk factors well known for explaining returns for the indices. The univariate and 

multivariate analyses will be performed on both the S&P 500 and the OSEAX, respectively. 

 

8.3.1 Univariate Analysis 
Table 8.5 and 8.6 illustrates average returns on equally weighted portfolios, for the single-

sorted and the double-sorted approach, for S&P 500 and OSEAX, respectively. The single-

sorted portfolio is referred to as the “all stocks” and is solely based on the quantity of 

media coverage. The double-sorted is first sorted by firm characteristics then by media 

coverage. As explained in chapter 6.2 of this thesis, the following variables are collected 

in order to sort our portfolios: 

Media coverage (Aggregate Publication Count): 

- News Publication Count 

- Twitter Publication Count 

Panel variables (characteristics): 

- Size / Market Capitalization 

- Price-to-Book Ratio 

- Past Month Return 

- Price 
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The portfolios are simply named “Low” and “High” and refers to the APC level. The next 

step is to calculate the equally-weighted average return of the three media coverage 

portfolios, using individual next-month stock returns. Equal-weighted returns have been 

examined in previous research, such as Chan (2003), Diether, Malloy, and Scherbina 

(2002), and Kumar and Lee (2006), and (Fang and Peress, 2009). 

 

 

Cross-Sectional Stocks Returns - Univariate Analysis: S&P 500 

The “All Stocks” row refers to the single-sorted portfolio. The panels illustrate the double-sorted portfolios 
and their respective terciles. Tercile 1-3 refers to the smallest to the largest amount of each firm 
characteristic, respectively. Moreover, in the “Low” and “High” columns on the left, we present the average 
return of the 26 portfolios referred to in the methodology. The “Low-High” column is the average monthly 
return of the zero-investment portfolios. Average stock returns are illustrated in percentages. The statistical 
significance of the return difference between “Low” and “High” is shown by the t-statistic. The null 
hypothesis is denoted, H0: mean low = mean high, and the alternative hypothesis is, Ha: mean low ≠ mean 
high. The two columns on the right side shows the average number of stocks in the monthly portfolios. The 
calculations are further explained in chapter 6.2. 

  Average Monthly Return   Average No. of stocks 

  
Aggregate Publication 

Count   t-Statistics   
Aggregate Publication 

Count 

  Low High Low - High Low - High   Low High 

All Stocks 1.11 1.00 0.11 0.15   207 208 

      Panel A: By Size         

1 1.32 1.17 0.15 0.16   63 63 

2 0.91 0.95 -0.03 -0.05   68 69 

3 1.02 1.08 -0.06 -0.08   75 76 

Panel B: By Price-to-Book 

1 1.09 0.82 0.27 0.31   65 65 

2 1.11 0.87 0.23 0.29   66 67 

3 1.04 1.03 0.004 0.01   69 70 

Panel C: By Past Month Return 

1 1.04 1.03 0.004 0.00   67 67 

2 1.29 0.99 0.31 0.40   70 70 

3 1.13 0.92 0.21 0.29   70 70 

Panel D: By Price 

1 1.22 1.04 0.18 0.19   65 66 

2 1.27 0.74 0.53 0.73   70 71 

3 0.97 1.14 -0.18 -0.24   71 72 
 

Table 8.5: Univariate Comparisons S&P 500 

Source: Compiled by authors 
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The first row of table 8.5 reports unconditional average monthly returns of our sample 

stocks. Here we observe that stocks with low media coverage earn an average monthly 

return equal to 1.11 percent and the high media exposure stocks make 1 percent. This 

yields a return difference of 0.11 percent, and 1.36 percent on an annual basis.2 Sorting 

stocks on news and twitter exposure alone generate a cross-sectional return difference, 

indicating a return premium related to low media coverage stocks. However, the return 

difference is not statistically significant at 10%, 5% or 1% levels as the t-stat lies in the 

interval [-1.65, 1.65]. Hence, we fail to reject the null hypothesis that the mean difference 

of the two portfolios is equal to zero. As a result, we cannot say that the return difference 

in the portfolio is not caused by chance (Stock and Watson, 2007). 

Panel A-D double-sorts the stock returns and control for firm characteristics one at a time. 

The mean difference results between low and high are more or less in line with the results 

found from the “All stocks,” with a total of nine out of 12 cases where the return difference 

is positive. As a result, there seems to be a low-media exposure premium among the 

stocks, also by holding different firm characteristics constant.   

The second part of the univariate analysis starts with market capitalization. In terms of 

interesting observations, it is worth noting that in panel A, only tercile 1 yields a positive 

return difference in the stock returns. Tercile 1 in Panel A represents small stocks, which 

illustrates that the return difference between low and high media coverage is 

concentrated amongst small-cap stocks. The high coverage portfolio in tercile 3, which is 

shorted yields higher return than the low coverage portfolio. This may be due to the fact 

that each month the FAANG3 stocks are shorted. These stocks have typically shown a 

positive return for the last couple of years and caused adverse results in the short 

portfolio. 

Furthermore, it is evident from our table above that the return difference is also 

concentrated among stocks with low price to book ratios, namely value stocks. On the 

other hand, the return difference is positive for all terciles within the price-to-book panel. 

                                                           

2 (
1+0.11%

100
)

12

− 1 = 1.36% 
3 Facebook, Apple, Amazon, Netflix and Google.  
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However growth stocks (high price-to-book ratio) show an almost equal monthly average 

return for low and high media coverage stocks. 

In panel C the return difference is found within all terciles, but a stronger effect is present 

for the stocks with medium and high past month return. In terms of mean returns sorted 

on share price (Panel D), we are witnessing both the highest and the lowest return 

differential for our equally weighted zero-investment portfolios to be in this panel. Among 

stocks with high share price, the mean return difference over our sample period is -0.18% 

(-2.08% annually)4 and for the mid-price stocks the resulted return is 0.53% (6.52% 

annually)5. 

The media effect does not only hold for the entire sample, but also for most of the double-

sorted sub-samples. Our results are therefore considered robust. However, it is worth 

noting is that none of the results has a t-statistic which is outside the -1.65/1.65 region, 

and hence are not statistically significant. This means that we cannot say with certainty 

that the media effect among stocks sorted on firm characteristics on the S&P500 have not 

occurred by chance (Stock and Watson, 2007). 

  

                                                           

(
1+(−0.18%)

100
)

12

− 1 = −2.08%4  

5 (
1+0.53%

100
)

12

− 1 = 6.52% 
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Cross-Sectional Stocks Returns - Univariate Analysis: OSEAX 

The “All Stocks” row refers to the single-sorted portfolio. The panels illustrate the double-sorted portfolios 
and their respective terciles. Tercile one to three refers to the smallest to the largest amount of each firm 
characteristic, respectively. Moreover, in the “Low” and “High” columns on the left, we present the average 
return of the 26 portfolios referred to in the methodology. The “Low-High” column is the average monthly 
return of the zero-investment portfolios. Average stock returns are illustrated in percentages. The statistical 
significance of the return difference between “Low” and “High” is shown by the t-statistic. The null 
hypothesis is denoted, H0: mean low = mean high, and the alternative hypothesis is, Ha: mean low ≠ mean 
high. The two columns on the right side show the average number of stocks in the monthly portfolios. The 
calculations are further explained in chapter 6.2.  

  Average Monthly Return  Average No. of stocks 

  
Aggregate Publication 

Count  t-Statistics  

Aggregate Publication 
Count 

  Low High Low - High Low - High  Low High 

All Stocks 1.06 0.92 0.15 0.13  75 75 

Panel A: By Size 

1 1.08 -0.31 1.40 0.81  25 25 

2 1.16 0.15 1.01 0.80  24 24 

3 1.53 0.85 0.69 0.74  26 26 

Panel B: By Price-to-Book 

1 0.21 -0.24 0.45 0.19  24 23 

2 1.44 2.28 -0.84 -0.89  24 23 

3 2.19 0.85 1.34 1.35  26 25 

Panel C: By Past Month Return 

1 0.60 -0.88 1.48 0.91  25 25 

2 1.14 2.34 -1.21 -0.85  25 25 

3 1.75 1.04 0.72 0.64  25 25 

Panel D: By Price 

1 1.18 0.64 0.54 0.24  25 25 

2 1.25 0.45 0.80 0.77  25 25 

3 1.44 1.08 0.35 0.45  25 25 
 

Table 8.6: Univariate Comparisons OSEAX 

Source: Compiled by authors 

 

Table 8.6 represents the univariate analysis of our sample of OSEAX stocks. We observe 

that the top row reports that unconditionally, the monthly mean returns for stocks with 

low and high news and twitter exposure are 1.06% and 0.92%, respectively. The 

difference between the low and high publicity groups yields a return of 0.15% per month 
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(1.76% annually)6. Hence, these results once again immediately point towards a return 

premium by low-coverage stocks. Moreover, the double-sorted Panels A-D generally 

support our unconditional results. Holding various firm characteristics constant, ten out 

of 12 zero-investment portfolios yield positive returns. However, as with the case of S&P 

500, the results are not statistically significant at a 1, 5 or 10 percent level. 

In general, the results by longing the low media coverage stocks and shorting the high 

media coverage stocks yield greater returns than the strategy undertaken for the S&P 500 

sample. Moreover, one additional tercile has positive return difference as compared to the 

American shares.  

As opposed to S&P 500 that only had a positive return among small stocks in the size 

panel, all the three terciles illustrates solid return difference from OSEAX, however with 

a prominent average monthly return among small stocks. The explanation for this 

observation could be related to an intra-tercile bias. Within tercile 3, there are large 

differences between the smallest and largest companies. Statoil, Telenor and Hydro are 

for instance in most of the months included in the short half of tercile 3. In the regression 

on what affects APC, we concluded that size is the most important explanatory variable. 

Even though these companies are widely covered in publications, their size could be 

justifying their high level of APC. Having a short position in these companies could 

therefore be misleading, hence lead to a lower return for the portfolio from tercile 3. 

Within the small-cap tercile, the companies are of more similar size. This could be an 

explanation for why the intra-tercile bias is less prominent here.  

In panel B, S&P 500 showed the highest media effect in tercile 1, i.e., value stocks. It is 

interesting to observe that by sorting stocks on P/B ratio and by low and high media 

exposure for OSEAX stocks, the media effect is strongest in tercile 3, among stocks with 

high price-to-book ratio, i.e., growth stocks. This indicates that the media effect is 

concentrated among growth stocks in Norway and value stocks in the US. 

Panel C is considering the past month return. It is evident from table 8.6 that the greatest 

return differential in the sample comes from tercile 1, which is the stocks that experienced 

                                                           

6 (
1+0.15%

100
)

12

− 1 = 1.76% 
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the worst return previous month. The long portfolio is positive, and the short is negative 

and the worst performing portfolio with an average monthly return of -0.88% (-10.06% 

per annum)7. In his research, Chan (2003) identified a similar finding. Among stocks that 

performed poorly in a given month, the stocks that experienced media exposure in that 

same month would continue the lousy performance next month. The stocks that were not 

exposed to media exposure tended to reverse the negative trend in the next month. Our 

results in panel C is in line with the findings of Chan (2003). Furthermore, the worst 

performing long-short portfolio is also found in panel C, but among the group of medium 

stock performance last month. The return of the worst and best long-short portfolios over 

the sample period for OSEAX is -1.21% per month (-13.54% per annum)8 and 1.48% per 

month (19.32% per annum)9, respectively. 

Even though we find pervasive return differences on our samples stocks, also after double 

sorting into sub-samples by several firm characteristics, we cannot say with certainty that 

our findings have not occurred randomly. For both the S&P500 and OSEAX, we do not 

observe any t-statistic values that are located outside the rejection regions at 1, 5 or 10 

percent levels. Most of the t-statistic values are between -1 and 1 and hence we cannot 

reject any of our null hypotheses that the mean of low media coverage portfolio equals 

the mean of high media coverage portfolio. In the next part of the analysis, we will see if 

the return from the univariate analysis can be explained by widely accepted risk factors. 

 

  

                                                           

7 (
1+(−0.88%)

100
)

12

− 1 = −10.06% 

8 (
1+(−1.21%)

100
)

12

− 1 = −13.54% 

9 (
1+1.48%

100
)

12

− 1 = 19.32% 
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8.3.2 Multivariate Analysis 
The previous section examined raw returns, and the following section will apply Ordinary 

Least Squares (OLS) and regress the portfolios from the univariate analysis on standard 

risk factors for the American and the Norwegian market, respectively. Table 8.7 below 

reports the baseline results for the all-stocks zero-investment portfolio (single-sorted) 

from S&P 500. As described in the methodology we will base this analysis on our findings 

from the univariate analysis. Each month we will have 13 zero-investment portfolios for 

each of the indices. In the univariate analysis, we conducted a cross-sectional study by 

using the average return of these portfolios. In this analysis, we will use each month’s 

return to analyze the media effect further. The zero-investment portfolios of the two 

indices combined will create 26 time series.  

The times series are then regressed on factors known for having an impact on the cross-

section of stock returns. We examine the following factor models (outlined in detail in 

chapter 3) for our S&P500 and OSEAX sample respectively: 

S&P500 

- The market model (CAPM) 

- Fama-French (1993) three-factor model 

- Fama-French (2014) five-factor model 

OSEAX 

- The market model (CAPM) 

- Fama-French (1993) three-factor model 

- Carhart (1997) four-factor model 

- Pastor-Stambaugh (2003) liquidity factor 

The coefficients of the variables indicate how the portfolio return can be explained by the 

changes in the factors. The more explanatory power the factors have, the smaller the 

absolute values of the intercept will be. The estimated alpha should be zero or at least 

insignificant if these risk factors are able to fully explain the difference in return between 

low and high media coverage stocks (Stock and Watson, 2007).  
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8.3.2.1 Multivariate Results S&P 500 

 

Multivariate Analysis: Single-Sorted Portfolios 

This table considers the “All stocks” row from the Univariate Analysis of S&P 500. Panel A shows the 

regression results of the zero-investment portfolio against different risk factors. Panel B and C gives the 

intercepts from a regression of the long and short part of the portfolio, respectively, against the same risk 

factors. Values in parentheses represent p-values for the coefficients. The symbols *, **, and *** display 

statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. 

  Model 1:  Model 2:  Model 3:   

  CAPM  FF Three-Factor  FF Five-Factor   

Panel A: Long Low-Media Stocks, Short High-Media Stocks 

 Mkt-rf  -0.0454  -0.0755**  -0.0836**   

  (0.2917)  (0.0673)  (0.0557)   

 SMB    0.1467***  0.1528***   

    (0.0055)  (0.0092)   

 HML    -0.0469  -0.0187   

    (0.3353)  (0.7598)   

 RMW      -0.0018   

      (0.9834)   

 CMA      -0.0777   

      (0.4378)   

 Intercept  0.1313  0.1677  0.1562   

  (0.3234)  (0.1708)  (0.2213)   

 Observations  35  35  35   
 

  
 

0.0336  0.2507  0.2674   

Panel B: Alphas for Low-Media Coverage Stocks 

 Intercept  0.0201  0.0676  0.0569   

  (0.9053)  (0.6195)  (0.6670)   

Panel C: Alphas for High-Media Coverage Stocks 

 Intercept  -0.1383  -0.1272  -0.1249   

  (0.4273)  (0.4570)  (0.4523)   
Table 8.7: Baseline Multivarite Results S&P 500 

Source: Compiled by authors 

 

From the intercept, we observe that the all-stocks zero-investment portfolio yields a 

positive abnormal return even after controlling for market, size, book-to-market, 

profitability and the investment factor. Hence, the strategy seems to support our findings 

in the univariate analysis that there exists a low-media coverage return premium. In 

terms of how the factors are able to explain the premium, it is evident from the table that 

the alpha actually increases when adding size and value factors to the market model. This 

𝑅2 
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indicates that the CAPM explains more of the return than the three-factor. When adding 

the profitability and investment factor the alpha decreases compared to the three-factor 

model, which indicates that the Fama-French five-factor model absorbs some of the alpha, 

as the intercept goes from 0.17 to 0.16. On the other hand, the alphas are not statistically 

significant, and thus we cannot conclude that the media effect is not driven by common 

risk factors.  

In regards to the risk factor loadings, several interesting observations are present. As with 

Fang and Peress (2009), we are witnessing positive and significant coefficients on size 

(SMB), indicating that the portfolio longing low-publicity stocks and shorting high-

publicity stocks has a positive exposure to small stocks. A portion of the return of the 

portfolio can therefore be attributed to the return difference between small and large 

companies.  

Moreover, we find that the portfolio has negative exposure to the market factor, as the 

sign on the market factor coefficient is negative, which tells us that the strategy is 

adversely related to the overall market movements. The economic intuition behind this is 

that our portfolio sells short the stocks with high media coverage, and these stocks 

typically co-move more with the market than the low-media shares held long. These 

results are in line with Fang and Peress (2009). However, our market factors are only 

significant in the Fama-French three- and five-factor model. The coefficient estimates of 

the book-to-market factor (HML), of the profitability factor (RMW), as well as the 

investment factor (CMA), are insignificant.  

Panel B and C exhibit alphas for the two legs on the portfolio separately, namely the long 

position of stocks with low news and twitter publication and the short position of those 

with a high amount. We undertake this approach in order to investigate whether our 

abnormal returns stems from the short, the long, or from both legs. Fang and Peress 

(2009) find that the media effect is primarily driven by the long positions in the portfolio, 

as the low media coverage stocks experience high and significant alphas, as opposed to 

the short leg. From the intercepts in table 8.7, we observe that the negative abnormal 

return from the short leg of our zero-investment portfolio exceeds the positive abnormal 

return from the long part, for every benchmark model used. Moreover, the negative 

alphas increase the return spread of the zero-investment strategy. However, in our 
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analysis, we experience insignificant alphas for both legs of the portfolio, albeit less 

insignificant results from the short positions. As a result, it is hard to determine whether 

our low media return premium stems from the long position performing better than the 

factors indicate, the short position performing worse or both.  

It is worth noting that if we could say with certainty that the abnormal returns came from 

the short leg of the zero-investment portfolio, a possible explanation for this could be the 

fact that investors tend to buy attention-grabbing stocks, as discussed by both Barber and 

Odean (2008) and Seasholes and Wu (2004). Their papers find that individual investors 

exert increased buying pressure on attention-grabbing stocks, like those with high media 

exposure. These purchases based on attention temporarily inflate stock prices before the 

return subsequently underperform. If this phenomenon is the case, we would expect that 

the abnormal return is driven by the short rather than the long leg of the zero-investment 

portfolio.  

In addition, it is interesting to observe that the low media coverage portfolio yields risk-

adjusted excess returns, although with insignificant alphas. Importantly, the alphas are 

monotonically decreasing in the amount of media exposure. This indicates that the 

findings are in line with Merton’s (1987) hypothesis, which documents that stocks 

recognized by fewer investors in informationally incomplete markets, must offer greater 

returns to compensate their holders for being imperfectly diversified.  

 

Table 8.8 below reports the abnormal returns of the double-sorted zero-investment 

portfolios. With the same methodology as for the single-sorted zero-investment portfolio, 

we use the returns each month to create a time series. These time series are regressed 

against the same factors as the single-sorted portfolio.  

We will here do the same analysis as we did Panel A in table 8.7, only this time for the 

different panels and terciles. The goal of this analysis is to try to identify in which subset 

the media effect is strongest.  The table is limited to the alphas of the regression, as we 

will focus on the overall explanations of the models. 
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Multivariate Analysis: Double-Sorted Portfolios 

Table 8.8 illustrates the intercepts from a regression against the same risk factors as in table 8.7. Panel A-D 
represents the zero-investment portfolios from the corresponding panels and terciles in table 8.5 from the 
univariate analysis. Values in parentheses represent p-values for the coefficients. The symbols *, **, and *** 
display statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. 

  Model 1:  Model 2:  Model 3:  
  CAPM  FF Three-Factor  FF Five-Factor  
  Panel A: By Firm Size 

       Small 

T1 0.2504  0.2591  0.2422  
  (0.4674)  (0.4496)  (0.4052)  

       Medium 

T2 0.0628  0.0714  0.0392  
  (0.7542)  (0.6998)  (0.8335)  

       Large 

T3 0.1535  0.2030  0.2370  
  (0.3859)  (0.2164)  (0.1508)  
  Panel B: By Price-Book Ratio 

       Low 

T1 0.5198*  0.5646**  0.5359**  
  (0.0515)  (0.0307)  (0.0498)  

       Medium 
T2 0.0713  0.1023  0.0882  
  (0.7640)  (0.6634)  (0.6980)  

       High 
T3 -0.0906  -0.0487  -0.0529  

  (0.6655)  (0.7811)  (0.7531)  
  Panel C: By Past Month Return 

       Low 
T1 -0.0064  0.0301  0.0115  
  (0.9770)  (0.8894)  (0.9587)  

       Medium 

T2 0.2602  0.3063  0.3240  
  (0.2735)  (0.1820)  (0.1522)  

       High 

T3 0.3491  0.3632  0.3089  
  (0.1406)  (0.1326)  (0.2066)  
  Panel D: By Price 

       Low 

T1 0.3535  0.3900  0.3265  
  (0.2691)  (0.2322)  (0.2724)  

       Medium 

T2 0.3772**  0.4121**  0.3893**  
  (0.0357)  (0.0207)  (0.0360)  

       High 

T3 -0.2068  -0.1652  -0.1398  
  (0.3186)  (0.3811)  (0.4511)  

Table 8.8: Multivariate Results by Firm Characteristics 

Source: Compiled by authors 
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From table 8.8 it is evident that our findings partially support the results obtained in the 

univariate analysis, as tercile 1 in Panel B shows significant alphas. These results further 

speak in favor of a return premium that is concentrated among stocks with low price-to-

book ratio (value stocks).  

We also find that the media effect is stronger among stocks with a medium share price 

level (Panel D, tercile 2). This subset provided the greatest return differential in terms of 

low – high media exposure from the univariate analysis. Many stock return anomalies that 

are documented occur among small firms, and Fang and Peress (2009) find that the 

abnormal returns from the media effect are significant and concentrated among small cap. 

Although we find a low-media premium among small stocks on S&P 500 in our univariate 

analysis, our abnormal returns in the multivariate analysis are insignificant. Moreover, 

tercile 2 and 3 in Panel A (firm size), as well as all terciles in Panel C (past month return), 

have insignificant alphas. As a result, we are not able to identify any further where 

specifically the media effect is present for stocks listed on the S&P 500.  

 

8.3.2.2  Multivariate Results OSEAX 

The following section considers the Oslo Stock Exchange All-share index. We will present 

the same analyses as for the S&P 500. However the factor models used are different. We 

replace the Fama-French (2014) five-factor model with the Carhart (1997) four-factor 

model and the Pastor-Stambaugh (2003) liquidity factor. We start with a single-sorted 

zero-investment portfolio in table 8.9 and move on to the double-sorted zero-investment 

portfolio in table 8.10.  
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Multivariate Analysis: Single-Sorted Portfolios 

This table considers the “All stocks” row from the Univariate Analysis of OSEAX. Panel A shows the 

regression results of the zero-investment portfolio against different risk factors. Panel B and C gives the 

intercepts from a regression of the long and short part of the portfolio, respectively, against the same risk 

factors. Values in parentheses represent p-values for the coefficients. The symbols *, **, and *** display 

statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.  

  Model 1:  Model 2:  Model 3:  Model 4: 

  CAPM  FF Three-Factor  Carhart Four-Factor  PS Liquidity 

Panel A: Long Low-Media Stocks, Short High-Media Stocks 

Mkt-rf 
-

0.6137*** 
 -0.5670***  

-0.5780*** 
 

-0.5491*** 

  (0.0001)  (0.0006)  (0.0016)  (0.0098) 

SMB   0.1854  0.1805  0.1720 

    (0.2547)  (0.2831)  (0.3214) 

HML   0.1715  0.1694  0.1664 

    (0.2189)  (0.2339)  (0.2512) 

UMD     -0.015  -0.0095 

      (0.8751)  (0.9209) 

LIQ       0.0448 

        (0.7840) 

Intercept -0.011  0.005  0.005  0.0048 

  (0.1988)  (0.3227)  (0.3298)  (0.3838) 

Observations 35  35  35  35 

 

  
 

0.36  0.41  0.41  0.41 

Panel B: Alphas for Low-Media Coverage Stocks 

Intercept 0.0035  -0.0045  -0.003  -0.0039 

  (0.6453)  (0.5087)  (0.6797)  (0.6033) 

Panel C: Alphas for High-Media Coverage Stocks 

Intercept -0.01076  -0.0197**  -0.0201**  -0.0191** 

  (0.1988)  (0.0171)  (0.022)  (0.0356) 
Table 8.9: Baseline Multivariate Results OSEAX 

Source: Compiled by authors 

 

The strategy of buying OSEAX stocks with little news and Twitter exposure and at the 

same time selling those with high exposure results in a positive abnormal return, even 

after controlling for size, book-to-market, profitability and the investment factor. It is 

worth noting here that the CAPM regression yields a negative abnormal return, indicating 

that the portfolio underperforms in relation to what was expected given the portfolio’s 

risk factor exposure. However, the intercept in the CAPM is small, with a value of -0.011 

𝑅2 
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and is not statistically significant showing a p-value equal to 0.2. The strategy confirms 

the findings from univariate in the sense that the abnormal return is positive for all factor 

models, except CAPM. However alpha is insignificant. 

The alpha in both the Fama-French three-factor model and the Carhart four-factor model 

is equal to 0.005. At first glance, we observe that the factor models are able to explain 

some of the premium, as the alpha is slightly absorbed by the additional risk factor 

relative to the FF3 and Carhart FF model. The alpha erodes from 0.005 to 0.0048. On the 

other hand, as with the alpha of CAPM, the intercepts are not significantly different from 

zero. Hence, we cannot conclude that the low media premium is due to portfolio manager 

skills, neither can we ignore that returns are driven by well-known risk factors. 

Considering the loadings on the risk factors, we are not witnessing any significant 

coefficient estimates on any factors, except for the market factor. Nevertheless, the zero-

investment portfolio shows a negative sign on the market factor coefficient, which is 

significant at a 1% level, and this applies to all the factor models. This result resembles 

the one documented by Fang and Peress (2009) when it comes to the interpretation of 

the market factor. The significance of the negative coefficient of the market is stronger 

than the estimates for S&P 500, and indicates the same, that our portfolio is negatively 

related to the overall market movements. This makes sense because our portfolio is zero-

investment and stocks with the most news articles and tweets are shorted, and these type 

of stocks tend to move along with the market. 

In order to assess whether the abnormal return from our zero-investment portfolio is 

derived from the short, the long or both legs we analyze panel B and C as we did for the 

S&P 500 sample. As opposed to Fang and Peress (2009), we find that the media effect 

seem to be primarily driven by the short positions in the portfolio. Our negative alpha 

values from the short leg portfolio (Panel C) are mostly significant and exceeds the alphas 

from the long leg (Panel B), and thus increases the return spread of the zero-investment 

strategy. We should not ignore that a potential reason for this outcome could be in line 

with the findings by Barber & Odean (2008) and Seasholes & Wu (2004). As mentioned 

in the earlier section they report that individual investors tend to buy attention-grabbing 

stocks (typically those in media/social media) which tend to inflate before the price 

subsequently drops, yielding a poor return. At least our findings here suggest that the 
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media effect is likely to come from the short leg of the portfolio, however as mentioned 

the alphas on the zero-investment portfolio are not statistically significant. As a result, we 

cannot say with certainty that our abnormal returns do not come from risk factor 

exposure, rather than asset management based on media coverage.  
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Multivariate Analysis: Double-Sorted Portfolios 

Table 8.10 illustrates the intercepts from a regression against the same risk factors as in table 8.9. Panel A-
D represents the zero-investment portfolios from the corresponding panels and terciles in table 8.6 from 
the univariate analysis. Values in parentheses represent p-values for the coefficients. The symbols *, **, and 
*** display statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. 

  Model 1:   Model 2:   Model 3:   Model 4: 
  CAPM   FF Three-Factor   Carhart Four-Factor   PS Liquidity 

  Panel A: By Firm Size 

        Small       
T1 0.0208*   0.0222**   0.0217*   0.0241** 
  (0.0506)   (0.0436)   (0.0635)   (0.0464) 

        Medium       
T2 0.0134*   0.0144*   0.0163*   0.0144 
  (0.0863)   (0.0957)   (0.0743)   (0.1250) 

        Large       
T3 0.0104*   0.0099   0.0064   0.0063 

  (0.0887)   (0.1389)   (0.3426)   (0.3702) 

  Panel B: By Price-Book Ratio 

        Low       
T1 0.0156   0.0262*   0.0279*   0.0271* 
  (0.2381)   (0.0537)   (0.0542)   (0.0721) 

        Medium       
T2 -0.0020   -0.0019   -0.0039   -0.0048 
  (0.7516)   (0.7797)   (0.5874)   (0.5277) 

        High       
T3 0.0140*   0.0039   0.0028   0.0015 

  (0.0670)   (0.5443)   (0.6858)   (0.8278) 

  Panel C: By Past Month Return 

        Low       
T1 0.0215**   0.0214**   0.0250**   0.0235** 
  (0.0274)   (0.0390)   (0.0218)   (0.0366) 

        Medium       
T2 -0.0084   -0.0080   -0.0111   -0.0106 
  (0.3747)   (0.4411)   (0.3114)   (0.3544) 

        High       
T3 0.0097   0.0017   0.0034   0.0029 

  (0.1699)   (0.7977)   (0.6239)   (0.6882) 

  Panel D: By Price 

        Low       
T1 0.0167   0.02347**   0.02187*   0.02455** 
  (0.1285)   (0.0359)   (0.0638)   (0.0445) 

        Medium       
T2 0.0126   0.0088   0.0112   0.0092 
  (0.1120)   (0.2995)   (0.1811)   (0.3089) 

        High       
T3 0.0064   0.0013   -0.0021   -0.0022 

  (0.2316)   (0.8021)   (0.6936)   (0.6863) 
Table 8.10: Multivariate Results by Firm Characteristics OSEAX 

Source: Compiled by authors 
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Table 8.10 illustrates the abnormal returns after portfolios are divided into subsamples 

sorted on the same variables as for the S&P 500 sample. However, returns are regressed 

on four different factor models, which was explained earlier in this thesis. Our goal is also 

here to investigate in which subcategory of stocks the media effect is strongest. Our 

results confirm our findings from the univariate analysis that the abnormal returns are 

concentrated among small stocks and stocks with low past month return. These terciles 

showed the highest return differential in the univariate analysis. Moreover, we are 

witnessing significant alphas among all four-factor models applied in tercile 1 in Panel A 

and C. In terms of concentrated return premium among small stocks; our findings 

resemble what Fang and Peress (2009) found. The fact that the media effect is most active 

among small-cap stocks, points towards the concern that the media effect could be a 

disguised size effect. Therefore, it is essential to interpret the Panel A in table 8.10 

correctly. The media effect is expected to evaporate within the size subsamples if the 

media effect is simply based on size. What we observe however, is that this is not the case. 

In our analysis, stocks within tercile 1 – 3 are relatively similar in size but differ 

considerably in media exposure. We discover a strong media effect among the smallest 

group of stocks and a smaller effect among the large-cap stocks. Due to the fact that 

smaller stocks tend to have weaker information dispersion relative to larger stocks, the 

asymmetry between small and large stocks suggests that media exposure plays a more 

crucial role when information dissemination is otherwise poor. For big stocks that already 

have multiple information channels, the effect of a marginal increase in media coverage is 

restricted (Fang and Peress, 2009).  
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9 PRACTICAL APPROACH 

9.1 APC ADJUSTED FOR MARKET CAPITALIZATION 
Until now, we have witnessed a return difference between low- and high media exposure 

stocks listed on the S&P 500 as well as the OSEAX, even after controlling for risk factors. 

We acknowledge that we do not have any statistical evidence to say that the return 

difference has not occurred by chance.  

From our univariate analysis, we observed that the media effect was stronger in the 

OSEAX index compared with S&P 500. It is difficult to conclude with certainty the actual 

reason behind this observation. Nevertheless, we believe that it has something to do with 

the fact that research on the economics of information already is conducted on the S&P 

500. A consequence of this could be that investors in the American market are more aware 

of the negativity related to high media coverage. If enough investors consider this 

phenomenon, the effect of media coverage could already be incorporated in the stock 

price. Because the media effect was more prominent in the Norwegian market, we will 

focus this analysis solely on the OSEAX index. 

In the univariate analysis, we sorted the portfolios in our sample into three equal thirds 

based on the size of market capitalization, in line with the methodology of Fang and Peress 

(2009). However, we believe this methodology is not practically possible to replicate in 

order to build a simple and profitable portfolio. This statement is primarily based on two 

arguments. First, taking positions in that many stocks will create high transaction costs. 

The second thing is related to intra-tercile bias.  

Within each of the terciles the companies are considered of similar size, so the size of the 

market capitalization of the companies within a tercile is irrelevant. From our findings 

from the regression on APC we discovered that market capitalization is the top 

explanatory variable for APC. This means that high media coverage can be justified if the 

company is big enough. Statoil has the highest market capitalization in OSEAX. At the same 

time, Statoil is also the company with the highest APC. The APC level is relatively small 

compared to the market cap, but since Statoil has most coverage in its category (the large 

market capitalization tercile), it will be shorted every month, using the methodology from 

the univariate analysis.  
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In this final part of the analysis, we will use market capitalization in a new way to prevent 

this intra-tercile bias. By simply dividing each company’s APC on its market capitalization, 

we can adjust the sample in a more individual manner. Each company is sorted according 

to their APC over market capitalization value. In addition to prevent the intra-tercile bias, 

this method makes the portfolios easier to calculate and rebalance.  

We still uphold all the assumptions from the earlier analysis, except the one about no 

transaction costs. Since one of the purposes with this analysis is to provide a practical 

strategy on how to allocate stocks in a simple way to profit, one should take into account 

expenses regarding buying and selling shares. We will consider transaction costs in one 

scenario and investigate how this will affect the return of the portfolio. The return of this 

portfolio will be adjusted for the commission charged by the trading platform, but not the 

bid-ask spread or tax. The commission should be the same for all stocks, but the difference 

between the ask and bid price can vary and is therefore excluded from this analysis.  

The reason this is considered a more practical investment application is that a similar 

method has been used as an investment strategy by Nordea Markets in Norway. The chief 

investment officer (CIO), Robert Næss, has successfully used a strategy of buying stocks 

with low media exposure and selling stocks with high media exposure, adjusted for size. 

His investment perspective has been on an annual basis, but we want to research if one 

can create profitable portfolios in shorter time horizons. In addition to looking at an 

annual basis, we examine the effect on a semi-annual, quarterly and monthly basis. We 

will briefly look at the individual effects of both the underlying variables NPC and TPC, 

even though this is not the primary objective of this analysis. 

A challenge with this approach is to choose the right amount of stocks in the long and 

short portfolios. Having too few stocks would cause the total return to be highly affected 

by the performance of just one or two shares. Too many stocks, for instance, top and 

bottom 50% will cause large transaction costs and create a part in the middle with similar 

values. By selecting the top and bottom ten stocks, we believe we will capture the effect 

of APC yet have a diversified portfolio. That is, we go long in the ten stocks with the lowest 

APC over market capitalization and short in the ten stocks with the highest APC over 

market capitalization.  
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All returns in the tables in this chapter is given in percentages. An example list is placed 

below and represents a randomly selected month from our sample.  

i. The first table shows the companies with the lowest APC over market capitalization. 

These stocks will be shorted. 

ii. The second table illustrates the companies with the highest level of APC over market 

capitalization. 

 

i. 

Ticker MCAP NPC TPC APC RET M+1 APC/MCAP 

DNB NO Equity 221,679,524,982 632 31 663 2.68 0.030 

TEL NO Equity 214,558,352,487 880 48 928 -2.80 0.043 

ORK NO Equity 78,174,451,012 448 61 509 5.39 0.065 

GJF NO Equity 65,396,409,671 416 31 447 4.71 0.068 

YAR NO Equity 90,325,814,598 611 35 646 -2.62 0.072 

OLT NO Equity 17,121,596,520 92 31 123 2.74 0.072 

NOFI NO Equity 12,690,071,872 83 31 114 -1.80 0.090 

STL NO Equity 474,750,090,951 2,484 2,232 4,716 -0.91 0.099 

AUSS NO Equity 12,714,916,662 99 31 130 6.56 0.102 

STB NO Equity 25,596,702,578 201 63 264 1.84 0.103 

Table 9.1 Example Long Portfolio 

Source: Compiled by authors 
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ii. 

Ticker MCAP NPC TPC APC RET M+1 APC/MCAP 

APP NO Equity 79,801,574 94 0 94 -3.00 11.779 

PEN NO Equity 240,562,429 172 155 327 -1.39 13.593 

STORM NO Equity 91,728,115 125 0 125 0.61 13.627 

HAVI NO Equity 282,648,936 334 62 396 0.00 14.010 

ELE NO Equity 68,441,295 71 31 102 13.21 14.903 

SDRL NO Equity 2,456,310,031 1,090 3,407 4,497 -54.34 18.308 

AVM NO Equity 48,812,531 123 31 154 -17.97 31.549 

EMAS NO Equity 127,145,374 357 66 423 -52.46 33.269 

SBX NO Equity 28,852,838 557 44 601 -9.67 208.298 

ATLA NO Equity 5,418,974 96 18 114 -3.57 210.372 

Table 9.2 Example Short Portfolio 

Source: Compiled by authors 

 

Using these 20 stocks, we create an equally weighted zero-investment portfolio. The idea 

of the zero-investment is the same as in the univariate analysis. We go long in some stocks 

and short in some stocks, with the same amount of capital. The return of the two portfolios 

is illustrated in the table below. It is found by subtracting total return from the short 

portfolio by total return of the long portfolio10 . Each stock’s return is collected from 

Bloomberg’s database, and return calculation is adjusted for dividends. 

Total return for the randomly selected month is given by: 

 

  

                                                           
10 (1.5796%) – (-12.8583%) = 14.4379% 
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Long Return Short Return 
 

DNB NO Equity 2.6810 APP NO Equity -3.0000 
 

TEL NO Equity -2.8011 PEN NO Equity -1.3937 
 

ORK NO Equity 5.3852 STORM NO Equity 0.6122 
 

GJF NO Equity 4.7108 HAVI NO Equity 0.0000 
 

YAR NO Equity -2.6235 ELE NO Equity 13.2075 
 

OLT NO Equity 2.7439 SDRL NO Equity -54.3445 
 

NOFI NO Equity -1.7986 AVM NO Equity -17.9688 
 

STL NO Equity -0.9091 EMAS NO Equity -52.4590 
 

AUSS NO Equity 6.5637 SBX NO Equity -9.6651 
 

STB NO Equity 1.8437 ATLA NO Equity -3.5714 
 

SUM 1.5796 
 

-12.8583 14.4379 

Table 9.3 Return Example Zero-Investment Portfolio 

Source: Compiled by authors 

 

Our portfolio in this month gained a return of 14.44%, which makes it a considerably 

profitable month. As mentioned earlier we will further investigate the portfolio for 

different holding periods.  

If it is true that highly covered firms are over-valued, they must at one point increase to a 

level where their market value surpasses their intrinsic value. For instance, a company 

may have their market value 10% above its assumed intrinsic value. It is then possible 

that the distance between the market value and the intrinsic value will grow even further 

apart, so the stock price increases, before it eventually drops to the fair value. The timing 

of the portfolio creation is therefore an important aspect of this investment strategy. That 

is why we would like to observe the effect of the approach using different time horizons. 

We will start with the annual portfolio creation. 

As our data collection goes from 2015 to 2017, we will only be able to construct a two-

period model using annual data. The data from 2015 is used to create a portfolio with one-

year holding from the beginning of 2016, to end-2016. The data from 2016 constructs a 

portfolio with a holding period from the start to the end of 2017. The stocks of the 

portfolios and their performance are summarized in the tables below. 
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    Long Return Short Return 
 

    DNB NO Equity 22.15 IMSK NO Equity 12.00 
 

    GJF NO Equity 5.47 SEVDR NO Equity 57.76 
 

    ORK NO Equity 15.55 NAVA NO Equity 21.86 
 

   TEL NO Equity -8.04 BERGEN NO Equity 88.97 
 

2016   YAR NO Equity -6.66 PLCS NO Equity -71.43 
 

    LSG NO Equity 49.98 ARCHER NO Equity 103.23 
 

    MHG NO Equity 38.82 SBX NO Equity 14.38 
 

    TOM NO Equity -3.46 TECH NO Equity 84.88 
 

    KOG NO Equity -11.35 AVM NO Equity 90.00 
 

    XXL NO Equity -1.96 ATLA NO Equity 111.36 
 

    SUM 10.05 
 

51.30 -41.25 

Table 9.4 Annual Zero-Investment Portfolio and Return 2016 

Source: Compiled by authors 
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    Long Return Short Return 
 

    DNB NO Equity 22.96 IMSK NO Equity 0.45 
 

    GJF NO Equity 19.11 ELE NO Equity 124.87 
 

    ORK NO Equity 23.00 SEVDR NO Equity -- 
 

2017   TEL NO Equity 42.39 TECH NO Equity -44.17 
 

    LSG NO Equity -5.58 PLCS NO Equity -68.31 
 

    AFG NO Equity -8.40 HAVI NO Equity -51.48 
 

    YAR NO Equity 14.02 NAVA NO Equity -14.63 
 

    MHG NO Equity -3.80 SBX NO Equity -96.91 
 

    SALM NO Equity 0.43 AVM NO Equity -60.19 
 

    AUSS NO Equity -15.58 ATLA NO Equity -27.18 
 

    SUM 8.86 
 

-26.40 35.25 

Table 9.5 Annual Zero-Investment Portfolio and Return 2017 

Source: Compiled by authors 

 

Sevan Drilling (SEVDR NO Equity) is blank in 2017 because it was suspended from Oslo 

Stock Exchange, due to a Chapter 11, bankruptcy protection (Fredriksen-selskap, 2018). 

In practice, this means that we will not be able to cover our short position. Due to this 

unforeseen situation, we choose to neglect the stock from our return calculation. If on the 

other hand the company was declared bankrupt, the profit of the short position would be 

100%. That is, the maximum an investor could collect from a short position (Claus Munk, 

2016). 

The strategy of portfolio creation based on one-year lagged values of APC yields an 

average annual return of -3%11. This strategy has four portfolios, one long and one short 

each year. Both the long portfolios give positive returns, while only one of the short 

portfolios provide a negative return. The overall negative result of the strategy is driven 

by the short position in 2016. 

  

                                                           
11 

−41.25%+35.25

2
= - 2.999% 
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  Long Short ZIP Cumulative Ret 

2016 10.05 51.30 -41.25 -41.25 

2017 8.86 -26.40 35.25 -20.54 

Ave. Annual 9.45 12.45 -3.00 
 

Sample period 19.80 26.46 -5.91 -20.54 

Table 9.6 Annual Return Zero Investment Portfolios 2016 and 2017 

Source: Compiled by authors 

 

The average return gives an indication of what return an investor on average got in each 

period by holding the portfolio. An average return of negative 3% is disappointing, giving 

a compounded average return of -5.91% over the sample period. 

To get the actual return an investor obtained from the beginning of the period when the 

investment was undertaken, until the end of the sample period, we use cumulative 

returns. The cumulative return is more useful when analyzing how well the portfolio 

performed, as it takes into account the subsequent effect of gaining or losing money in a 

given period. If you, for instance, lose 25% the first period, then gain 50% the next, you 

will in the second period only get 50% return on 75% of the initial investment. An investor 

that entered the portfolio in the beginning would lose 41.25% of the initial investment the 

first year, before gaining a 35.25% return the next. The aggregate effect is a 20.24% 

reduction of the initial investment. Using the annual rebalancing strategy in 2016 and 

2017 would have reduced the wealth of an investor, and cannot be considered successful. 

By comparing the two periods, we observe that many of the stocks that increase in 2016 

seem to decrease in 2017. Another interesting observation when comparing the two 

periods is the companies in the portfolios. If we look at the stocks in the portfolios, many 

of the companies from the 2016 portfolios reappear in 2017. More precisely, only three 

stocks from the long portfolio and two stocks from the short portfolio are different in 

2017 from 2016. This raises the question of whether we have miss-timed the market. The 

strategy could be profitable, but we simply did not time our entry and exit well. That is, 

we covered our short positions of the stocks that were replaced too early.  Due to the lack 

of changes in the two portfolios, it is interesting to see what happens if we hold the 

portfolios in two periods. Instead of replacing the five stocks before 2017, we hold the 
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two portfolios for two years. The 2016 results would be unchanged, and the new 2017 

results from this maneuver can be found in the table below. 

 

  Long Return Short Return 
 

  DNB NO Equity 22.96 IMSK NO Equity 0.45 
 

  GJF NO Equity 19.11 BERGEN NO Equity 3.07 
 

  ORK NO Equity 23.00 SEVDR NO Equity -- 
 

  TEL NO Equity 42.39 TECH NO Equity -44.17 
 

2017 LSG NO Equity -5.58 PLCS NO Equity -68.31 
 

  TOM NO Equity 48.36 ARCHER NO Equity -30.75 
 

  YAR NO Equity 14.02 NAVA NO Equity -14.63 
 

  MHG NO Equity -3.80 SBX NO Equity -96.91 
 

  KOG NO Equity 24.69 AVM NO Equity -60.19 
 

  XXL NO Equity -12.10 ATLA NO Equity -27.18 
 

  Sum 17.31 
 

-37.63 54.93 

Table 9.7 Annual Zero-Investment Portfolio and Return 2017 without rebalancing 

Source: Compiled by authors 

 

Not changing the portfolios gain a higher return than entering new stocks. The return 

raises from 35.25% to 54.93% in 2017. The change makes the compounded average 

return go from negative 3% to positive 6.84%. This is a better result, but it also illustrates 

how using average return can be misleading.  

 

  Long Short Return Cumulative Ret 

2016 10.05 51.30 -41.25 -41.25 

2017 17.31 -37.63 54.93 -8.98 

Ave. Annual 13.68 6.84 6.84 
 

Sample period 29.23 14.14 14.15 -8.98 

Table 9.8 Return Annual Zero Investment Portfolios 2016 and 2017 without rebalancing 

Source: Compiled by authors 
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Even though the average return is positive, an investor would still lose money using this 

strategy from the beginning of 2016. The cumulative return is -8.98%, which few rational 

investors would find satisfying. Besides the fact that the portfolio still did not give positive 

returns, the change of holding period improved the return. 

When using annual portfolios, we only get to test for two periods in our sample. By 

increasing the number of rebalancing operations, we will create more portfolios, and also 

in 2015. Also, we will be able to put the hypothesis of bad timing to test. The semi-annually 

rebalanced portfolio gives a compounded sample period return of -31.86%12. It means 

that including the last half of 2015, and updating semi-annually yields even worse returns 

than the annually rebalanced portfolio. The returns of each half can be viewed in the table 

below. The portfolios for each half can be found in appendix III.  

 

Half Long Short Return 

Cumulative 

Return Opposite 

Cumulative 

Opposite 

2015 H2 -0.05 8.69 -8.75 -8.75 8.75 8.75 

2016 H1 1.46 15.33 -13.86 -21.40 13.86 23.82 

2016 H2 13.29 35.45 -22.16 -38.81 22.16 51.26 

2017 H1 4.89 9.87 -4.98 -41.86 4.98 58.79 

2017 H2 16.33 3.50 12.82 -34.41 -12.82 38.43 

Ave. Half 0.07 0.15 -0.07 
   

Sample period 0.36 0.73 -0.37 -34.41 
 

38.43 

Table 9.9 Return Semi-Annual Zero Investment Portfolios 

Source: Compiled by authors 

 

Only one of the five halves gives a positive return, and the cumulative return is 

substantially negative. This time aspect actually seems to show the opposite effect. The 

short portfolio performs well beyond the long portfolio. If one were to turn the portfolios 

around, that is buying the highly covered companies and sell the companies with low 

adjusted APC; one would obtain a cumulative return of 38.43%. Even though it is possible 

                                                           
12 (1 + (−7.38%))5 − 1 = -31.86% 
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to observe an opposite effect, the return is still lower than the short portfolio alone. Thus 

it is worth noticing that the negative return mainly arises from the positive return of the 

short portfolio. The same goes for the quarterly rebalanced portfolio. Both the long and 

the short portfolio give positive returns with the short portfolio providing slightly higher 

return than the long portfolio. The compounded periodically return in the sample period 

is -2.25%13, and the cumulated return is -20.81%. The return of each quarter is located in 

the table below, while the portfolios for each quarter are listed in appendix IV. 

 

Quarter Long Short Return Cumulative Ret. 

Q2 2015 3.51 -14.60 18.12 18.12 

Q3 2015 -4.95 -10.17 5.22 24.28 

Q4 2015 4.73 15.62 -10.89 10.74 

Q1 2016 -2.96 12.06 -15.01 -5.88 

Q2 2016 6.14 -2.37 8.51 2.12 

Q3 2016 4.89 13.08 -8.19 -6.24 

Q4 2016 7.89 43.87 -35.98 -39.97 

Q1 2017 -7.20 4.48 -11.67 -46.98 

Q2 2017 7.95 -21.16 29.11 -31.54 

Q3 2017 8.87 -19.61 28.48 -12.05 

Q4 2017 5.00 14.96 -9.96 -20.81 

Ave. Quarterly 3.08 3.29 -0.21 
 

Sample Period 39.61 42.72 -2.25 -20.81 

Q1 2018 1.82 -3.13 4.95 
 

Ave. Quarterly including Q1 '18 2.98 2.75 0.22 
 

Including Q1 2018 42.17 38.51 2.71 -16.88 

Table 9.10 Return Quarterly Zero Investment Portfolios 

Source: Compiled by authors 

 

If we rebalance one more time and include a portfolio for the first quarter of 2018, the 

average return compounded over the period becomes 2.71%. Again, even though the 

                                                           
13 (1 + (−0.21%))11 − 1 = -2.25% 
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average return becomes positive, the cumulated return is negative, and if one invested 

from the start, the initial amount invested would be reduced during the sample period by 

the amount given by the cumulated return. 

The negative results of the annually, semi-annually, and quarterly rebalanced portfolio 

raises the question of whether the strategy does not have the potential to create positive 

returns. A possible disruptive factor could be the positive development in the market 

during the sample period, which makes the strategy inefficient. Another explanation could 

be that bad timing causes the somewhat disappointing results.  

To further analyze this, we will now look at the monthly-rebalanced portfolios. The 

number of times you rebalance the portfolio should not directly affect the return. 

However, rebalancing more often assumes that the “overvalued” effect of the stocks with 

high APC is only valid for short periods. Instead, the price-drop should happen the 

following month, after a month with much media attention. The return of the long, short 

and zero-investment portfolio for each month is summarized below. The portfolios are 

located in appendix V. 
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Month Long Short ZIP 

Cumulative 

Return 

feb-15 4.06 -14.55 18.61 18.61 

mar-15 0.02 -16.84 16.86 38.60 

apr-15 0.24 10.48 -10.23 24.42 

maj-15 1.58 -22.05 23.63 53.82 

jun-15 -2.52 -4.44 1.92 56.78 

jul-15 3.10 -0.96 4.06 63.14 

aug-15 -4.97 -14.79 9.83 79.17 

sep-15 -0.64 -7.32 6.68 91.13 

okt-15 4.76 39.55 -34.79 24.64 

nov-15 3.86 -17.33 21.18 51.04 

dec-15 -1.80 0.16 -1.96 48.08 

jan-16 -5.27 -8.23 2.96 52.46 

feb-16 0.35 1.91 -1.56 50.07 

mar-16 2.97 21.89 -18.93 21.67 

apr-16 2.32 0.92 1.40 23.38 

maj-16 8.73 -8.21 16.94 44.28 

jun-16 -3.46 -3.74 0.28 44.69 

jul-16 3.50 13.19 -9.69 30.67 

aug-16 -2.19 2.16 -4.35 24.98 

sep-16 5.72 0.53 5.19 31.47 

okt-16 3.07 18.22 -15.16 11.54 

nov-16 2.00 -8.92 10.92 23.72 

dec-16 2.88 38.43 -35.55 -20.26 

jan-17 -0.57 -17.56 16.99 -6.71 

feb-17 -2.96 -4.93 1.97 -4.87 

mar-17 -2.49 -12.02 9.52 4.20 

apr-17 1.58 -12.86 14.44 19.24 

maj-17 4.60 -15.52 20.12 43.23 

jun-17 -0.75 -12.00 11.25 59.35 

jul-17 2.45 6.02 -3.58 53.65 

aug-17 6.25 -26.53 32.78 104.01 

sep-17 6.11 6.80 -0.69 102.60 

okt-17 5.23 -6.88 12.11 127.14 

nov-17 1.75 -13.62 15.36 162.03 

dec-17 1.28 1.78 -0.50 160.73 

Ave. Monthly 1.45 -2.49 3.94  
Sample Period Return 65.57 -58.66 287.19 160.73 

Table 9.11 Return Monthly Zero Investment Portfolios  

Source: Compiled by authors 
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The return of this strategy is higher than expected, with an average monthly return of 

3.94%. This means that the average return compounded over the sample period is 

287.19%14. On average, an investor could expect to gain almost 4% monthly return in this 

portfolio. An investor holding the portfolio from the beginning would gain 160.73% 

return on his initial investment. An interesting observation is the return of the long and 

short portfolios. With this time horizon, the long portfolio is positive, and the short 

position is negative for the first time. It seems like the adverse effect of public attention is 

more visible under monthly rebalancing.  

The monthly updated portfolios include many of the same stocks as the portfolios with 

less frequent rebalancing. Therefore, it seems that the entry and exit moment is crucial 

and better timed in the monthly rebalanced portfolio. Stocks that are much covered may 

have higher volatility than the less covered once. Monthly rebalancing allows the investor 

to reallocate positions more frequent and hence provides a kind of a diversification effect. 

Changing the stocks in the portfolio more often could limit the potential downside, or 

upside in a given stock. For instance, holding a short position in a stock that increases in 

every month of a year would cause significant losses. By rebalancing monthly, the 

portfolio could limit the losses to fewer months. One could therefore claim the more 

frequently the investor update the portfolio, the less risky the strategy appears. However, 

the portfolio results depend entirely on the level of APC adjusted for market 

capitalization.  

There is a possibility that the observed return occurred by chance. If the portfolio were 

liquidated after 2016, it would result in a negative cumulated return. However, most of 

the monthly returns are positive, and the average monthly return is positive, and 

outperform the other time horizons quite drastically. The main hypothesis for why this 

portfolio performs so well has to do with the timing of the APC.  

 

 

  

                                                           
14 (1 + 3.9436%)35 − 1 = 287.19% 
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9.2 STRATEGY ADJUSTED FOR TRANSACTION COSTS 
Transaction costs are in this analysis limited to the fee one pays to buy or sell a stock. 

Rebalancing the portfolio more often will thus carry more transaction costs. Nordea 

markets have an online trading platform for retail investors. The average commission for 

buying and selling Norwegian stocks at Nordea is 0.04% (Nordea.no, 2018). This means 

that every time you buy or sell a stock, 0.04% of the amount goes away in transaction 

costs. These costs are another argument for why this investment strategy should be 

limited to 20 stocks. If we were to change every stock in the portfolio from one month to 

another, the transaction cost would absorb 1.60% of the return each month.15 However, 

this is not the case. Each month about 60% of the portfolio will be changed. This means 

that 12 stocks replaced, while eight remains. In other words, we pay a two-way (buying 

and selling) transaction cost for 12 stocks. This gives us a monthly transaction cost 

absorption of 0.96% 16 . For simplicity, we will subtract 0.96% from the return every 

month to make an estimation of the portfolio performance adjusted for transaction costs. 

  

                                                           
15 2*20*0.04% = 1.60% 
16 2*12*0.04% = 0.96% 
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Month Long Short Trans cost adj. Ret. 

Cumulative 

Return. 

feb-15 4.06 -14.55 17.65 17.65 

mar-15 0.02 -16.84 15.90 36.35 

apr-15 0.24 10.48 -11.19 21.09 

maj-15 1.58 -22.05 22.67 48.54 

jun-15 -2.52 -4.44 0.96 49.97 

jul-15 3.10 -0.96 3.10 54.62 

aug-15 -4.97 -14.79 8.87 68.33 

sep-15 -0.64 -7.32 5.72 77.95 

okt-15 4.76 39.55 -35.75 14.33 

nov-15 3.86 -17.33 20.22 37.45 

dec-15 -1.80 0.16 -2.92 33.44 

jan-16 -5.27 -8.23 2.00 36.10 

feb-16 0.35 1.91 -2.52 32.67 

mar-16 2.97 21.89 -19.89 6.29 

apr-16 2.32 0.92 0.44 6.76 

maj-16 8.73 -8.21 15.98 23.82 

jun-16 -3.46 -3.74 -0.68 22.98 

jul-16 3.50 13.19 -10.65 9.88 

aug-16 -2.19 2.16 -5.31 4.05 

sep-16 5.72 0.53 4.23 8.45 

okt-16 3.07 18.22 -16.12 -9.03 

nov-16 2.00 -8.92 9.96 0.03 

dec-16 2.88 38.43 -36.51 -36.49 

jan-17 -0.57 -17.56 16.03 -26.31 

feb-17 -2.96 -4.93 1.01 -25.56 

mar-17 -2.49 -12.02 8.56 -19.18 

apr-17 1.58 -12.86 13.48 -8.29 

maj-17 4.60 -15.52 19.16 9.28 

jun-17 -0.75 -12.00 10.29 20.53 

jul-17 2.45 6.02 -4.54 15.06 

aug-17 6.25 -26.53 31.82 51.67 

sep-17 6.11 6.80 -1.65 49.16 

okt-17 5.23 -6.88 11.15 65.80 

nov-17 1.75 -13.62 14.40 89.68 

dec-17 1.28 1.78 -1.46 86.91 

Ave. Monthly 1.45 -2.49 2.98  
Sample Period Return 65.57 -58.66 179.82 86.91 

Table 9.12 Return Monthly Zero Investment Portfolios Adjusted for Transaction Costs 

Source: Compiled by authors 
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With 12 stocks replaced in the portfolio, the transaction costs reduce the compounded 

return over the period with 10,737 basis points. This illustrates the significant effect of 

including transaction cost in the return calculations. However, with a cumulative return 

of 86.91%, the portfolio still performs very well. 

9.3 NPC AND TPC ISOLATED 
So far, in this thesis, we have looked at the aggregate of news and twitter publications. We 

believe aggregating NPC and TPC best demonstrates the total media effect. However, it is 

interesting to observe the effect of the two variables isolated. By conducting the same 

analysis as before, only without aggregating NPC and TPC, we can see the difference 

between companies that are highly covered in the news and on Twitter.  

In our analysis with different time periods, we discovered that rebalancing on a monthly 

basis provided a substantial media effect. Therefore, we would like to limit the isolated 

analyses to monthly rebalancing. We will sort the sample according to NPC and TPC 

adjusted for the size of market capitalization, and look at the return of the top and bottom 

ten companies. The monthly return of these portfolios can be found in the tables below. 

Calculations for these returns are listed in appendix VI. 

 

News Publication Count 

Month Long Short ZIP Cumulative Return 

Ave. Monthly 1.31 -0.60 1.91 23.00 

Sample Period Return 0.58 -0.19 0.94 1402.05 
Table 9.13: Return Monthly Zero Investment Portfolios Based on News Publication Count 

Source: Compiled by authors 

 

Twitter Publication Count 

Month Long Short Long-Short Cumulative Return 

Ave. Monthly 0.85 -1.55 2.41   

Sample Period Return 34.64 42.21 129.96 54.62 
Table 9.14: Return Monthly Zero Investment Portfolios Based on Twitter Publication Count 

Source: Compiled by authors 
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Both the portfolios generate positive return, and the cumulative return of the Twitter 

portfolio is higher than the isolated news portfolio. From both portfolios we observe the 

same as when using APC, the long portfolio is positive and the short portfolio is negative. 

It seems like both the NPC and TPC have a negative effect on return. The first year of the 

sample period the NPC portfolio obtain the highest return. The TPC portfolio performs 

better than the NPC portfolio through 2016, but the return at the end of the year is highly 

influenced by the return in December. Both portfolios did well in 2017, just like the 

combined portfolio.  

It is interesting to observe that neither of the portfolios perform as well individually as 

they do combined.   

 

 

Figure 9.1 Development of Investment Strategies Based on News Publication Count and Twitter Publication Count 

Source: Compiled by authors 
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9.4 A CLOSER LOOK AT INDIVIDUAL STOCKS 
Some of the stocks are not represented in the portfolio every month, but keep 

reappearing. To better understand the difference between the stocks in the long and short 

portfolios, we looked closer at four stocks who reappeared in each of the two portfolios. 

The four stocks are believed to be somewhat representative for the long and short 

portfolio.  

  Stock Prices 
 

Long 31.01.15 31.12.17 Change 

DNB ASA 112.3 152.1 35.44% 

Yara ASA 402.7 376.7 -6.46% 

Gjensidige ASA 130.5 154.9 18.70% 

AF Gruppen ASA 84.5 133.5 57.99% 

Average Long 
  

26.42% 

  
   

Short 31.01.15 31.12.17 Change 

Avocet Mining PLC 0.8 2.15 168.75% 

Element ASA 1.95 4.25 117.95% 

Seadrill ltd 82.35 2.05 -97.51% 

IM Skaugen ASA 3.07 2.25 -26.71% 

Havila ASA 14.85 0.12 -99.19% 

Average Short 
  

12.66% 

Table 9.15 Development of Selected Stocks in the Long and Short Portfolios 

Source: Compiled by authors 

 

From the table we see that the average growth of the stocks in the long portfolio is 

26.42%. The stock prices of the representatives from the short portfolio have on average 

grown by 12.66%. The difference between the average of the long and short portfolio is 

remarkable. What is interesting is the individual changes of the stocks. Some of the stocks 

in the short portfolio have more than doubled while others have lost large parts of their 

market value. An example of a firm from the short portfolio that has increased is Avocet 

Mining. Even though the stock more than doubled over the period, the monthly-

rebalanced portfolio made an average monthly profit of 2.60% of shorting the stock. The 
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strategy neglected the stock from the portfolio in the months where the stock increased 

the most, by selecting stocks based on APC over size. The other strategies, on the contrary, 

did not make money on Avocet Mining. This example helps to explain the performance 

differences between the different time horizons.  

9.5 GRAPHICAL SUMMARY PRACTICAL APPROACH 
There is little doubt that our analysis shows that the monthly rebalancing is the preferred 

method for this portfolio. In the next chapter, we will look at the results of our portfolios 

concerning the market development, and we will outline how investors should react to 

our findings. 

Cumulated Return Investments Strategies 

Trans. cost adj. Monthly Monthly Quarterly Semi-annual Annual NPC TPC 

86.91% 160.73% -20.81% -34.41% -20.54% 34.28% 54.62% 
Table 9.16 Cumulated Return of the Different Strategies 

Source: Compiled by authors 

 

 

Figure 9.2 Development of Investment Strategies 

Source: Compiled by authors 
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10 DISCUSSION  

 Through our analyses we have reached some interesting observations and results. In this 

chapter we will further discuss and interpret our findings. Our results, however, must be 

viewed in light of the market development and the assumptions made. Before we can 

comment on the implications of our findings, we will analyze how the two indices of our 

research have developed over the sample period. 

10.1 MARKET ANALYSIS 
This thesis investigates the relationship between companies’ media exposure and returns. 

Our sample period goes over a three-year span; something we believe should be enough 

to observe the effect of APC levels. Positive market development and growth nevertheless 

influence our sample period. Although interest rates have been decreasing or at least been 

low for the past decades, we must comment on the effect of cheap capital and easy access 

to financing. A lot of capital has been pumped into the markets, which has been a key 

contributing factor to the market growth. Both the OSEAX and S&P 500 index have 

trended upwards during our sample period. OSEAX is an oil-heavy index, while about one-

fourth of S&P500 is related to information technology stocks (Base, Data and 2018, 2018). 

As a consequence, the two indices are highly correlated with the development in oil and 

tech stocks respectively. Market movement over the last three years taking into account 

the indices, the oil price and the S&P tech index are illustrated below. 
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Figure 10.1 Development of Indicies and Affecting Factors 

Source: Compiled by authors 

 

It has been an almost consistent bull trend in the market over the sample period. The S&P 

500 and OSEAX increased 34.02% and 42.67% respectively over the 35 months. This 

means that the two indices increased by an average of 0.84% and 1.02% per month17. In 

comparison, the S&P 500 has risen by an average monthly growth of 0.51% the past 20 

years (1998-2017)18. For an investment strategy to truly be considered successful, it 

should outperform its respective benchmark index. However, with the considerable 

market return it has proven difficult to beat. As our investment strategies include an equal 

amount of long and short positions, there was a risk that stocks in the short portfolio also 

would create positive returns, and contribute negatively to the overall performance.  

According to CIO in Nordea Markets Norway Robert Næss it is likely to witness the 

opposite effect from media coverage in bull markets. 

Assuming that media covered stocks are over-valued, their market value must at some 

point have surpassed their fundamental value. In other words, if the market is in a strong 

                                                           
17 (1 + 34.02%)

1

35 − 1 = 0.84%    (1 + 42.67%)
1

35 − 1 = 1.02%   
18 Price(31.12.07)=1468.36 , Price(31.12.17)=2673.61 
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growth period, the over-valued stocks could continue to grow. In such a scenario, one 

could experience the opposite effect - highly covered companies’ stock prices continue to 

grow.  

Regarding our results in chapter 8 where we find that low APC stocks tend to outperform 

high APC stocks, we observe that very few of the groups with high APC stocks actually 

yield negative return. Moreover, most of the high APC groups showed a positive return 

close to the return of low APC. We believe that the reason both low and high APC provides 

positive returns is simply due to the positive market movement over our sample period. 

Furthermore, a weaker market development could potentially increase the return spread 

of low - high APC, meaning an environment where high coverage stocks do not enjoy as 

positive returns as for the last three years. 

 

10.2 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND RESULTS 
The efficient market hypothesis says that all information available in the market is 

incorporated into the stock price. By investigating the possibility of predicting the 

direction of stock returns, we challenge the efficient market hypothesis.  

There are a number of research papers within the research field economics of 

information. Fang and Peress (2009) show that there is a negative correlation between 

media coverage and stock returns. Chen (2017) uses Google search volume to find that 

the quantity of online hits is negative for stock performance. Bryun and Oh (2018) 

actually find a positive relationship between media coverage and shareholder value. 

However, it is worth noticing that the study refers to media coverage of companies’ CSR 

activities, something that should exclusively affect the reputation of the companies 

positively. Sul, Dennis and Yuan (2016) find that tweets from a twitter account with less 

than 171 followers influence stock returns, depending on the sentiment of the tweet. 

While all these papers investigate within the same research area as us, we believe our 

research adds something unique to existing research. First of all, we have analyzed the 

Norwegian market in addition to S&P 500. The OSEAX has not been subject to research to 

the same extent as the S&P 500. The fact that there has been less study for OSEAX calls for 

some further assumptions when comparing the findings with earlier research. Primarily, 
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the results from past research on other markets can be compared with our findings from 

OSEAX in the sample period.  

While there has been other research which includes Twitter, our analyses use a different 

database. We used Bloomberg’s database as the primary source for our quantitative data 

collection. By using number of news stories and tweets about each company we have 

researched how the quantity of Twitter and news publications affect the stock 

performance of companies on OSEAX and S&P 500. By combining the two datasets, we get 

the effect from both social and traditional media. This separates our research from 

previous studies.  

In our first analysis, we found that market capitalization is the most significant variable 

in explaining the aggregate publication count of a firm. We saw that the level of price-to-

book ratio had an opposite effect on OSEAX and S&P 500. More precisely are growth 

stocks more covered on the S&P while value stocks are more covered on OSEAX. In our 

next analysis we performed a univariate analysis to see whether there exists a media 

affect among stocks, also by sorting stocks according to firm characteristics. The 

characteristics were used to categorize and analyze the difference in stock returns of 

companies with low and high levels of APC. All long and short portfolios constructed from 

S&P 500 gave positive returns, and 11/13 long-short portfolios of OSEAX delivered a 

positive return. The media effect is most visible among value stocks in the S&P. This is the 

opposite of the OSEAX. In the Norwegian stock market, we found that the media effect is 

more concentrated among growth stocks, while value stocks with high APC gave a 

negative return on OSEAX. These results must be seen in context with the first analysis. 

Since growth stocks are more covered from S&P and value stocks more on OSEAX, it 

makes sense that the media effect is more prominent in the opposite end of the scale. If 

one category of firms generally obtains less media coverage, each publication will have a 

larger impact.  

Both indices indicate that the media effect is more noticeable among smaller stocks. Since 

size is the most significant variable to explain APC this makes intuitive sense. As with the 

price-to-book ratio, each publication will have a larger impact when the given category 

generally gets less attention in the media.  
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Another interesting observation from OSEAX is the effect of media coverage after a month 

of poor stock performance. Our results showed that stocks that have low media coverage 

tend to turn around the poor performance, while stocks with high coverage tend to 

continue the negative path. This is in line with the findings of Chan (2003). Another 

important observation is that the effect of publications is more prominent in the 

Norwegian Stock market than in the American S&P 500. The best portfolio from the S&P 

500 is the second tercile using price as a sorting variable. The portfolio gained an average 

monthly return of 0.53%, while the average monthly return of the S&P 500 index in the 

sample period was 0.84%. The fact that there is more study on the topic for S&P 500 could 

be part of the answer to why we find these observations, as investors could be aware of 

the effect. If enough investors are aware of the research done on the topic, this could 

diminish the effect over time. We have highlighted the key findings from the univariate 

analysis in the table below. 

Univariate Analysis 

Index Tercile Long Short Long-Short 

S&P 500 Panel B: By Price-to-Book 

  1 1.09% 0.82% 0.27% 

  2 1.11% 0.87% 0.23% 

  3 1.04% 1.03% 0.00% 

OSEAX Panel A: By Size 

  1 1.08% -0.31% 1.40% 

  2 1.16% 0.15% 1.01% 

  3 1.53% 0.85% 0.69% 

OSEAX Panel B: By Price-to-Book 

  1 0.21% -0.24% 0.45% 

  2 1.44% 2.28% -0.84% 

  3 2.19% 0.85% 1.34% 

OSEAX Panel C: By Past Month Return 

  1 0.60% -0.88% 1.48% 

  2 1.14% 2.34% -1.21% 

  3 1.75% 1.04% 0.72% 
Table 10.1 Key Findings Univariate Anlysis 

Source: Compiled by authors 

 

In our third analysis, we wanted to investigate whether the cross-sectional return 

differences between low and high media-exposure stocks hold taking common risk 
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factors into account. We found that low APC stocks outperformed high APC stocks even 

after controlling for widely known risk factors. The abnormal returns were positive. 

However we observe a stronger significance on the alphas for S&P 500 compared to 

OSEAX.  

With statistical significance, we find that low APC stocks yield greater return than high 

APC stocks even after controlling for risk factors among: 

S&P 500: Growth stocks (low price-to-book) and mid-priced stocks 

OSEAX: Small stocks and stocks with low past month return (loser stocks) 

The following table provides the key-takeaways from the multivariate analysis: 

Multivariate 
Analysis                   

    Model 1:  Model 2:  Model 3:  Model 4:  Model 5: 

Index Tercile CAPM  

FF 
Three-
Factor  

Carhart 
Four-
Factor  FF Five-Factor  PS Liquidity 

OSEAX 

  Panel A: By Firm Size 

1 0.0208*  0.0222**  0.0217*    0.0241** 

  (0.0506)  (0.0436)  (0.0635)    (0.0464) 

  Panel C: By Past Month Return 

1 0.0215**  0.0214**  0.0250**    0.0235** 

  (0.0274)  (0.0390)  (0.0218)    (0.0366) 

S&P 
500 

  Panel B: By Price-Book Ratio 

1 0.5198*  0.5646**    0.5359**   
  (0.0515)  (0.0307)    (0.0498)   

  Panel D: By Price 

2 0.3772**  0.4121**    0.3893**   
  (0.0357)  (0.0207)    (0.0360)   

 

Table 10.2 Key Findings Multivariate Analysis 

Source: Compiled by authors 

 

From our practical approach in chapter 9, we saw that monthly rebalancing was the only 

holding period that obtained a positive return. Both the portfolios based on NPC and TPC 

gained positive returns, but neither of them performed as good individually as they did 

combined in APC. Ignoring the effect of transaction costs, the portfolio with APC made a 

cumulated return over the sample period of 160.73% in a market where the index 

increased by 42.67%. The introduction of transaction costs reduced the return with 
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10,737 basis points to 86.91%. Our main finding of this analysis relates to the importance 

of timing. This was reflected by the fact that the portfolios for the different time horizons 

to a large extent contained the same stocks. The return of the monthly rebalanced 

portfolio adjusted for transaction costs is illustrated with the development of the OSEAX 

index below. 

 

 

Figure 10.2 Investment Strategy vs. Development of OSEAX 

Source: Compiled by authors 

 

At first glance one observe that the portfolio outperforms the index except for the period 

between September 16 and May 17. The reason is that 2016 was a bad year for the 

strategy, at least compared with the index. The growth in 2017 was, on the other hand, 

remarkable, as illustrated in the graph above. The riskiness of the strategy can also be 

observed from figure 10.2. While the OSEAX index trend is a steady incline, the trajectory 

of our approach is much more volatile. 

 

It is difficult to come up with a given explanation of the profit generated by our investment 

strategy.  The sample size and the analysis is not extensive enough to ascertain the 

relationship between the APC adjusted for size one month, and the return the next. The 

portfolio is not suited for the most risk-averse investors, as the volatility of the portfolio 
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is significant. The standard deviation based on the monthly return is about 15% for the 

portfolio and 3% for the OSEAX. However, obtaining 4,424 19  basis points above the 

market should make it an attractive investment strategy. The most important findings 

from the analysis are summarized in the table below. 

 

                    Index 
Analysis 

S&P 500 OSEAX 

 
 
What causes APC 

1) Market Capitalization is the most 
significant explanatory variable. 
 
2) Growth stocks are more covered 
than values stocks. 

1) Market Capitalization is the most 
significant explanatory variable. 
 
2) Value stocks are more covered than 
growth stocks. 

 
 

 
Univariate 

Analysis 

1) All long and short portfolios gave 
a positive return. 
 
2) Media effect is stronger among 
value stocks. 
 
3) Greatest return difference 
between low and high APC for mid-
priced stocks 

1) More noticeable effect than on S&P 
500. 
 
2) Media effect is stronger among 
growth stocks. 
 
3) Stocks with high media coverage tend 
to continue poor performance, stocks 
with low coverage manage to turn 
around in the next month.  

 
 
 

Multivariate 
Analysis 

1) Zero-investment portfolio alpha 
likely to be driven by short leg 
 
2) Media effect concentrated 
among value stocks and mid-priced 
stocks 
 
 

1) Zero-investment portfolio alpha likely 
to be driven by short leg, with statistical 
significant abnormal returns (in three 
out of 4 factor models) 
 
2) Media effect concentrated among 
small stocks and stocks with low past 
month return 

 
 
 

Practical 
Approach 

 

We chose to neglect S&P 500 from 
this analysis because the media 
effect was more prominent in the 
OSEAX. 

1) Annually, semi-annually and 
quarterly rebalanced portfolios gave 
negative returns. The timing of 
rebalancing is an important factor. 
 
2) The monthly rebalanced portfolio 
gave a return of 86.91% after adjusting 
for transaction costs. 

Table 10.2 Key Findings Analysis 

Source: Compiled by authors 

 

                                                           
19 8691-4267 = 4424 
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10.3 CRITICAL EVALUATION OF RESEARCH PROJECT 
A weakness of our results is the lack of statistical significance. In both the univariate and 

multivariate analysis, we use statistical tools to gain further understanding. In the 

univariate analysis, we use t-test to see if the mean return of the long portfolios is 

statistically higher than the return of the short portfolios. In the multivariate analysis, we 

use regression to understand what part of the return can be attributed to other risk 

factors than media coverage. Both analyses are somewhat affected by low levels of 

significance. We believe our significance levels are influenced by the relatively short 

sample period. 

Conducting a research project requires multiple choices from the beginning until the end. 

An important decision within the methodology is data collection. After talking with mr. 

Næss we decided to use the same database that he used in his investment strategy. Using 

Bloomberg as the main source for data collection have many advantages. Bloomberg has 

one of the most trusted databases in the financial market. Their Bloomberg fields NPC and 

TPC collect its data from multiple sources. Nevertheless, one cannot comment on this 

thesis without mentioning the drawback of only having data dated back to 2015. As a 

consequence of the short sample period, the validity of our findings is questionable. That 

is, how representative our results are for future correlation between media coverage and 

stock returns. Markets have been bullish during our chosen sample period, hence we have 

not been able to capture the entire business cycle including years with low growth (bear 

market).  

Our research has solely focused on the quantity of publication. That is, we neglect the 

effect of sentiment in news stories and tweets. Research on the effect of positive or 

negative sentiment, for instance by using a word recognition program could yield some 

interesting observations. However, performing such analysis would require a less 

excessive database than the one we have used, as it would demand to analyze the articles 

at an individual company level. 

This thesis focuses on the aggregate effect from both news and social media, represented 

by Twitter. We believe aggregating NPC and TPC best demonstrates the total media effect, 

and thus achieves the best understanding of the overall impact of publications. We did 

make a smaller analysis of the individual effect of the two underlying variables. However, 
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more studies on their impact, especially Twitter would be welcome. Twitter has a diverse 

account base consisting users from the professional media, the companies themselves, in 

addition to retail investors and non-investors. A more in-depth analysis of how tweets 

affect stock returns, especially in the Norwegian market would be interesting.   
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11 CONCLUSION   

In this thesis, we set out to investigate the relationship between news- and Twitter 

publications and stock returns in the American and Norwegian market. To analyze this, 

we used Bloomberg’s News and Twitter Publication Count as our primary data source. We 

have exclusively focused on the quantity of news and tweets, to see how they explain 

future stock returns. With this in mind, we aimed to answer the following problem 

statement: 

 

Is there a return difference between stocks with high and low media exposure in the Oslo 

Stock Exchange All Share Index and the S&P 500 index?  

Is it possible to form a simple strategy based on media coverage to outperform the market? 

 

Because different factors are affecting the number of news stories and tweets firms 

obtain, we had to make some further adjustments to our dataset. In the univariate 

analysis, we found indications that stocks with low media exposure perform better than 

stocks with high media exposure. On both our indices, 11 out of 13 long-short portfolios 

obtained a positive return. The findings surely indicate that the high-media stocks 

underperform compared to the low-media stocks. However, the statistical significance of 

our results makes the findings harder to prove. The validity of our results must be seen in 

the light of a limited sample period. Nevertheless, given the results from our sample 

period, it seems like low-media stocks outperform high-media stocks. 

Over our sample period the S&P 500 and OSEAX have increased 34.02% (0.84% per 

month) and 42.67% (1.02% monthly) respectively. From the univariate analysis, we 

observed that none of the portfolios from S&P 500 obtained higher average monthly 

return than the index. We decided to only conduct the practical approach for OSEAX since 

three portfolios from the univariate analysis obtained the average monthly return of more 

than 1.02%. 
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In the practical approach, we found that the moment of portfolio rebalancing has a 

substantial impact on the profitability of the investment strategy. All portfolios obtained 

negative return except the monthly rebalanced one. The monthly rebalance portfolio 

obtained a higher return than the reference index even after adjusting for transaction 

costs.  

When it comes to our recommendations for other investors, it is difficult to come up with 

clear advice. Our results are affected by low significance from statistical tests. Meaning, 

that we cannot reject that the returns of our zero-investment portfolios are caused by 

coincidence. However, our findings show that it is possible to beat the market by using a 

simple investment strategy based on media coverage of stocks. We acknowledge that the 

investment strategy is volatile, and is not suited for risk-averse investors. Nevertheless, 

we do believe that our results are of interest to both institutional and retail investors, who 

seek to generate abnormal returns. 

As a final comment, we would like to point out that the low-media stocks have 

outperformed the high-media stocks in our sample period. The monthly-rebalanced 

portfolio beat the market by 4,424 basis point, even after adjusting for transaction costs. 

To the extent historical returns are representative for future returns, there is a reason to 

believe that this portfolio should perform well in the future. 
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13 APPENDIX 

13.1 APPENDIX I: REGRESSION OUTPUTS 
S&P 500 

 CAPM: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fama French three-factor model: 
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OSEAX 

 CAPM 

 

 

 

 

 Fama French three-factor model 

 

 

 

 

 

 Carhart four-factor model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Pastor-Stambaugh five-factor model 
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13.2 APPENDIX II: DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 
S&P 500 

  News Publication Count 

  Mean Median Max Min Total 

2015 
          

2,468  
          

1,185  
       

71,683  
             

225  
 

1,055,365  

2016 
          

2,368  
          

1,310  
       

72,370  
             

268  
 

1,090,987  

2017 
          

2,689  
          

1,470  
       

66,242  
             

273  
 

1,312,985  

Average 
          

2,509  
          

1,321  
       

70,099  
             

255  
 

1,153,112  

Percentage -4% 10% 1% 19% 3% 

change 14% 12% -8% 2% 20% 
 

  Twitter Publication Count 

2015 
          

2,917  
             

549  
     

216,894  
                

46  
 

1,251,748  

2016 
          

4,170  
             

635  
     

283,344  
                

66  
 

1,923,386  

2017 
          

4,765  
             

755  
     

247,094  
                

40  
 

2,327,518  

Average 
          

3,951  
             

647  
     

249,111  
                

51  
 

1,834,217  

Percentage 43% 16% 31% 42% 54% 

change 14% 19% -13% -39% 21% 
 

  Aggregate Publication Count 

2015 
          

4,594  
          

1,507  
     

288,155  
             

363  
 

2,307,113  

2016 
          

5,981  
          

1,829  
     

349,332  
             

427  
 

3,014,373  

2017 
          

7,209  
          

2,204  
     

283,358  
             

374  
 

3,640,503  

Average 
          

5,928  
          

1,847  
     

306,949  
             

388  
 

2,987,330  

Percentage 30% 21% 21% 18% 31% 

change 21% 20% -19% -12% 21% 
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OSEAX 

  News Publication Count 

  Mean Median Max Min Total 

2015 202 125 2,993 29 29,057 

2016 221 136 3,317 33 32,771 

2017 235 151 2,791 31 34,996 

       
Average 220 137 3,034 31 32,274 

       
Percentage 10% 9% 11% 13% 13% 

change 6% 12% -16% -5% 7% 
 

  Twitter Publication Count 

  Mean Median Max Min Total 

2015 117 35 2,081 10 8,346 

2016 106 29 2,734 13 12,517 

2017 89 30 3,859 10 13,310 

       
Average 104 32 2,891 11 11,391 

       
Percentage -10% -17% 31% 35% 50% 

change -16% 4% 41% -25% 6% 
 

 Aggregate Publication Count 

  Mean Median Max Min Total 

2015 260 143 4,738 31 37,403 

2016 306 171 5,998 38 45,288 

2017 307 183 5,917 34 48,306 

       
Average 291 166 5,551 35 43,666 

       
Percentage 17% 20% 27% 21% 21% 

change 0% 7% -1% -9% 7% 
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13.3 APPENDIX III – SEMI-ANNUAL PORTFOLIOS 
    Long Return Short Return   

    DNB NO Equity -16.055 TECH NO Equity -62.2222   

    GJF NO Equity 12.42089 NAPA NO Equity 206.1224   

    TEL NO Equity -11.7892 SASNOK NO Equity 83.09859   

2015 H2   YAR NO Equity -6.24388 NAVA NO Equity 7.5   

    ORK NO Equity 13.61426 PLCS NO Equity -48.0645   

    OLT NO Equity -0.35088 FRO NO Equity 33.31941   

    STL NO Equity -9.26077 IMSK NO Equity 0   

    XXL NO Equity 17.91908 BERGEN NO Equity -8.03572   

    KOG NO Equity -1.02389 AVM NO Equity -43.6364   

    NHY NO Equity 0.242063 ATLA NO Equity -81.1429   

    SUM -0.05   8.69 -8.75 

              

              

              

    Long Return Short Return   

    DNB NO Equity -5.4859 SEVDR NO Equity -39.6552   

    GJF NO Equity 3.890082 IMSK NO Equity -2.05129   

    ORK NO Equity 9.120069 PLCS NO Equity -55.2795   

2016 H1   MHG NO Equity 19.44933 BERGEN NO Equity 44.6602   

    TEL NO Equity -4.44953 NAVA NO Equity -3.25582   

    YAR NO Equity -27.5777 SBX NO Equity -37.5163   

    LSG NO Equity 22.51799 TECH NO Equity -26.7647   

    KOG NO Equity -12.7764 ARCHER NO Equity -12.9032   

    TOM NO Equity -5.32403 AVM NO Equity 219.3548   

    AFK NO Equity 15.24239 ATLA NO Equity 66.66667   

    SUM 1.46   15.33 -13.86 

              

              

              

    Long Return Short Return   

    DNB NO Equity 29.24 DOF NO Equity 5.75   

    GJF NO Equity 1.52 SOLON NO Equity -41.66   

    ORK NO Equity 5.89 PRS NO Equity -34.80   

2016 H2   TEL NO Equity -3.75 ELE NO Equity 5.49   

    SALM NO Equity 4.45 SEVDR NO Equity 161.43   

    LSG NO Equity 22.42 HAVI NO Equity -30.00   

    MHG NO Equity 16.22 TECH NO Equity 152.45   

    AUSS NO Equity 20.07 NAVA NO Equity 25.96   

    YAR NO Equity 28.89 SBX NO Equity 83.05   

    AFG NO Equity 7.98 ATLA NO Equity 26.82   

    SUM 13.29   35.45 -22.16 
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    Long Return Short Return   

    DNB NO Equity 15.34 ELE NO Equity -19.08   

    ORK NO Equity 12.29 IMSK NO Equity 212.50   

    GJF NO Equity 9.58 BERGEN NO Equity -10.06   

2017 H1   AFK NO Equity -0.41 INC NO Equity -28.26   

    YAR NO Equity -4.77 OTS NO Equity 108.79   

    TEL NO Equity 10.82 NAVA NO Equity -16.41   

    LSG NO Equity -3.06 SBX NO Equity -81.31   

    NHY NO Equity 15.09 AVM NO Equity -29.03   

    AUSS NO Equity -12.17 HAVI NO Equity -32.30   

    OLT NO Equity 6.24 ATLA NO Equity -6.09   

    SUM 4.89   9.87 -4.98 

              

              

              

    Long Return Short Return   

    DNB NO Equity 7.42 SEVDR NO Equity --   

    ORK NO Equity 10.29 BERGEN NO Equity 11.83   

    TEL NO Equity 29.77 NAVA NO Equity -4.11   

2017 H2   GJF NO Equity 10.41 ELE NO Equity 203.57   

    OLT NO Equity -2.69 INC NO Equity 13.13   

    LSG NO Equity -2.38 STORM NO Equity -4.29   

    STL NO Equity 28.17 AVM NO Equity -47.56   

    WWL NO Equity 25.80 SDRL NO Equity -34.50   

    NHY NO Equity 35.57 ATLA NO Equity -19.63   

    AFK NO Equity 20.93 SBX NO Equity -86.91   

    SUM 16.33   3.50 12.82 
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13.4 APPENDIX IV – QUARTERLY PORTFOLIOS 
      2015       

    Long Return Short Return   

    DNB NO Equity 4.22 ASETEK NO Equity -5.22   

    TEL NO Equity -4.70 ITE NO Equity -18.42   

    GJF NO Equity 1.60 IMSK NO Equity 5.62   

Q2   OLT NO Equity 5.53 PLCS NO Equity -2.00   

    SCHA NO Equity 7.02 IOX NO Equity -42.31   

    YAR NO Equity 15.68 FRO NO Equity -6.58   

    XXL NO Equity 4.20 AVM NO Equity -3.85   

    SRBANK NO Equity -9.50 NOR NO Equity -42.56   

    ORK NO Equity -0.77 ATLA NO Equity -8.33   

    NHY NO Equity 11.87 SBX NO Equity -22.39   

    SUM 3.51   -14.60 18.12 

              

              

    Long Return Short Return   

    DNB NO Equity -15.37 SEVDR NO Equity -8.60   

    GJF NO Equity -9.34 PLCS NO Equity -29.03   

    YAR NO Equity -16.87 FRO NO Equity 18.73   

Q3   ORK NO Equity 2.27 NAPA NO Equity 6.63   

    TEL NO Equity -7.51 IMSK NO Equity 1.52   

    LSG NO Equity 19.53 SASNOK NO Equity 9.86   

    AFK NO Equity 6.76 NAVA NO Equity -6.00   

    OLT NO Equity -3.51 BERGEN NO Equity -37.14   

    STL NO Equity -10.21 AVM NO Equity -29.09   

    WWI NO Equity -15.25 ATLA NO Equity -28.57   

    SUM -4.95   -10.17 5.22 

              

              

    Long Return Short Return   

    DNB NO Equity -0.81 IMSK NO Equity -56.34   

    TEL NO Equity 24.00 FRO NO Equity -26.82   

    GJF NO Equity 12.78 PLCS NO Equity 12.29   

    ORK NO Equity 11.09 EMGS NO Equity 187.08   

Q4   MHG NO Equity -4.63 NAVA NO Equity -2.99   

    LSG NO Equity 7.84 AXA NO Equity 66.67   

    YAR NO Equity -0.95 TECH NO Equity 14.36   

    STL NO Equity 3.27 BERGEN NO Equity 56.06   

    KOG NO Equity 1.06 AVM NO Equity -20.51   

    TOM NO Equity -6.39 ATLA NO Equity -73.60   

    SUM 4.73   15.62 -10.89 
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     2016       

   Long Return Short Return   

   GJF NO Equity -0.70 BERGEN NO Equity 39.81   

   DNB NO Equity -10.88 ELE NO Equity -21.82   

   ORK NO Equity 6.92 PLCS NO Equity -22.98   

Q1   YAR NO Equity -18.67 IMSK NO Equity 5.64   

   MHG NO Equity 7.80 TECH NO Equity -11.76   

   LSG NO Equity 18.48 SBX NO Equity -15.69   

   TEL NO Equity -9.71 NAVA NO Equity -2.79   

   KOG NO Equity -6.21 ARCHER NO Equity -22.10   

   AFK NO Equity 2.21 AVM NO Equity 67.74   

   SCHB NO Equity -18.79 ATLA NO Equity 104.55   

   SUM -2.96   12.06 -15.01 

             

             

   Long Return Short Return   

   DNB NO Equity 5.57 IMSK NO Equity 0.00   

   GJF NO Equity 4.18 ELE NO Equity 2.50   

   ORK NO Equity 1.05 SEVDR NO Equity 1.45   

Q2   TEL NO Equity 1.51 TECH NO Equity -13.24   

   LSG NO Equity 2.36 PLCS NO Equity -42.86   

   AFG NO Equity 15.77 HAVI NO Equity 4.40   

   YAR NO Equity -13.88 NAVA NO Equity 2.46   

   MHG NO Equity 6.87 SBX NO Equity -33.15   

   SALM NO Equity 24.34 AVM NO Equity 83.33   

   AUSS NO Equity 13.63 ATLA NO Equity -28.57   

   SUM 6.14   -2.37 8.51 

             

             

   Long Return Short Return   

   DNB NO Equity 5.39 HAVI NO Equity -15.26   

   GJF NO Equity 7.57 SOLON NO Equity -15.07   

   ORK NO Equity 11.85 PRS NO Equity -10.13   

   TEL NO Equity -0.36 DOF NO Equity -5.13   

Q3   SALM NO Equity -1.25 SEVDR NO Equity -0.95   

   LSG NO Equity 2.77 ELE NO Equity 26.83   

   AFK NO Equity 20.71 TECH NO Equity 115.33   

   MHG NO Equity 5.13 NAVA NO Equity 28.85   

   AUSS NO Equity -3.58 SBX NO Equity -10.98   

   YAR NO Equity 0.68 ATLA NO Equity 17.27   

   SUM 4.89   13.08 -8.19 
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    Long Return Short Return   

    DNB NO Equity 22.64 SOLON NO Equity -31.30   

    ORK NO Equity -5.33 SEVDR NO Equity 163.94   

    GJF NO Equity -5.63 EMGS NO Equity 117.72   

    AFK NO Equity 6.62 HAVI NO Equity -17.39   

    TEL NO Equity -3.40 NAVA NO Equity -2.24   

Q4   NHY NO Equity 19.88 PEN NO Equity 54.46   

    MHG NO Equity 10.54 PRS NO Equity -27.45   

    YAR NO Equity 28.01 HIDDN NO Equity 67.15   

    SALM NO Equity 5.78 SBX NO Equity 105.64   

    AFG NO Equity -0.22 ATLA NO Equity 8.14   

    SUM 7.89   43.87 -35.98 
 

 

      2017       

    Long Return Short Return   

    DNB NO Equity 6.00 STORM NO Equity -3.66   

    ORK NO Equity -1.66 NAVA NO Equity -2.67   

    TEL NO Equity 10.78 ELE NO Equity -6.36   

Q1   YAR NO Equity -2.76 INC NO Equity 15.22   

    AFK NO Equity -5.53 OTS NO Equity 115.38   

    GJF NO Equity -4.53 
BERGEN NO 

Equity 15.03   

    AUSS NO Equity -24.78 SBX NO Equity -46.17   

    OLT NO Equity 0.63 AVM NO Equity 6.11   

    LSG NO Equity -21.85 HAVI NO Equity -36.29   

    SALM NO Equity -28.24 ATLA NO Equity -11.83   

    SUM -7.20   4.48 -11.67 

              

              

    Long Return Short Return   

    DNB NO Equity 8.81 OTS NO Equity -3.06   

    ORK NO Equity 14.19 HAVI NO Equity 6.25   

    AFK NO Equity 5.42 IOX NO Equity -14.81   

Q2   TEL NO Equity 0.04 APP NO Equity -28.57   

    LSG NO Equity 24.04 PDR NO Equity 0.82   

    OLT NO Equity 5.58 ELE NO Equity -13.58   

    AUSS NO Equity 16.75 STORM NO Equity -49.54   

    YAR NO Equity -2.06 PLCS NO Equity -42.41   

    GJF NO Equity 14.77 IMSK NO Equity -1.41   

    SCHA NO Equity -8.07 SBX NO Equity -65.29   

    SUM 7.95   -21.16 29.11 
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    Long Return Short Return   

    DNB NO Equity 13.35 EMGS NO Equity 12.99   

    ORK NO Equity -2.68 PDR NO Equity -5.41   

    GJF NO Equity -1.21 SEVDR NO Equity -62.06   

    TEL NO Equity 21.76 APP NO Equity 21.33   

Q3   OLT NO Equity -2.39 AQUA NO Equity -13.16   

    NHY NO Equity 25.90 OTS NO Equity -46.27   

    LSG NO Equity 13.10 ELE NO Equity -10.71   

    YAR NO Equity 16.87 PLCS NO Equity -27.27   

    SCHA NO Equity 2.14 STORM NO Equity 20.00   

    SCHB NO Equity 1.90 SBX NO Equity -85.50   

    SUM 8.87   -19.61 28.48 

              

              

    Long Return Short Return   

    DNB NO Equity -5.23 PDR NO Equity -28.57   

    TEL NO Equity 6.58 PLCS NO Equity 17.50   

    LSG NO Equity -13.68 SDRL NO Equity -24.07   

    ORK NO Equity 13.33 SEVDR NO Equity -62.06   

    GJF NO Equity 11.76 APP NO Equity 6.59   

Q4   OLT NO Equity -0.31 OTS NO Equity -26.32   

    YAR NO Equity 5.61 EMGS NO Equity 56.45   

    SCHA NO Equity 14.33 ELE NO Equity 240.00   

    SCHB NO Equity 15.96 STORM NO Equity -20.24   

    NOFI NO Equity 1.66 SBX NO Equity -9.68   

    SUM 5.00   14.96 -9.96 

              

              

      2018       

    Long Return Short Return   

    DNB NO Equity 6.00 HAVI NO Equity -36.29   

    TEL NO Equity 10.78 EMGS NO Equity -39.07   

    OLT NO Equity 0.63 NAVA NO Equity -2.67   

Q1   ORK NO Equity -1.66 EMAS NO Equity -21.62   

    GJF NO Equity -4.53 OTS NO Equity 115.38   

    WWI NO Equity 14.65 STORM NO Equity -3.66   

    WWIB NO Equity 9.77 APP NO Equity 20.99   

    LSG NO Equity -21.85 ATLA NO Equity -11.83   

    YAR NO Equity -2.76 ELE NO Equity -6.36   

    KOG NO Equity 7.23 SBX NO Equity -46.17   

    SUM 1.82   -3.13 4.95 
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13.5 APPENDIX V MONTHLY PORTFOLIOS  
      2015       

    Long Return Short Return   

    GJF NO Equity 2.9276 TECH NO Equity -14.3678   

    DNB NO Equity 16.0930 PLCS NO Equity -7.9365   

    TEL NO Equity -6.7879 BEL NO Equity -5.4863   

Feb   XXL NO Equity 2.0134 IMSK NO Equity -13.4615   

    NHY NO Equity 0.0457 NOR NO Equity 27.0000   

    ORK NO Equity 6.6430 AVM NO Equity -21.3483   

    YAR NO Equity 4.7146 ATLA NO Equity 4.0000   

    
SRBANK NO 

Equity 12.3992 IOX NO Equity -14.7059   

    OLT NO Equity 12.9870 FRO NO Equity -22.3108   

    SCHA NO Equity -10.4416 SBX NO Equity -76.8421   

    SUM 4.0594   -14.5459 18.6053 

              

              

    Long Return Short Return   

    DNB NO Equity 3.9263 NRC NO Equity -17.4603   

    OLT NO Equity -8.3333 NAPA NO Equity -20.0000   

    TEL NO Equity 5.9168 IMSK NO Equity 9.5238   

Mar   GJF NO Equity 4.1916 ITE NO Equity -8.4291   

    SCHA NO Equity 2.3888 FRO NO Equity -7.1795   

    
SRBANK NO 

Equity 0.8969 NOR NO Equity -57.4803   

    XXL NO Equity -3.9474 ASETEK NO Equity -12.5000   

    YAR NO Equity -2.8436 AVM NO Equity -14.2857   

    NHY NO Equity -3.2192 ATLA NO Equity -13.2692   

    ORK NO Equity 1.2458 SBX NO Equity -27.2727   

    SUM 0.0223   -16.8353 16.8576 
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    Long Return Short Return   

    DNB NO Equity 6.1894 ITE NO Equity 4.1841   

    TEL NO Equity 4.5427 NAVA NO Equity 17.3469   

    GJF NO Equity -1.6567 PLCS NO Equity 0.0000   

    SCHA NO Equity 0.4495 
FUNCOM NO 

Equity 1.5789   

Apr   OLT NO Equity 3.4483 ELE NO Equity 14.0000   

    YAR NO Equity -5.7561 IOX NO Equity -3.4483   

    KOG NO Equity 0.9346 AVM NO Equity -3.3333   

    NHY NO Equity -16.0415 ATLA NO Equity 5.9063   

    AFK NO Equity -1.0101 NOR NO Equity 18.5185   

    STL NO Equity 11.3445 SBX NO Equity 50.0000   

    SUM 0.2445   10.4753 -10.2309 

              

              

    Long Return Short Return   

    TEL NO Equity 5.3311 IMSK NO Equity -41.0256   

    DNB NO Equity 0.7380 IOX NO Equity -12.1212   

    GJF NO Equity -6.9046 NAPA NO Equity -11.1111   

May   SCHA NO Equity 9.3910 PLCS NO Equity -25.6410   

    OLT NO Equity -0.2483 FRO NO Equity 8.2902   

    ENTRA NO Equity -6.0614 NAVA NO Equity -5.6035   

    LSG NO Equity 10.4939 NOR NO Equity -40.7353   

    STL NO Equity -3.8681 ATLA NO Equity -20.9615   

    AFK NO Equity 1.7386 AVM NO Equity -3.5714   

    YAR NO Equity 5.2085 SBX NO Equity -68.0000   

    SUM 1.5819   -22.0481 23.6299 

              

              

    Long Return Short Return   

    DNB NO Equity -4.1758 PEN NO Equity -8.7379   

    YAR NO Equity 4.1305 
FUNCOM NO 

Equity 35.3741   

    GJF NO Equity 5.3333 NAVA NO Equity -8.6758   

Jun   ORK NO Equity 1.3136 NAPA NO Equity -7.5472   

    BRG NO Equity -0.8929 SASNOK NO Equity 1.7921   

    STL NO Equity -3.9095 FRO NO Equity -6.5072   

    OLT NO Equity -12.5767 IMSK NO Equity -15.2174   

    WWI NO Equity -10.2632 BERGEN NO Equity -8.1967   

    TEL NO Equity -2.4972 AVM NO Equity 1.8519   

    KOG NO Equity -1.6779 ATLA NO Equity -28.5714   

    SUM -2.5215   -4.4435 1.9220 
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    Long Return Short Return   

    DNB NO Equity 1.8349 TECH NO Equity -31.1111   

    GJF NO Equity 3.7184 NAPA NO Equity -7.1429   

    ORK NO Equity 5.6726 PLCS NO Equity -6.4516   

    YAR NO Equity -0.4407 FRO NO Equity 28.4544   

Jul   TEL NO Equity 4.3073 REACH NO Equity 10.4348   

    LSG NO Equity 9.7656 NAVA NO Equity 10.5000   

    AFK NO Equity 1.6777 SASNOK NO Equity 3.1690   

    NHY NO Equity -7.8064 ATLA NO Equity 16.0000   

    KOG NO Equity -6.8259 BERGEN NO Equity -11.6071   

    SSO NO Equity 19.1067 AVM NO Equity -21.8182   

    SUM 3.1010   -0.9573 4.0583 

              
 

              

    Long Return Short Return   

    DNB NO Equity -11.1111 NOR NO Equity -37.5000   

    TEL NO Equity -7.8683 PLCS NO Equity -31.0345   

    GJF NO Equity -6.2548 TECH NO Equity -11.2903   

    LSG NO Equity -0.7117 COV NO Equity -8.4615   

    ORK NO Equity -6.4417 FRO NO Equity -13.2271   

Aug   MHG NO Equity 0.2423 NAPA NO Equity -8.6735   

    KOG NO Equity -8.0586 NAVA NO Equity 7.6190   

    EPR NO Equity -2.6442 BERGEN NO Equity -26.2626   

    AFG NO Equity 2.3697 ATLA NO Equity -21.4286   

    YAR NO Equity -9.1736 AVM NO Equity 2.3256   

    SUM -4.9652   -14.7933 9.8281 

              

              

    Long Return Short Return   

    DNB NO Equity -6.5034 IMSK NO Equity 1.0050   

    TEL NO Equity -3.7553 FRO NO Equity 6.5197   

    GJF NO Equity -6.7535 EMGS NO Equity -27.0588   

    ORK NO Equity 3.4426 NAVA NO Equity -16.8142   

Sep   YAR NO Equity -8.0693 PLCS NO Equity 10.0000   

    STL NO Equity 0.1614 
FUNCOM NO 

Equity 3.6585   

    TOM NO Equity 10.7266 TECH NO Equity 0.0000   

    ENTRA NO Equity -1.4337 BERGEN NO Equity -17.5000   

    SCHA NO Equity 6.8123 AVM NO Equity -11.3636   

    NHY NO Equity -1.0468 ATLA NO Equity -21.6301   

    SUM -0.6419   -7.3183 6.6764 
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    Long Return Short Return   

    DNB NO Equity -2.2584 ELE NO Equity 175.7576   

    GJF NO Equity 12.7400 KIT NO Equity 24.0741   

    MHG NO Equity 5.0738 IMSK NO Equity -1.4925   

Oct   TEL NO Equity 0.8811 EMGS NO Equity 3.2258   

    ORK NO Equity 14.5008 PLCS NO Equity 22.7273   

    LSG NO Equity -2.6144 TECH NO Equity -10.9091   

    AFK NO Equity -1.0096 BERGEN NO Equity 37.8788   

    YAR NO Equity 13.6083 ATLA NO Equity -15.0943   

    KOG NO Equity 8.1301 AXA NO Equity 159.3750   

    AUSS NO Equity -1.4151 AVM NO Equity 0.0000   

    SUM 4.7637   39.5543 -34.7906 

              
 

              

    Long Return Short Return   

    DNB NO Equity 5.7301 EMGS NO Equity -31.8182   

    ORK NO Equity -2.2837 
FUNCOM NO 

Equity -21.0084   

    GJF NO Equity 8.5913 KIT NO Equity 6.5672   

    AFK NO Equity 0.5342 TECH NO Equity -36.7347   

Nov   YAR NO Equity 4.3039 IMSK NO Equity 0.0000   

    EPR NO Equity 1.9900 BERGEN NO Equity -17.5824   

    LSG NO Equity 7.3826 NAVA NO Equity 2.9900   

    AUSS NO Equity 2.8708 AVM NO Equity -12.8205   

    SALM NO Equity 5.0360 ARCHER NO Equity -16.1765   

    MHG NO Equity 4.4309 ATLA NO Equity -46.6667   

    SUM 3.8586   -17.3250 21.1836 

              

              

    Long Return Short Return   

    GJF NO Equity 1.2830 SBX NO Equity -49.0000   

    DNB NO Equity -4.0210 IMSK NO Equity -1.5152   

    ORK NO Equity -0.7082 AXA NO Equity 56.2500   

    MHG NO Equity 1.7872 NAVA NO Equity 15.5914   

Dec   YAR NO Equity -4.8223 BERGEN NO Equity 37.3333   

    SCHB NO Equity -6.8977 TECH NO Equity 9.6774   

    SCHA NO Equity -7.3851 ELE NO Equity 14.5833   

    NHY NO Equity -1.3988 ARCHER NO Equity -27.4854   

    KOG NO Equity 6.2271 AVM NO Equity -8.8235   

    ENTRA NO Equity -2.0619 ATLA NO Equity -45.0000   

    SUM -1.7998   0.1611 -1.9609 
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      2016       

    Long Return Short Return   

    GJF NO Equity -2.8914 INC NO Equity 6.7568   

    DNB NO Equity -5.1865 TECH NO Equity -19.4444   

    TEL NO Equity -6.0707 ELE NO Equity 7.5472   

Jan   ORK NO Equity 0.4298 IMSK NO Equity -9.5000   

    YAR NO Equity -14.8216 
ARCHER NO 

Equity -25.2492   

    MHG NO Equity 0.1701 PLCS NO Equity -34.9112   

    LSG NO Equity 1.2195 SBX NO Equity -2.6144   

    AFG NO Equity -10.0358 NAVA NO Equity 6.2201   

    TOM NO Equity -11.3456 AVM NO Equity -6.0606   

    KOG NO Equity -4.1667 ATLA NO Equity -5.0000   

    SUM -5.2699   -8.2256 2.9557 

              

              

    Long Return Short Return   

    TEL NO Equity -7.3864 SEVDR NO Equity -18.0257   

    DNB NO Equity -3.5509 TECH NO Equity -6.8965   

    ORK NO Equity 2.4964 IMSK NO Equity -11.6022   

Feb   GJF NO Equity -0.6536 ELE NO Equity -12.2807   

    LSG NO Equity 10.5422 SBX NO Equity -29.5302   

    SALM NO Equity 5.5718 NAVA NO Equity -15.3153   

    AFG NO Equity 4.7809 PLCS NO Equity 0.0000   

    EPR NO Equity 3.6145 HAVI NO Equity 30.0654   

    SCHB NO Equity -6.2346 AVM NO Equity 77.4194   

    SCHA NO Equity -5.7109 ATLA NO Equity 5.2632   

    SUM 0.3469   1.9097 -1.5628 

              

              

    Long Return Short Return   

    DNB NO Equity -2.6368 SEVDR NO Equity 7.8534   

    ORK NO Equity 4.3145 IMSK NO Equity 28.7500   

    GJF NO Equity 3.1433 
BERGEN NO 

Equity 56.5217   

    YAR NO Equity -8.0331 TECH NO Equity 11.1111   

Mar   AFG NO Equity 0.3802 AVM NO Equity -5.4546   

    MHG NO Equity 2.3274 HAVI NO Equity -9.0452   

    LSG NO Equity 6.5395 SBX NO Equity 22.8571   

    TEL NO Equity 2.6840 PLCS NO Equity 12.7273   

    AUSS NO Equity 14.2857 NAVA NO Equity 11.1702   

    KOG NO Equity 6.6667 ATLA NO Equity 82.4324   

    SUM 2.9672   21.8924 
-

18.9252 
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    Long Return Short Return   

    TEL NO Equity 2.2124 IMSK NO Equity -14.8000   

    DNB NO Equity 11.9476 SOLON NO Equity 3.9474   

    GJF NO Equity 5.5945 PLCS NO Equity -15.3846   

    LSG NO Equity 1.2887 HAVI NO Equity -2.7027   

    ORK NO Equity -3.0411 AVM NO Equity 56.6038   

Apr   SALM NO Equity -2.6764 SEVDR NO Equity 15.0628   

    YAR NO Equity 1.4475 TECH NO Equity 0.0000   

    AFG NO Equity 4.3478 NAVA NO Equity 0.7014   

    NHY NO Equity 7.7515 SBX NO Equity -14.5907   

    MHG NO Equity -5.6476 ATLA NO Equity -19.6429   

    SUM 2.3225   0.9194 1.4030 

              
 

              

    Long Return Short Return   

    DNB NO Equity 4.0737 KIT NO Equity 0.8989   

    ORK NO Equity 7.6814 HAVI NO Equity -2.2222   

    SALM NO Equity 25.5000 SEVDR NO Equity -16.3636   

    MHG NO Equity 12.9143 ELE NO Equity -3.7736   

May   GJF NO Equity 4.6411 NAVA NO Equity 0.9950   

    LSG NO Equity 11.7781 PLCS NO Equity -36.3636   

    AUSS NO Equity 14.8337 TECH NO Equity -12.3333   

    TEL NO Equity 3.5750 AVM NO Equity -8.4337   

    HLNG NO Equity -1.3298 SBX NO Equity -3.7500   

    AFK NO Equity 3.6781 ATLA NO Equity -0.7407   

    SUM 8.7345   -8.2087 16.9432 

              

              

    Long Return Short Return   

    DNB NO Equity -7.4091 PEN NO Equity -13.7555   

    GJF NO Equity -3.8808 ELE NO Equity -19.6078   

    TEL NO Equity -1.2912 TECH NO Equity -5.3232   

    YAR NO Equity -12.5622 AQUA NO Equity 4.4534   

Jun   ORK NO Equity -2.4439 SEVDR NO Equity -8.6957   

    XXL NO Equity -4.0210 HAVI NO Equity 7.9545   

    TOM NO Equity -4.5699 AVM NO Equity 30.2632   

    
SRBANK NO 

Equity 0.2433 NAVA NO Equity 2.4631   

    ENTRA NO Equity -0.9464 SBX NO Equity -17.2294   

    SALM NO Equity 2.2918 ATLA NO Equity -17.9104   

    SUM -3.4589   -3.7388 0.2798 
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    Long Return Short Return   

    ORK NO Equity 6.2415 ELE NO Equity 9.3023   

    TEL NO Equity 5.3852 
SASNOK NO 

Equity 3.7037   

    GJF NO Equity 2.7437 IMSK NO Equity 13.6842   

    DNB NO Equity -6.2121 PRS NO Equity 26.3968   

    AFK NO Equity 6.4264 DOF NO Equity 12.6640   

Jul   SCHB NO Equity 3.7145 SOLON NO Equity 1.7857   

    SCHA NO Equity 6.9758 TECH NO Equity 45.9779   

    SALM NO Equity 2.9412 NAVA NO Equity -4.3062   

    KOG NO Equity 3.7037 SBX NO Equity 19.2469   

    AUSS NO Equity 3.1250 ATLA NO Equity 3.4653   

    SUM 3.5045   13.1921 -9.6876 

              
 

              

    Long Return Short Return   

    ORK NO Equity -2.5543 IOX NO Equity -4.0404   

    AFK NO Equity 1.9992 HIDDN NO Equity 1.4925   

    SALM NO Equity -12.1143 REACH NO Equity 15.1899   

    GJF NO Equity 0.5622 PEN NO Equity 15.9544   

    DNB NO Equity 9.1007 PRS NO Equity -20.0000   

    NOFI NO Equity -8.4302 SOLON NO Equity -26.3158   

Aug   TEL NO Equity 3.2647 NAVA NO Equity 7.0000   

    MHG NO Equity -8.0745 TECH NO Equity 0.8696   

    LSG NO Equity -7.6771 SBX NO Equity -21.6667   

    KOG NO Equity 1.9841 ATLA NO Equity 53.1101   

    SUM -2.1940   2.1594 -4.3533 

              

              

    Long Return Short Return   

    ORK NO Equity 3.7500 TECH NO Equity 12.6697   

    DNB NO Equity 9.1007 HAVI NO Equity -0.3984   

    TEL NO Equity 0.8696 SEVDR NO Equity -13.6986   

    GJF NO Equity 0.5622 EMGS NO Equity -44.8387   

    NHY NO Equity 0.0000 NAVA NO Equity 0.0000   

Sep   TOM NO Equity -1.4199 PRS NO Equity 5.5172   

    AFG NO Equity 0.3195 SOLON NO Equity -7.3446   

    YAR NO Equity -1.9512 PEN NO Equity -4.4118   

    OLT NO Equity 46.2168 SBX NO Equity 4.6753   

    ENTRA NO Equity -0.2793 ATLA NO Equity 53.1101   

    SUM 5.7168   0.5280 5.1888 
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    Long Return Short Return   

    DNB NO Equity 14.1356 EMGS NO Equity 17.9747   

    GJF NO Equity -0.7373 HAVI NO Equity -7.0968   

    ORK NO Equity -5.5085 AVM NO Equity -51.0526   

    AFK NO Equity 0.7194 IMSK NO Equity -2.9126   

Oct   KOG NO Equity -4.8387 SEVDR NO Equity 10.0962   

    YAR NO Equity 9.9398 NAVA NO Equity 5.2239   

    NHY NO Equity 7.2569 PRS NO Equity -45.0980   

    MHG NO Equity 4.7519 HIDDN NO Equity 246.5647   

    TOM NO Equity -3.2345 SBX NO Equity -6.5805   

    LSG NO Equity 8.1703 ATLA NO Equity 15.1163   

    SUM 3.0655   18.2235 
-

15.1580 

              

    Long Return Short Return   

    DNB NO Equity 4.9372 STORM NO Equity -4.0000   

    ORK NO Equity -2.7546 OTS NO Equity -47.3684   

    OLT NO Equity -2.1538 INC NO Equity -1.5748   

    SALM NO Equity -0.4474 NAVA NO Equity -7.8014   

    AUSS NO Equity 7.3826 EMAS NO Equity 5.8824   

Nov   B2H NO Equity 8.4559 HAVI NO Equity -12.5000   

    NOFI NO Equity -1.5385 SBX NO Equity -17.0130   

    GJF NO Equity -5.4823 HIDDN NO Equity -23.0769   

    AKER NO Equity 3.9344 AVM NO Equity 23.6559   

    AFK NO Equity 7.6786 ATLA NO Equity -5.3872   

    SUM 2.0012   -8.9183 10.9195 

              

              

    Long Return Short Return   

    DNB NO Equity 2.3923 INC NO Equity 10.4000   

    TEL NO Equity 2.5437 SOLON NO Equity -11.1111   

    GJF NO Equity 0.5874 SEVDR NO Equity 107.1698   

    YAR NO Equity 7.9365 OTS NO Equity 82.0000   

    NHY NO Equity 2.8899 
BERGEN NO 

Equity 51.9685   

Dec   AFK NO Equity -1.6915 AVM NO Equity 2.4348   

    ORK NO Equity 3.0303 HIDDN NO Equity -37.3000   

    STL NO Equity 8.5675 HAVI NO Equity 5.5556   

    LSG NO Equity 1.9280 SBX NO Equity 173.8654   

    OLT NO Equity 0.6289 ATLA NO Equity -0.7117   

    SUM 2.8813   38.4271 
-

35.5458 
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     2017       

    Long Return Short Return   

    ORK NO Equity -1.6624 APP NO Equity -16.0494   

    DNB NO Equity 7.1651 GOD NO Equity -4.2857   

    YAR NO Equity 2.2353 STORM NO Equity -14.0000   

Jan   AFK NO Equity -2.1592 EMAS NO Equity -18.2927   

    LSG NO Equity -4.5729 
BERGEN NO 

Equity -3.1088   

    TEL NO Equity 1.2403 INC NO Equity -20.2899   

    ENTRA NO Equity 3.7901 ELE NO Equity 23.6994   

    AUSS NO Equity -8.9552 REACH NO Equity 15.7895   

    GJF NO Equity 3.5766 AVM NO Equity 22.2411   

    MHG NO Equity -6.3584 ATLA NO Equity -3.2680   

    SUM -0.5701   -17.5644 16.9944 

              

              

    Long Return Short Return   

    ORK NO Equity -4.0962 NAVA NO Equity 13.4146   

    DNB NO Equity -0.0727 ELE NO Equity -11.6822   

    AFK NO Equity 1.0345 APP NO Equity 63.2353   

Feb   LSG NO Equity -3.5940 REACH NO Equity -11.3636   

    GJF NO Equity -7.6110 SBX NO Equity -56.1538   

    TEL NO Equity 4.6707 STORM NO Equity 13.9535   

    WWI NO Equity -6.4588 HIDDN NO Equity -31.0811   

    AUSS NO Equity -2.9508 HAVI NO Equity -4.9505   

    YAR NO Equity -8.4292 AVM NO Equity -12.5000   

    STL NO Equity -2.0522 ATLA NO Equity -12.1622   

    SUM -2.9560   -4.9290 1.9730 

              

              

    Long Return Short Return   

    DNB NO Equity -1.0182 STORM NO Equity 2.0408   

    AFK NO Equity -4.4369 HIDDN NO Equity 9.0196   

    OLT NO Equity -6.1224 AQUA NO Equity -7.1642   

    LSG NO Equity -15.0474 SDRL NO Equity -6.1806   

Mar   TEL NO Equity 4.5355 PLCS NO Equity -21.6216   

    ORK NO Equity 4.2712 NAVA NO Equity -8.6021   

    STL NO Equity -1.1456 AVM NO Equity -0.7937   

    NHY NO Equity 5.0348 HAVI NO Equity -91.6667   

    AUSS NO Equity -14.8649 SBX NO Equity 10.1754   

    YAR NO Equity 3.8643 ATLA NO Equity -5.3846   

    SUM -2.4930   -12.0178 9.5248 
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    Long Return Short Return   

    DNB NO Equity 2.6810 APP NO Equity -3.0000   

    TEL NO Equity -2.8011 PEN NO Equity -1.3937   

    ORK NO Equity 5.3852 STORM NO Equity 0.6122   

    GJF NO Equity 4.7108 HAVI NO Equity 0.0000   

    YAR NO Equity -2.6235 ELE NO Equity 13.2075   

Apr   OLT NO Equity 2.7439 SDRL NO Equity -54.3445   

    NOFI NO Equity -1.7986 AVM NO Equity -17.9688   

    STL NO Equity -0.9091 EMAS NO Equity -52.4590   

    AUSS NO Equity 6.5637 SBX NO Equity -9.6651   

    STB NO Equity 1.8437 ATLA NO Equity -3.5714   

    SUM 1.5796   -12.8583 14.4379 

              
 

              

    Long Return Short Return   

    DNB NO Equity 6.7114 STORM NO Equity -40.3651   

    STL NO Equity 4.9716 
BERGEN NO 

Equity 60.2871   

    TEL NO Equity 3.7367 APP NO Equity -25.7732   

    WWL NO Equity 10.3448 NAVA NO Equity -2.3077   

May   ORK NO Equity 8.6174 GOD NO Equity -0.5579   

    GJF NO Equity 3.2600 AVM NO Equity -17.9688   

    LSG NO Equity 8.4166 EMAS NO Equity -52.4590   

    MHG NO Equity 3.6415 SDRL NO Equity -32.1325   

    KOG NO Equity -5.2239 SBX NO Equity -49.1525   

    OLT NO Equity 1.4837 ATLA NO Equity 5.1852   

    SUM 4.5960   -15.5244 20.1204 

              

              

    Long Return Short Return   

    DNB NO Equity -0.7687 NAVA NO Equity -13.7795   

    OLT NO Equity -0.5917 AQUA NO Equity 5.1913   

    ORK NO Equity 0.4737 ELE NO Equity -7.8947   

    WWL NO Equity 2.2917 SEVDR NO Equity 8.7121   

Jun   SAFE NO Equity -0.6667 SDRL NO Equity -23.3851   

    GJF NO Equity 4.6256 AVM NO Equity -20.3810   

    STL NO Equity -5.7862 INC NO Equity -14.6552   

    
AKERBP NO 

Equity -10.5072 STORM NO Equity -14.1794   

    TOM NO Equity 2.0000 ATLA NO Equity -7.7465   

    ENTRA NO Equity 1.4634 SBX NO Equity -31.8750   

    SUM -0.7466   -11.9993 11.2527 
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    Long Return Short Return   

    DNB NO Equity 8.8732 APP NO Equity 15.7143   

    TEL NO Equity 13.5740 HIDDN NO Equity -2.8674   

    ORK NO Equity -4.5374 OTS NO Equity -6.8421   

    LSG NO Equity 0.6174 ELE NO Equity 10.7143   

    GJF NO Equity -4.4211 
BERGEN NO 

Equity -8.0925   

Jul   WWL NO Equity 0.4073 SDRL NO Equity -2.9412   

    YAR NO Equity -0.0957 STORM NO Equity 12.9870   

    OLT NO Equity 0.0000 AVM NO Equity -7.8947   

    NHY NO Equity 9.6586 ATLA NO Equity -0.4149   

    KOG NO Equity 0.3759 SBX NO Equity 49.8471   

    SUM 2.4452   6.0210 -3.5757 

              

              

    Long Return Short Return   

    LSG NO Equity 13.0835 NAVA NO Equity -2.2523   

    DNB NO Equity -2.0052 EMGS NO Equity -14.1732   

    WWL NO Equity 3.4483 SEVDR NO Equity -25.7576   

    TEL NO Equity -0.1271 ELE NO Equity -25.8065   

    NOFI NO Equity 8.2840 OTS NO Equity -26.2712   

    OLT NO Equity 0.5952 AVM NO Equity -8.5714   

Aug   MHG NO Equity 5.1877 STORM NO Equity -10.3448   

    
SRBANK NO 

Equity 6.0510 SDRL NO Equity -53.1987   

    AUSS NO Equity 14.6429 SBX NO Equity -91.0204   

    AFK NO Equity 13.3217 ATLA NO Equity -7.9167   

    SUM 6.2482   -26.5313 32.7795 

              

              

    Long Return Short Return   

    DNB NO Equity 8.7398 PEN NO Equity 54.1667   

    TEL NO Equity 8.9263 PLCS NO Equity 0.0000   

    ORK NO Equity 3.2870 SEVDR NO Equity -57.1429   

    YAR NO Equity 15.9623 ELE NO Equity 5.9322   

    GJF NO Equity 4.1322 OTS NO Equity -25.8865   

Sep   NHY NO Equity 7.4212 STORM NO Equity 7.6923   

    OLT NO Equity -3.2544 AVM NO Equity -32.6146   

    STL NO Equity 10.5482 SBX NO Equity 16.6215   

    LSG NO Equity 1.3930 SDRL NO Equity 91.4894   

    TOM NO Equity 3.9130 ATLA NO Equity 7.7586   

    SUM 6.1069   6.8017 -0.6948 
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    Long Return Short Return   

    DNB NO Equity -1.8692 APP NO Equity 4.3956   

    TEL NO Equity 5.1214 STORM NO Equity -10.7143   

    LSG NO Equity -3.7095 HIDDN NO Equity -16.9811   

    ORK NO Equity 4.0870 OTS NO Equity 0.0000   

Oct   GJF NO Equity 10.8947 SEVDR NO Equity -57.1429   

    YAR NO Equity 8.7188 ELE NO Equity 30.4000   

    NOFI NO Equity 12.7072 SBX NO Equity 12.9032   

    NHY NO Equity 9.0674 ATLA NO Equity -6.4000   

    STL NO Equity 3.8292 AVM NO Equity -6.0000   

    STB NO Equity 3.4763 SDRL NO Equity -19.2593   

    SUM 5.2323   -6.8799 12.1122 

              

    Long Return Short Return   

    LSG NO Equity -7.1341 
STRONG NO 

Equity -2.5773   

    DNB NO Equity -3.6825 OTS NO Equity -36.3636   

    OLT NO Equity -2.4768 APP NO Equity -5.2632   

    TEL NO Equity 7.4352 SEVDR NO Equity -57.1429   

    WWL NO Equity 21.0021 PLCS NO Equity -2.3256   

Nov   ORK NO Equity 4.3152 ELE NO Equity 25.1534   

    WWI NO Equity 2.2849 SDRL NO Equity 15.5963   

    EVRY NO Equity -2.3881 AVM NO Equity -14.8936   

    GJF NO Equity -1.8868 SBX NO Equity -31.4286   

    SALM NO Equity 0.0000 ATLA NO Equity -26.9231   

    SUM 1.7469   -13.6168 15.3637 

              

              

    Long Return Short Return   

    DNB NO Equity 0.3298 IMSK NO Equity -15.7303   

    TEL NO Equity -4.4022 PLCS NO Equity 74.0741   

    ORK NO Equity 4.8795 APP NO Equity 2.1053   

    GJF NO Equity 1.7072 SEVDR NO Equity -57.1429   

    KOG NO Equity 3.7801 OTS NO Equity 10.7914   

Dec   OLT NO Equity 3.4921 STORM NO Equity -1.4706   

    
SRBANK NO 

Equity 0.0000 AVM NO Equity 8.0402   

    NHY NO Equity 5.3209 SBX NO Equity 7.6923   

    YAR NO Equity 1.1004 SDRL NO Equity -19.2913   

    NOFI NO Equity -3.4121 ATLA NO Equity 8.7174   

    SUM 1.2796   1.7786 -0.4990 
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13.6 APPENDIX VI: RETURN PORTFOLIO NPC AND TPC PORTFOLIOS 
 

  News Publication Count  

Month Long Short ZIP 
Cumulative 

Return 

feb-15 4.06 -14.55 18.61 18.61 

mar-15 0.02 -16.15 16.17 37.79 

apr-15 0.44 10.48 -10.04 23.96 

maj-15 1.84 -25.91 27.74 58.34 

jun-15 -3.18 -3.47 0.29 58.80 

jul-15 1.70 -3.01 4.70 66.27 

aug-15 -4.63 -14.19 9.56 82.17 

sep-15 -1.12 -6.29 5.17 91.59 

okt-15 5.84 36.75 -30.91 32.37 

nov-15 3.42 -17.87 21.29 60.55 

dec-15 -2.57 1.87 -4.44 53.41 

jan-16 -5.62 -5.43 -0.19 53.12 

feb-16 -0.32 7.89 -8.20 40.56 

mar-16 1.74 21.44 -19.70 12.87 

apr-16 3.22 -1.27 4.49 17.94 

maj-16 8.65 -8.65 17.30 38.34 

jun-16 -4.12 -2.02 -2.11 35.43 

jul-16 3.35 13.17 -9.81 22.14 

aug-16 -3.56 5.12 -8.68 11.55 

sep-16 3.75 3.54 0.21 11.78 

okt-16 2.36 11.86 -9.50 1.16 

nov-16 3.08 -8.99 12.07 13.38 

dec-16 2.88 38.43 -35.55 -26.92 

jan-17 -0.60 -0.19 -0.41 -27.23 

feb-17 -2.78 3.86 -6.63 -32.05 

mar-17 -2.89 -4.03 1.14 -31.28 

apr-17 2.77 -8.02 10.79 -23.86 

maj-17 4.06 -12.32 16.38 -11.39 

jun-17 0.10 -9.95 10.04 -2.49 

jul-17 2.23 7.17 -4.94 -7.31 

aug-17 3.95 -20.95 24.90 15.77 

sep-17 6.53 11.71 -5.18 9.78 

okt-17 5.20 -6.64 11.84 22.77 

nov-17 3.29 -13.13 16.42 42.93 

dec-17 2.64 8.70 -6.05 34.28 

Ave. Monthly 1.31 -0.60 1.91  
Sample Period Return 57.55 -19.02 93.78 34.28 
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  Twitter Publication Count  
Month Long Short ZIP Cumulative Return 

feb-15 1.61 0.72 0.89 0.89 

mar-15 -4.64 -12.10 7.47 8.42 

apr-15 4.25 14.70 -10.45 -2.91 

maj-15 -0.22 -5.67 5.45 2.38 

jun-15 -1.40 -4.91 3.51 5.98 

jul-15 -2.10 2.67 -4.77 0.92 

aug-15 -5.70 -13.43 7.74 8.73 

sep-15 -2.86 -5.99 3.13 12.13 

okt-15 5.65 -0.34 5.99 18.85 

nov-15 2.36 4.50 -2.15 16.30 

dec-15 -3.20 -5.21 2.00 18.63 

jan-16 -5.12 -12.94 7.83 27.91 

feb-16 -0.94 3.61 -4.54 22.10 

mar-16 1.58 15.67 -14.09 4.90 

apr-16 0.75 9.59 -8.84 -4.38 

maj-16 7.63 -5.06 12.70 7.76 

jun-16 -4.78 -3.14 -1.64 5.99 

jul-16 3.07 5.53 -2.46 3.38 

aug-16 -0.46 -4.25 3.79 7.30 

sep-16 -1.36 -0.54 -0.83 6.42 

okt-16 4.95 -5.81 10.77 17.87 

nov-16 1.32 -1.88 3.20 21.65 

dec-16 1.65 58.08 -56.43 -47.00 

jan-17 0.40 -3.53 3.93 -44.92 

feb-17 -0.43 -5.45 5.01 -42.15 

mar-17 -3.48 -10.57 7.10 -38.05 

apr-17 3.83 -6.18 10.01 -31.85 

maj-17 3.86 -20.03 23.88 -15.57 

jun-17 -0.49 -12.34 11.85 -5.57 

jul-17 6.74 7.95 -1.21 -6.71 

aug-17 1.11 -23.22 24.33 15.99 

sep-17 6.89 5.29 1.60 17.84 

okt-17 7.94 -7.45 15.39 35.98 

nov-17 -0.13 -16.76 16.64 58.60 

dec-17 1.59 4.09 -2.51 54.62 

Ave. Monthly 0.85 -1.55 2.41  
Sample Period Return 34.64 -42.21 129.96 54.62 

 


